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FOREWORD

Learning by Doing: The PLA Trains at Home and Abroad is the latest volume in a series on the PLA produced by the Strategic Studies Institute (SSI), The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), and the United States Pacific Command (USPACOM). The papers presented here are a timely and critical look at an evolving and expanding Chinese military and provide context for the changes we may yet see as the PLA continues to modernize.

As the USPACOM Commander, I seek to better understand China in aspects that further our ability to find common areas of interest, reduce miscalculation, and contribute to regional stability. Greater insight into the PLA is essential to this effort. As the Chinese military matures, grows, and ventures farther from China’s territory, the regional and global implications for the United States and USPACOM, as well as our allies and partners will be complex, yet critical to our understanding of China’s evolving international role and influence. Therefore, accurate and timely assessments of the changes taking place within the PLA are essential to understanding how the Chinese are matching military power with their broader policy aims. The outstanding scholarship in this jointly-sponsored study by SSI, NBR, and USPACOM is an important contribution toward this end.

The judgments in this volume provide unique and valuable insights on how the PLA is adapting its training to its perception of the security environment. This does not just include how it is resourcing, organizing, and training its forces, but also how the PLA thinks about warfare and the threats they currently face. Through participation in international military exercises, as well as peacekeeping operations
(PKO) and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) missions abroad, the PLA is gaining greater experience in carrying out a broader spectrum of missions. For example, the lessons learned from counter-piracy missions in the Gulf of Aden as well as internal, transregional deployment exercises are impacting the way China responds to issues ranging from domestic natural disasters to cooperative security efforts requiring the projection and sustainment of military power beyond China’s borders. Monitoring these developments is not only key to our understanding of China’s perceptions of the security environment, but also to identifying opportunities to further develop cooperative capacity in the areas of nontraditional security threats—a growing area of cooperation between our two militaries.

The outstanding analysis provided by SSI and NBR, will inform the decisions that affect our operations and relations throughout the Asia-Pacific region. Both organizations have again demonstrated their commitment to excellence with the release of this volume, and it is therefore my pleasure to introduce it to you. *Learning by Doing: The PLA Trains at Home and Abroad* is an essential source for those seeking to understand the changes that are taking place within the Chinese military. But more importantly, it sets the stage and helps us prepare for the opportunities that lie ahead.

SAMUEL J. LOCKLEAR III
Admiral, USN
Commander, U.S. Pacific Command
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION:
PLA LESSONS LEARNED FROM
INCREASINGLY REALISTIC EXERCISES

Roy Kamphausen
Travis Tanner

For more than 2 decades, the annual People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Conference has been a premier source of original analysis on China’s military development. Each conference results in an edited volume consisting of the papers presented that year by top PLA scholars. This volume represents the 2011-12 iteration of the event, a workshop titled “Learning by Doing: The PLA Trains at Home and Abroad,” held on February 18, 2012. This year’s event was unique in that it marked the first time the event was held at Marine Corps University (MCU) in Quantico, Virginia. The workshop was convened by The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), the Strategic Studies Institute (SSI) of the U.S. Army War College (USAWC), the United States Pacific Command (USPACOM), and MCU.

In an effort to better understand the PLA’s ability to employ its developing capabilities in a variety of potential scenarios, this year’s workshop examined how the PLA learns by doing, specifically through its exercises and noncombat operations at home and overseas, and through key logistical and theoretical developments. In many ways, this year’s workshop was the second installment of an examination of how the PLA has sought to gain experience in the practice
of modern warfare despite lacking recent combat experience of its own. Though some Chinese sources assert that the current Gulf of Aden anti-piracy mission involves “combat-like” conditions, most PLA observers cite the 1979 Sino-Vietnamese clash as the last instance of Chinese military involvement in a major armed conflict with a foreign foe. Consequently, the previous volume in the annual series—*Chinese Lessons from Other Peoples’ Wars* (2011)—examined what the PLA has learned from its observation of the armed conflicts of foreign nations. Key insights included the following: (1) the lessons the PLA learns from foreign conflicts are colored by China’s domestic politics and ideology; (2) most of the lessons learned take place at the high operational and strategic levels of war, we suspect because there is no current tactical or operational context to which they might apply; and, (3) the PLA tends to focus its attention on U.S. military institutions such as USPACOM, both as models for its own development and as sources of information on how it might effectively fight against the U.S. military in a potential conflict. In addition, an assumption undergirding much of the conference’s analysis—namely, that the PLA would have more leeway to criticize openly the conduct of wars in which it was not involved—was mostly borne out.

This volume seeks to build on these findings and examine how the PLA follows Mao Zedong’s maxim to learn by doing (“in war, study war” [“在战争中学习战争”]) by analyzing another major source of the PLA’s practical knowledge, namely its exercises and noncombat operations. Moreover, exercises and military operations other than war (MOOTW) have recently become a vital area of PLA studies due to the increasing pace and scope of China’s military exer-
cises as well as the formal integration of MOOTW into PLA doctrine. Thus, the 2012 workshop aimed to fill a void within the literature, assessing the PLA’s progress by examining recent exercises and noncombat operations in the following areas: PLA Navy (PLAN) exercises and operations, PLA ground force exercises within China’s borders, multinational exercises in international settings, and systems and strategy reform.

In analyzing each of these areas of development, the workshop explored the following key questions: What PLA capabilities have been enhanced as a result of recent exercises and noncombat operations? What lessons about military doctrine, strategy, and training were learned? Are there observable adjustments that the PLA has made in response to these lessons learned? And, what are the implications of these developments for the United States? The focus on the PLA’s own exercises and operations was accompanied by the assumption that these assessments would be less frank than those involving foreign conflicts.

The book’s key findings can be summarized as follows. First, recent PLAN exercises and operations point to an increasing interest in developing expeditionary naval capabilities and a presence in distant seas, suggesting that a move beyond the current “near seas” focus is both possible and an extension of existing efforts. Second, PLA ground force exercises—rather than aiming to intimidate others by demonstrating the ability to project power beyond China’s borders—focus on moving military power within China, both to defend China’s borders and perhaps as a prelude to military restructuring in which smaller but more mobile formations could replace larger and more static ones. Third, through its participation in international military exercises as well as peacekeeping opera-
tions (PKO) and humanitarian aid and disaster relief (HADR) missions, the PLA is gaining greater capabilities to deploy outside of China’s borders for a variety of missions. Finally, PLA operations are increasingly supported by a modern, civilian-integrated military logistics network, though a lack of overseas bases continues to limit the effectiveness of this network as it pertains to overseas power projection capabilities.

PLAN EXERCISES AND OPERATIONS

In many ways, the PLAN has been the most visible branch of the Chinese military on the global stage through its port calls, exercises with international partners, and participation in overseas operations such as the Gulf of Aden anti-piracy mission. Of these international engagements, the anti-piracy deployment in particular has led to important lessons. Admiral Michael McDevitt’s chapter examines what the PLAN has learned from its interactions with foreign navies, focusing in particular on the anti-piracy deployments. One highlighted lesson is the importance of logistics during extended deployments. Due to China’s long-held stance of not establishing overseas military bases, the PLAN relies on commercial ports and agreements for its replenishment and support operations. Additionally, the Gulf of Aden mission has led to the improvement of the PLAN’s emergency medical evacuation and major engineering repair capabilities, due to specific events that have occurred during the deployments. More generally, these ongoing deployments have contributed to the PLAN’s ability to maintain itself at sea for longer periods of time, allowed it to develop realistic exercises based its operational experiences, and given it the opportunity to absorb best
practices through its interactions with other major navies in a real world “battle laboratory.” In short, these operations have contributed to the PLAN’s learning how to operate in distant seas, an area of ever-expanding importance, because of China’s increased interests and presence abroad. These operations will continue to carry the PLAN beyond “offshore defense” and into becoming a more global, expeditionary navy.

Dr. Bernard Cole’s chapter examines recent initiatives on the domestic side of the PLAN’s evolution, including unilateral training exercises. The complexity, length, and multi-unit participation of Chinese naval exercises have been continuously increasing. These exercises are part of the PLAN’s developing training regime, which must balance the competing requirements of both indoctrinating sailors ideologically and ensuring their loyalty to the Communist Party while also ensuring their ability to work in the high-technology environment of modern warfare. Despite struggling to perfect this balance, the PLAN continues to make progress in joint training, MOOTW, civilian integration in military operations, training according to doctrine, and training under “real-war” conditions. This training regime has led to improvements in professionalism and the PLAN’s ability to perform in all the standard areas of naval warfare, especially informatized warfare at sea. Furthermore, naval exercises are increasingly being employed to send political signals to the United States and others in the Asia-Pacific through demonstrating an increased PLAN presence in the region. This trend will continue in the near future as the PLAN continues to develop its training and exercise regimen, and becomes more capable in carrying out modern naval operations and contributing to the protection and advancement of China’s national interests.
As with the other volume authors, Admiral McDevitt and Dr. Cole draw out a series of implications for the United States from their analyses of recent PLAN developments. First, both authors underscore the move to a greater emphasis on “distant or far seas” activity as a factor that increasingly challenges U.S. interests. Dr. Cole specifically highlights the increasing sophistication and length of training exercises as important indicators of a large-scale move toward this “far seas” approach. Additionally, despite the potential for conflict, both authors note prospects for convergent interests in some areas. Admiral McDevitt mentions the PLAN becoming more “integrated” into naval activities near the Strait of Hormuz and the convergence of Chinese and U.S. interests in the region as potentially leading to a greater opportunity for the two nations to work together on supporting regional peace and stability. Admiral McDevitt also notes that increasing PLAN capabilities confirm the necessity and timeliness of the recently announced U.S. strategic rebalancing, including an increased focus on the Asia-Pacific region. Finally, both authors stress the PLAN’s increasing capability to support the protection of China’s national interests, with Dr. Cole citing the “three seas” (“三海”) formulation as an indication that China’s vital maritime interests are focused in the Yellow, South China, and East China Seas.

DOMESTIC GROUND FORCE EXERCISES

Representing another key area of development for China’s military exercises and noncombat operations, domestic exercises by ground forces, including trans-military region (MR) exercises and related activities conducted by the People’s Armed Police (PAP) force,
are another focus of this volume. Trans-MR exercises, the focus of Mr. Dennis Blasko’s chapter, mainly feature PLA ground forces and carry important implications for the PLA’s overall development and modernization, as well as its power projection capabilities. These exercises have been growing in size and complexity in recent years and are aimed at improving the PLA’s ability to send forces to border regions to repel attacks on China. Within this framework, the Jinan MR is particularly relevant, given its geographic location and role as a strategic reserve. Consequently, Jinan has played a central role in many of the trans-MR exercises. The reliance on civilian support and transportation by rail in these exercises further emphasizes their domestic, mainland focus. In addition, these exercises have allowed the PLA to experiment with operational techniques in areas such as command and control for joint operations, operations in a complex electromagnetic environment, the formation of combined arms battalion task forces, and logistics support. Thus, trans-MR exercises contribute not only to PLA capabilities but also to China’s overall deterrence posture and are important signifiers of overall PLA development and modernization.

Another element of China’s ground forces development involves the exercises of the PAP, the focus of Cortez Cooper’s analysis. The PAP is unique among China’s armed forces in that, in contrast to the PLA, it often deploys to conduct its primary mission, namely, responding to domestic crises and ensuring domestic security. Given these circumstances, even more so than other elements of China’s armed forces, the PAP is forced to balance the need to always be prepared to immediately fulfill its role as a ready response force with the need to develop its capabilities through
training and exercises. Recently, in part due to lessons learned from past deployments, the PAP has stepped up its training on counterterrorism as well as on riot control, border control, and natural disaster response operations. A series of events that occurred between 2008 and 2010—including the Beijing Olympics and the major earthquake in Sichuan Province, combined with force modernization efforts—have led to better training and equipment, the integration of new operational concepts, and a historically high state of readiness. The main areas of PAP development include administrative adjustments, joint integration, informatization, and equipment modernization, as well as logistics and infrastructure enhancement. Going forward, China’s central leadership will place great emphasis on the PAP’s ability to respond quickly and effectively in anti-terror and riot control missions while coordinating its role with that of the PLA and other elements of China’s forces. During wartime, the PAP’s importance will lie in supporting the PLA at the national level while providing local crowd control in the face of the domestic civil unrest that may accompany an external crisis—a mission of great concern for China’s leadership.

The implications of these chapters are far-reaching. Mr. Blasko notes that the domestic focus of these ground force exercises indicates that they were not designed to intimidate Taiwan. In addition, trans-MR exercises may eventually prove that out-of-region forces supported by reserves and civilians can sufficiently reinforce border areas during a conflict. This development could justify cuts in main force ground units that could, in turn, free up resources for a range of other uses, including transportation assets that could supplement the PLA’s lagging long-distance
power projection capabilities. Finally, Mr. Blasko explains that these exercises were carried out in a relatively transparent manner and included significant domestic media coverage, which contradicts common assumptions regarding PLA secrecy. Mr. Cortez Cooper also touches on the transparency issue, noting that the promotion of increased transparency could be one of the main advantages of bilateral U.S. engagement with the PAP on initiatives such as policing, disaster relief, and counterterrorism and multilateral engagement on peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, and disaster relief operations. This advantage would need to be balanced with other considerations, including the potential to increase inadvertently the PAP’s ability to quell peaceful domestic protests. Mr. Cooper concludes that, in general, the advantages of these forms of engagement outweigh the negatives.

MULTINATIONAL EXERCISES IN INTERNATIONAL SETTINGS

Since the PLA continues to increase its participation in exercises and operations outside China’s borders, this volume also examines the level and depth of interactions between the PLA and the militaries of other nations. Specifically, the 2010 iteration of the Peace Mission exercise is the focus of Mr. Daniel Hartnett’s chapter. This multilateral military exercise, organized under the auspices of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), aimed to test the interoperability of SCO forces as they simulated scenarios modeling how to provide assistance to a member state facing an attack. Peace Mission 2010 involved a 2-week phased exercise in Kazakhstan in which a simulated terrorist attack was repelled by a force made up of SCO mem-
ber states, including China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan. Participating PLA forces included approximately 1,000 troops, mostly from the Beijing MR. These forces were divided into army, air force, and logistics groups accompanied by heavy equipment and vehicles such as tanks, helicopters, and fighter jets. Despite providing an opportunity for the PLA to train with international partners on coordinated air strikes, joint operations, rapid assaults, and nonlinear operations, the exercise’s scripted nature, lack of realism, and dearth of coordination among the various national forces detracted from the value of potential lessons learned by the PLA. In addition, the nature of the exercise reflects the SCO’s primarily role as a political, not military, institution.

Mr. Chin-Hao Huang’s chapter analyzes an important element of the continued development and expansion of the PLA’s mission scope, namely, the increased emphasis on MOOTW and nontraditional security threats. This development has led to increased PLA participation in international PKOs and HADR operations in the past decade. In order to improve its MOOTW capabilities, seen as important in ensuring stable domestic and international environments for China’s continued development, the PLA has been improving its training methodology, its operational command system, and its integrated support capabilities. While PLA contributions to international PKO and HADR missions to date have consisted of noncombat roles for Chinese troops in areas such as logistics, engineering, and transportation, they have provided a number of benefits for China and the PLA. These include reducing external suspicion and mistrust of China’s intentions and the PLA’s rapid development, improving the PLA’s ability to deal with domestic
emergencies and increasing the professionalism and capabilities of PLA troops through real operations and interactions with foreign militaries.

Regarding the implications of these international exercises and operations, Mr. Hartnett emphasizes that, despite Peace Mission 2010’s shortcomings, the PLA did draw important lessons from transporting troops and equipment over long distances and international borders. In addition, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) had the opportunity to practice a long-range air strike outside China’s borders. These experiences reinforce and contribute to the growing notion of the PLA as an expeditionary force more willing and confident to dispatch its assets overseas. Of most relevance to the United States is the increasing potential for PLA forces to be dispatched in the event of a regional crisis. Mr. Huang notes that the PLA’s continued participation in international PKO and HADR provides the United States and its allies with the opportunity to engage the PLA, institutionalize these operations, continue to integrate China into the international system, and emphasize the importance of reciprocity and transparency. Despite concerns that these engagements could lead to an improvement in PLA capabilities, which could then potentially be employed against the United States and its allies, Mr. Huang emphasizes that building trust with the PLA will reduce the potential for misunderstanding and miscalculation and will give the United State a greater understanding of actual PLA capabilities.

SYSTEMS AND STRATEGY REFORM

The volume’s final area of focus includes an explanation of recent developments related to PLA sys-
tems and strategy. Mr. Abraham Denmark’s chapter examines how PLA logistics have been forced to keep up as the demands placed on the PLA have increased in terms of the diversity and geographic scope of its missions. The chapter describes recent advancements in logistics as seen through PLA exercises and foreign and domestic security challenges. The improvement and modernization of PLA logistics have included introducing complex information systems, incorporating market forces, improving civil-military and inter-service logistical integration, enhancing readiness for diverse military roles, and ensuring logistical support for operations conducted in the domains of land, sea, air, space, and electronics. In particular, the integration of civilian capabilities, as well as the modernization of the logistics system, has led to marked improvements in PLA logistics, which are now able to support more extended, mobile, and long-distance deployments both at home and abroad. However, these still-limited capabilities are dependent on a relatively stable external environment, given the PLA’s immature power projection capabilities and its lack of external basing. The acquisition of aerial refuelers and replenishment ships, as well as the institution of conceptual frameworks such as “system of systems” and “multidimensional” capabilities, may mitigate the problem, but will not solve it, as PLA assets remain quite vulnerable beyond China’s territory.

In terms of China’s strategic thinking, Dr. David Lai argues in his chapter that, despite the PLA’s internalization of U.S. military concepts such as integrated joint operations (IJO), the PLA continues to adhere to its own unique views on the nature of war, the justification of the use of force, and the ways to conduct war. The “Chinese way of war” is made up of classi-
cal Chinese military and political thought, traditional Chinese strategic culture, and Mao Zedong’s espoused military principles. Additionally, China abides by the Confucian view that war is a means to restore order both externally and internally, which is especially relevant in terms of China’s justification for reclaiming disputed territories: “recovering” what has been taken from it. In deciding when to employ force, the Chinese have developed the concept of “post-emption,” meaning that China will not initiate wars but may employ preemptive strikes once a certain threshold has been crossed. Finally, China still references Sun Zi’s call to “subjugate the enemy without fighting” through the use of strategy, stratagems, and deception. Thus, the introduction of modern concepts and equipment to the PLA has only amplified the tenets of the “Chinese way of war,” while calling into question the applicability of some past concepts such as “People’s War.”

The main implication of Mr. Denmark’s chapter on PLA logistics is that, despite its progress in this area, continued shortcomings and a lack of overseas bases imply that the PLA will be only able to project and sustain power beyond its immediate periphery if its external environment is relatively pacific and accommodating. Dr. Lai’s chapter points out that China’s military capabilities will continue to develop and be influenced by Western concepts while its core traditions, values, institutions, and unique way of waging war will ensure a certain level of divergence with the United States. This level of divergence with the United States will continue to present challenges, especially in terms of the potential for meaningful engagement between the two nations’ militaries.
IMPLICATIONS

Workshop participants set out to examine what developments can be seen from the PLA’s domestic and international exercises as well as its noncombat operations. The increasingly expeditionary nature of the PLA was a recurring theme. Whether it be through the PLAN’s participation in anti-piracy missions, the PLA ground force’s and PLAAF’s participation in multinational exercises abroad, PLA participation in MOOTW operations, the development of PLA logistics, or even ground force’s transregional domestic exercises, all of these operations and exercises reveal a PLA that is more comfortable with a modest projection of power outside China. In this regard, the “New Historic Missions,” in place since at least 2004, are instructive. Recent developments could enable the PLA to conduct more “combat-like” operations in the future, given China’s expanding interests and presence, and outside observers must continue to analyze the PLA’s intentions and capabilities. The lessons the PLA draws from these simulations and noncombat situations and the ways it translates them into real capabilities bear attention. In particular, observers should closely monitor how the PLA plans to overcome its lack of overseas bases when projecting power abroad. In addition, the assumption that the PLA demonstrates greater reticence in discussing its own shortcomings received a mixed review. Mr. Blasko demonstrates that the PLA is relatively comfortable discussing the challenges it faces as it proceeds on a modernization path. Dr. Cole, on the other hand, describes a PLAN that rarely recounts less-than-successful drills.

Aside from the stand-alone value of these implications, an evaluation of them in conjunction with the
implications derived from the 2010 conference on PLA lessons from foreign conflicts adds an entirely new level of analysis and significance to the conclusions of the two events. When put together, the 2010 conference and the 2012 workshop present two views of how the PLA learns without fighting. Within this framework, there is a natural tendency to examine whether the lessons the PLA has learned from foreign conflicts are being implemented in the conduct of its own exercises and noncombat operations. The introduction to the 2010 conference volume noted that drawing a direct line between PLA analyses of foreign conflicts and lessons learned is fraught with analytical gaps, due to the limited information available, and many of the same challenges apply to connecting these lessons with developments in China’s military exercises and operations. However, it does not seem unreasonable to conclude that the PLA has applied some lessons from foreign conflicts to its own exercises, even if only to help portray a more realistic “threat” military within the exercise construct.

As an example of the connections that can be drawn, Christopher D. Yung’s 2010 chapter on the PLA’s study of the Malvinas War notes that there were valuable lessons for the PLA regarding a self-reliant resupply system, expeditionary force projection, foreign base and access facilities, and well-protected supply lines. In this volume, many of these same areas are touched on in the context of recent PLA exercises and operations. Specifically, Admiral McDevitt’s chapter analyzes developments in the PLAN’s resupply systems, while Mr. Denmark’s chapter examines how the PLA is improving its long-distance logistics support capabilities. Additionally, Martin Andrew’s 2010 chapter on PLA observations regarding U.S.
counterinsurgency operations in Afghanistan notes a focus on helicopter assault, close air support, and precision strike operations. Subsequently, Mr. Hartnett’s chapter in this volume details the PLAAF’s unprecedented exercising of its strike capabilities outside China’s borders as well as assault exercises involving PLA helicopters in Peace Mission 2010. More generally, the 2010 conference volume noted PLA lessons related to command and control, national mobilization, informatization and electronic warfare, and troop readiness, all of which emerge in this new volume in the context of recent PLA exercises and operations. Thus, despite the impossibility of ascertaining the exact level of causality between lessons learned by the PLA and its exercises and operations, some level of correlation appears to exist.

It also appears that experimentation in PLA exercises might have the most salience when it comes to new types of operations. For instance, the technical improvements that shape how the PLA ground forces move within China are in the service of national defense missions that have not changed in 60 years. These improvements reflect enhancements of current abilities to accomplish long-standing missions. However, in the maritime domain, a nascent PLA “far seas” effort is entirely new, and thus calls for studies and exercises that will inform how the new missions will be executed.

A final and inescapable conclusion is that the PLA is modernizing at a rate and scale of its own choosing. The absence of alliance relationships, the existence of a self-restricting policy and posture on the employment of military force overseas, and a still risk-averse strategic culture—in conjunction with a strategic and regional environment in which Chinese territory (if
not all of its claimed sovereignty) is not at risk—afford the PLA strategic space in which to modernize in line with Chinese priorities and not in reaction to external pressure. In part, this flexibility is reflected in modernization timelines—fully mechanized (digitized) force by 2020; informatized force by 2050—that speak to a measured, large-scale modernization. Ultimately, the question will remain how Chinese policy options—and their implied decisions about the use of military power—might change as ever-newer capabilities come on line.

ENDNOTES - CHAPTER 1


2. More information about previous years’ conferences is available from www.nbr.org/placonference.


CHAPTER 2

CHINA’S NAVY PREPARES:
DOMESTIC EXERCISES, 2000-10

Bernard D. Cole

This chapter reflects the author’s views alone and not those of the National War College nor any other agency of the U.S. Government.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines Chinese naval modernization demonstrated during a decade of training ashore and exercising at sea.

MAIN ARGUMENT

During the 10 years between 2000 and 2010, the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) conducted a series of carefully planned exercises designed to advance its capability to execute assigned missions across the spectrum of naval operations. These exercises focused on all the standard naval warfare areas, with a concentration on preparing for informationalized warfare at sea. Many specific exercise objectives were achieved; the end result was a PLAN more capable both of dealing with modern naval operations and of serving its nation as an effective instrument in safeguarding vital security interests.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The 10 years of exercises examined for this chapter demonstrate that the PLAN is getting better. This must be a consideration for American policymakers evaluating the use of the navy in supporting national security policies. The United States still has maritime dominance in East Asian waters, but two factors have emerged. First, the PLAN is posing the most serious challenge to the U.S. Navy since 1945; second, maintaining U.S. maritime dominance in East Asia may now require exerting power not just at sea, but also projecting power ashore, against targets on the Asian mainland.

Beijing is modernizing its navy for publicly announced maritime interests vital to its national security; these are most simply stated in the phrase “san hai” or “three seas,” denoting the Yellow Sea and the East and South China Seas.

The United States also defines vital national security interests in East Asian waters; first is the requirement for access to those waters, required by both commercial trade and by the need to fulfill the responsibilities of U.S. security treaties with Japan, South Korea, the Philippines, and Australia, as well as lesser commitments to Taiwan, Singapore, and Thailand.

Where these two sets of perceived vital maritime interests coincide or conflict define the points of contention between China and the United States in this century.

INTRODUCTION

Discussion of PLAN modernization typically focuses on hardware—on new ships, submarines, mis-
siles, and airplanes. That emphasis too often overlooks the key factor in naval effectiveness: the people who maintain and operate the hardware. Their capabilities are determined to a significant extent by their education and training, most explicitly demonstrated in the exercises in which they participate.

This chapter addresses that topic: What do we know about, and what has the PLAN learned from, its exercises during the past decade or so? This includes questions about personnel, education, and training; the structure and types of exercises; and, most importantly, the results of those exercises in terms both of immediate accomplishments and long-range implications for PLAN capability and the importance to China’s leaders of the Navy as an instrument of national security policy.

That instrument made impressive strides during the decade between 2000 and 2010. Particularly notable is increased PLAN personnel education and professional development, training facilities modernization, and more complex exercise scenarios.

The sources for this survey are primarily Chinese-generated reports of training and exercises, mostly accessed through the Open Source Center. Other reports were either published in English or translated by National Bureau of Research (NBR) Fellows Anton Wishik II and Alan Burns (for whose assistance I am very grateful). I must also acknowledge the continued guidance of my “sea daddy,” Lao Gao, as well as expert advice received from Ken Allen, Dennis Blasko, and Ed O’Dowd.

I am aware that my understanding of Chinese naval history, doctrine, and strategy are couched in my experience as a U.S. Navy officer. That said, I think talk of a unique Chinese strategic or doctrinal way
of thinking must be approached very cautiously; the commander of a Chinese task group conducting a multimission exercise in the North Arabian Sea during the Southwest Monsoon is confronted with the same problems and the same limited courses of action as those of a U.S. or other foreign commander—it is not chess vs. *wei qi*.

After a brief background discussion, this chapter addresses the PLA’s *Outline of Military Training* (OMTE) and *China’s National Defense* in 2008 and in 2010 white papers, all authoritative documents. Personnel requirements and professional military education (PME) will then be discussed, followed by a view of training prioritization in the PLAN. The heart of the chapter follows, with naval exercises viewed by warfare area. A brief conclusion sums up the paper’s findings.

**BACKGROUND**

China’s Navy in 2011 numbers approximately 290,000 personnel, including the Marine Corps, but not the maritime elements of the People’s Armed Police (PAP), reserve forces, militia, or coast guard organizations. Personnel issues are addressed in the PLAN’s 10-year plan for “Capable Personnel Development,” which aims to foster personnel “for winning sea operations under informatized conditions.” Future naval personnel are to be capable in “joint operations command, informatization management, information technology, and the operation and maintenance of new equipment.”

Exercise experience is emphasized as a development criterion, as is service in other arms, development of noncommissioned officers (NCOs), and “se-
nior officers involved in foreign military relations who have received training to handle sensitive issues.”

Addressing the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) Central Military Commission (CMC) in 1999, then-Chairman Jiang Zemin stated that, “We must [develop] high-quality talented military people.” Jiang reemphasized this rather obvious observation in 2001, when he noted that, “though we’re unable to develop all high-technology weapons and equipment within a short period of time, we must train qualified personnel first, for we would rather let our qualified personnel wait for equipment than the other way round.”

Three seminal documents addressing training have also been issued during the past 5 years. The first two are China’s 2008 and 2010 Defense White Papers; the third is the Outline of Military Training and Evaluation (OMTE), written in 2008 and effective as of January 1, 2009. The PLAN plans its training and exercise year from the OMTE, which is issued by the PLA General Staff Department’s (GSD) Military Training and Service Arms Department in Beijing.

The new regulations emphasize standardized training relying on science and technology to prepare for “modern warfare,” a general theme that was often repeated in 2008. The 2008 Defense White Paper and OMTE both repeatedly emphasize several key concepts and requirements for PLA training and exercising. These are:

- Scientific and high-tech;
- Informatization (or informationization);
- Joint, integrated (sometimes linked);
- Complex, electromagnetic environments;
- Combat-like conditions: “real war;” and,
- Concern for objective evaluations of exercises.
The 2008 white paper also prioritized the creation of “a scientific system for military training in conditions of informationization,” a theme repeated in the 2010 white paper.  

The Chinese Navy appears to be striving to meet the dictates of these directives in its exercises. Advances in personnel education and training are important ingredients in the success of unit and multi-unit exercises. These efforts were spurred in part by the loss of the crew of the Ming class submarine Hull #361 in 2003, probably due to inadequate training and shoddy equipment maintenance. This accident led to a major leadership turnover in the PLAN, including dismissal of the service’s commander and political commissar; the commander and political commissar of the North Sea Fleet, of which Ming 361 was a unit; and at least eight other senior officers, including the commander of the Lushun Naval Base, who apparently was responsible for the maintenance work performed on the submarine shortly before its loss. The new PLAN commander following the incident, Vice Admiral Zhang Dingfa, was a career submarine officer whose appointment suggested CMC dissatisfaction with accepted navy maintenance and training practices and concern about the operational readiness of China’s submarine force.

Assessing current PLAN education, training, and exercise practices indicates that the Navy’s leadership has implemented “lessons learned” from the Ming 361 accident and other experiences that have occurred during the PLAN’s post-1990 operations. One step was redefinition of the operational and maintenance responsibilities of the Navy’s shore establishment. Discussions with senior PLAN officers indicate that these changes, while not always welcomed by ship-
board officers, have regularized, centralized, and most likely improved Navy-wide maintenance, supply, and training processes.\textsuperscript{7}

**OUTLINE OF MILITARY TRAINING AND EVALUATION**

The OMTE is the defining training document, with specific directives for each service and for service elements. It delineates procedures for drafting training plans, organization, and assessment. Seven OMTEs are provided for the PLAN, each addressing a specific class of vessels:

1. Units for each class of naval submarine and surface vessel;
2. Units for each type of naval aviation aircraft, anti-aircraft artillery (AAA), and surface to air missiles (SAM);
3. Naval coastal defense coastal artillery and coastal missile units;
4. Marine Corps;
5. Reconnaissance units and subunits;
6. Observation units and subunits; and,
7. Communications units and subunits.\textsuperscript{8}

The current OMTE emphasizes that training must be “scientific,” focusing on developing operational proficiency at the tactical level, combined arms tactics, and individual and unit training, before addressing joint training.\textsuperscript{9}

The 2009 OMTE represents more continuity than change from the previous training plan, which also emphasized training under “informatized conditions” and a “complex electromagnetic environment,” though the current document lays special emphasis on
the need to exercise and improve in joint operations. It also demonstrates dissatisfaction with some aspects of the previous exercise regime: in 2007, Vice Chairman of the CMC, General Guo Boxiong, urged “great efforts to uplift the combat effectiveness of the Army under the informationalization conditions,” while concern remains about “formalism” in training—criticized in 2006 in the newspaper of the Shenyang Military Region (MR) Political Department—and defined as “a major obstacle,” characterized by training and exercises:

- Limited to traditional courses and not acknowledging informationized conditions;
- Conducted only in ordinary conditions;
- Aimed only at passing examinations; and,
- Aimed at special performances along preset plans.

Instead, the article stipulated that training should be “strictly organized” to meet “strict standards, and should be subject to stringent evaluation.”

Guo followed in 2008 with a by-then-standard call for training to focus on joint and integrated operations in “complex electromagnetic environments” to “enhance combat capabilities.” As an example of this, Exercise Vanguard-2009 was dedicated to advancing joint capabilities. Army units conducted its field phase, but observers were present from the Navy, Air Force, Second Artillery, and PAP. The PLA reportedly described the exercise as the “first time” it engaged in joint operations planning, joint command and control (C2) capabilities, joint intelligence processing, and joint combat decisionmaking under conditions of “informatization.” If accurate, this report marks the PLA’s ability to operate jointly as being at a surpris-
ingly rudimentary level in light of the fact that joint operability has been a goal of its education-training-exercise paradigm for more than a decade.

The outline’s objectives also include the regularization and accurate assessment of training; realistic training in specific operational and tactical tasks, including “various kinds of security threats” and “diverse military tasks”; “basic and integrated training” to incorporate new equipment operation and maintenance; command-and-staff training; military operations other than war (MOOTW); joint training; an increased prevalence of OMTE training objectives in civilian officer candidate education programs; and increased training support.¹²

At the fleet level, these directions are applied to the globally accepted naval warfare mission areas. These are primarily anti-surface warfare (ASUW); anti-submarine warfare (ASW); anti-air warfare (AAW); amphibious warfare (AMW); mine warfare (MIW); command and control, including intelligence, communications, and computers (C4ISR); and information warfare (IW), which includes electronic warfare (EW). Exercising this last warfare area—usually phrased by the PLAN as being able to operate in the electromagnetic spectrum—is one of the most important to the PLAN, appearing as an objective not only in reports of almost every exercise and training evolution, but also in almost every PLA training directive and in speeches by senior Chinese military and civilian leaders.

CHINA’S 2008 DEFENSE WHITE PAPER

China’s 2008 Defense White Paper, issued in January 2009, addresses the “strategic project for talented people,” highlighting the “training of commanding
officers for joint operations and high-level technical experts.” In April 2008, the CMC had also issued “Opinions on Strengthening and Improving the Officers’ Training Work of the Armed Forces.” Interestingly, this directive addressed linking “institutional education” with operational training. The repeated emphasis on preparing to operate under conditions of information warfare, including a “complicated electromagnetic environment,” and the focus on joint warfare evince what the PLAN believes are lessons learned from its observations of recent U.S. operations and a conviction that the United States is the opponent it is most likely to face. These apparent conclusions are sometimes included under a general training rubric, such as the 2009 recommendations by officers of all three PLA services on “drilling on joint operations . . . under informatized conditions.”

Navy exercise responsibilities were delineated by the PLAN’s commander, Admiral Wu Shengli, when he addressed the Navy’s Military Training Conference in January 2008 while the OMTE was no doubt being constructed, though not yet promulgated. He emphasized the need for reforming the training system, with closer supervision from above and the need to “promote education and training” in the “three warfares”: public affairs, psychological, and legal. He also noted the importance of “training exercises in wartime political work.” Wu reportedly did not discuss joint or integrated training, although he did characterize the PLAN’s “training mission for 2008” as “scientific,” in “complex electromagnetic environments,” and “realistic to actual war.” Wu mentioned this last requirement no less than 10 times, and stated that the “situation is grave.” Significantly, he used the phrase “with an eve-of-battle posture,” which is reminiscent of the
U.S. Navy’s aphorism during the Cold War that the fleet had to train for a “come-as-you-are” war with the Soviet Union, due to the belief that war at sea would begin with a surprise attack by the Russian Navy.¹⁴

Most of these same points were highlighted in the PLA General Staff Department (GSD) announcement of new training guidance for 2009. The GSD emphasized the importance of improving joint and integrated training, and improving the performance of command and staff personnel.¹⁵

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The PLAN was organized in 1950 with an initial strength of 450,000 personnel, but soon began declining in size, reaching 225,000 in 2001. Numbers since then have increased to approximately 290,000, reflecting the Navy’s modernization. The PLAN’s manning challenge is not numbers, however, but the education and intellectual capability required of its personnel, who must be able to cope with and benefit from complex training evolutions on equally complex engineering, sensor, and weapons systems.

The PLAN recognizes that the evolution of Chinese military philosophy from Mao Zedong’s original concept of manpower-intensive “People’s War” to “Revolution in Military Affairs” (RMA) warfare has not reduced the importance of the human element in deploying combat-capable forces. “People’s War” remains a mantra.

Increased personnel expertise, in conjunction with technologically advanced systems and effective training, is apparent in the importance attached to “the organic integration of man and weaponry.” President Jiang Zemin argued in 2002 that “manpower is a de-
cisive factor in determining the outcome of war.” His successor, Hu Jintao, has laid even greater emphasis on the centrality of personnel performance to military effectiveness as part of the Scientific Development concept and expanded on this theme in 2009 on the 82nd anniversary of the founding of the PLA.

President Hu also delivered an important speech at the 2006 PLA training conference urging the acceleration of “innovation and reform in military training” to make it comprehensive, noting that “vigorously and satisfactorily conducting military training is beneficial for advancing comprehensive army building.” This commentary on the importance of comprehensive training reinforces the PLAN’s apparent lack of U.S. Navy-style “type commanders”—admirals with large staffs dedicated to ensuring that ships and aircraft of a particular class or type are maintained and their personnel trained to meet Navy-wide standards of operational excellence.

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION

The Navy’s school structure has passed through four broad phases since it was established in 1950; the most recent began in 1975 when Deng Xiaoping stated that “peacetime education and training should be considered a matter of strategic importance.” In addition, the founding of the National Defense University (NDU) in Beijing in 1985 marked the professionalization of military education in China.

The PLA initiated further major changes in the organization and curricula of its educational system in 1998, in the belief that “warfare is changing from a traditional mechanical war to an informationalized one,” and that the “key in competing for strategic ini-
tiatives in the new century [is] the establishment of a new military educational system.” In April 2000, the CMC published the *Essentials for Reform and Development of Military Universities and Schools* to define military education for the 21st century. This plan applies to military schools and to civilian universities participating in officer candidate programs and includes undergraduate degree programs for officer trainees, continuing education in engineering for serving officers, and “reading-for-degree” and postgraduate courses, also for active-duty officers.

The call for transformation has continued, marked, for instance, by a speech by General Guo Boxiong in 2006 and a speech by General Xu Caihou in 2010, in which he “called for continued efforts to transform military training based upon mechanized warfare to that based on information warfare,” which demanded “strength[ening] training and enhancing [its] leadership.”

As for the PLAN, in 1999 Admiral Shi Yunsheng ordered it to build “a new education system” covering combat command tactics, engineering technology, logistics management, political work, and rank and file education. He wanted a “naval commander training system at four levels”: technological, tactical, joint tactical, and campaign. Shi’s successors, Admirals Zhang Dingfa in 2003 and Wu Shengli in 2009, have continued that theme.

The Navy has participated in the overhaul of PLA service academies during the past decade, including the campaign to ensure that academy education contributes to “strengthening the military through science and technology” and to support the CCP. At midpoint in their careers (as lieutenant commanders or commanders), naval officers are expected to at-
tend the Naval Command School in Nanjing, which concentrates on courses in technical subjects but also addresses naval operations analysis, strategy, and campaign planning—all supported by a wargaming center. This school maintains a “practice base” with the East China Sea Fleet, where students presumably apply their studies in an operational setting.25

PLAN officers must satisfy educational requirements in technological, tactical, joint tactical, and campaign categories before taking command; both practical and theoretical examinations are required, including “a wide range of professional knowledge and skills on 34 professional and academic subjects.” The campaign to increase commanding officer qualifications—and, by inference, performance—was proclaimed in an extravagant October 2008 claim that “100 percent of frontline captains of the Navy are graduates of specialized academies.”26

Commanding officers are now subject to new standards laid out in the July 2008 Guideline of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army for the Evaluation of Commanding Officers and supporting instructions, which evaluate commanders “in accordance with the requirements of scientific development.” The Navy has moved to link classroom education and operational exercises to address combat command tactics, engineering technology, logistics management, political work, and enlisted education and training.27

Although the emphasis of recent revisions and innovations has focused on officer education, improved enlisted educational opportunities center on technical capability and include officer accession programs. Additionally, the All-Army Propaganda and Cultural Information Network was recently established, using Internet technology to enable centralized education
among different bases and units, including standardized political education for enlisted personnel. Political reliability—“the improvement of ideological and political qualities”—is emphasized in the 2010 Defense White Paper, which lists it ahead of joint operations, informationization, information technology, and NCO training “as the foundation” of increasing the number of “new-type and high-caliber military personnel.”

ideoLOGY AND PROFESSIONALIZATION: POLITICS AT SEA

The emphasis on training military personnel who are both ideologically “sound” and professionally competent becomes a question of allocating training hours; to exaggerate a bit, how many hours each week does a newly commissioned naval officer aboard a Luzhou class destroyer spend studying Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, and how many hours studying the maintenance and operation requirements of the complex radar system for which he is responsible? However, any ideological struggle in the PLA between political reliability (“red”) and professional knowledge (“expert”) apparently has reached a viable compromise: professionally qualified naval officers who are dedicated to both China and its Communist Party.

Training.

Navy enlistments have been shortened from 4 years to 2 years as part of the 1999 Military Service Law of the People’s Republic. The PLAN, however, still requires a 3- or 4-year obligation for recruits who attend a technical training course before or immediately after reporting to their first operational unit, prepared to
engage in the full spectrum of individual, work center, crew, and multiship exercises. This policy illustrates the Navy’s need for extensive technical training for many of its personnel.³¹

PLAN “boot camp” focuses on physical training and basic military orientation. Enlisted training and education typically occurs aboard the first operational unit or is conducted by a naval base command within one of the three geographic fleets. “Floating schools” exist in such specialties as engineering, medical, surface warfare, aviation, and submarine warfare. Each fleet command has a training directorate with responsibilities that likely include training standardization and prioritization.

Crew training traditionally has occurred almost entirely aboard ship, and while this remains the PLAN’s focus, more centralized facilities have been created during the past decade to teach personnel how to operate modern shipboard systems. These new schools/training centers are operated by each fleet to teach engineering, surface warfare, ship handling, aviation operations, submarine warfare, and medical operations in addition to addressing specific equipment systems.³² However, a centralized training command able to delineate and enforce standards throughout the PLAN appears to be lacking.

The increasing availability of sophisticated shore-based trainers that accurately simulate real-time operational conditions has to some degree reduced required at-sea time. The PLAN is placing emphasis on a realistic shore-based training infrastructure, to include online training.³³ An extensive series of articles in Jiefangjun Bao shows concern with combined training and promotes the use of training simulators as a means both to save money and to enhance training,
although there seems to be some uncertainty regarding how to go about this.\textsuperscript{34}

Operating effectively at sea is physically demanding and requires a substantial amount of actual training at sea, especially for complex, integrated joint operations. PLAN surface ships are spending more time underway each year, and pilots are flying approximately 140 hours per year, substantially more than 10 years ago.

China’s 1985 shift in strategic focus to “high-tech wars on the periphery” implied a concomitant shift in PLAN training and exercising. Offshore defense requires training in open-ocean navigation, seamanship, logistics, and operations—especially surveillance, command and control, and multiship training. Coordinated training among subsurface, surface, and aviation units recognizes the increasing role played by technological advances in maritime operations based on automation and integrated operations. Hence, the PLAN has been expanding its exercise infrastructure and regimen to include more multi-unit operational training, although the degree to which the above requirements are actually exercised is not clear.

The PLA explains its training paradigm in a historical context: “Each major mass-scale military training campaign has invariably [been] accompanied . . . by the study of new knowledge [including] studying cultural knowledge in the 1950s and 1960s; studying science in the 1980s; and studying high technology at present. . . . The ongoing mass-scale campaign of military training with science and technology [makes it] . . . imperative to let [soldiers] practice using their equipment.”\textsuperscript{35} The emphasis on “science and technology” and on “scientific” training continues in numerous exhortations by military and civilian leaders.
One PLAN commander justified “long-distance training in the oceans” when it was still a rare event by stating that “the Navy belongs to the sea. . . . It is necessary to undergo training [on] the oceans, [and] become adapted to a life at sea for long periods of time.” However, General Fu Quanyou elaborated on a possible conflict between realistic exercises and budgetary concerns by noting the importance of “simulated training,” “on-base training,” and “training management,” as opposed to training under battlefield conditions.36

The PLAN has joined its sister services in emphasizing training to improve logistics performance; exercises have continued to draw on civilian resources as part of the “socialization of logistics,” representing current examples of People’s War. These include civilian involvement in “advanced scientific-technological” achievements in “military research projects,” civilian longshoremen supporting submarine rearming, and civilian vessels and facilities resupplying PLAN units. China’s Navy in 2011 appears capable of supporting its operating forces despite the complexity of its disparate platforms and systems. The three fleets include, for example, 16 different destroyer and frigate classes.37

Individual ship training is a prerequisite for effective multiship training exercises. Crews of all ships joining the fleet following construction or extensive shipyard periods receive training and certification from their parent fleet’s training center before assuming combat duties with the operating forces. A sampling of individual and small-unit training indicates a “building-block” approach, with training progressing in both complexity and scope until a unit is qualified to join fleet-level operations. Such building-block events
include training in small-craft maneuvering, sea-lane interdiction, reconnaissance, submarine positioning and navigation, landing ship formation steaming, Marine Corps landing drills, weapons and sensor systems exercises, and aviation unit familiarization with new equipment. This training is conducted by shore-based teaching staff that both train and evaluate operational personnel, including commanding officers.\footnote{38}

The PLAN is trying to make its training more realistic. The Nanjing and Guangzhou military regions (MRs), for instance, are credited with conducting “in-depth studies” on joint amphibious operations, with the Navy emphasizing “naval blockade, underwater surprise-defense, and mining of harbor piers,” and the Air Force including in its training “low-altitude maritime attack” against ships. Throughout, the concern is to ensure that “training is as close to real combat as possible.”\footnote{39}

PLAN efforts to modernize training facilities and processes are marked by three characteristics. First, post-exercise analysis is used to evaluate standardized exercises and derive doctrinal and tactical improvements. Second, joint and combined arms operations are emphasized, often with “blue” (i.e., enemy) and “red” forces opposing each other. Third, despite the assertions about the RMA and the importance of injecting “science and technology” into training, the PLAN continues to emphasize the importance of people over machines and technology. In addition, the PLA seems uncertain how best to mix the human element with “the application of science and technology,” so that its forces can operate “under informatized conditions.”\footnote{40}

Various articles emphasize information warfare (IW) and what the U.S. Navy calls “network-centric warfare,” but most simply repeat buzzwords without
offering realistic links between concept and operational practice. For example:

The main contents of training . . . are: basic theory, including computer basics and application, communications network technology, the information highway, digitized units and theaters, electronic countermeasures, radar technology, . . . together with . . . IW rules and regulations, IW strategy and tactics, and theater IW and strategic IW; information systems . . . information weapons . . . simulated IW . . . protection of information systems, computer virus attacks and counterattacks, and jamming and counterjamming of communications networks.

Long-range communications are also exercised as part of higher command’s directives to ensure that exercises are “informatized.”

On a more prosaic level, PLAN training has focused on “multidimensional attacks against targets on the ground from the air and sea,” with classroom courses addressing amphibious landings. Technical training has been modified to include logistical and other exercises.

EXERCISES

China’s concern about secrecy hinders efforts to identify and analyze PLAN exercises. One source claims that the Navy “successively held as many as 100 large-scale blue-water combined training programs and exercises” between 1979 and 1999. An excellent 1996 study identifies 96 significant (brigade-size or larger) PLA training exercises conducted between January 1990 and November 1995—about 16 per year. The Navy participated in 36 of these, with half of that
number also involving the Army, the Air Force, or both. Of these, 15 are characterized as “combined arms exercises,” and 15 involved amphibious training.

These exercises were conducted fairly equally among the three geographic fleets, with the North Sea Fleet conducting 13 and the East Sea and South Sea fleets conducting 10 each. Some of this training probably involved units from more than one of the fleets operating together, but that cannot be confirmed. One interesting facet is that despite appearing to be oriented primarily toward amphibious warfare, the South Sea Fleet engaged in approximately the same number of amphibious training exercises (six) as did the East Sea and North Sea fleets (five each).

The Marine Corps’ two brigades are assigned to the South Sea Fleet, as is the PLAN’s first large amphibious vessel, the Type 071 landing platform dock (LPD). This indicates that the Marines’ primary mission focuses on the land features in the South China Sea, in addition to the presence in the Nanjing and Guangzhou MRs of two Army amphibious infantry divisions and an amphibious armored brigade apparently training to operate against Taiwan. Dedicated amphibious warfare training areas have been established in the East Sea Fleet’s area of responsibility (AOR).

The Navy does not appear to have engaged in many complex, joint interfleet exercises. The most sophisticated exercise examined in the 1996 study was conducted in November 1995 on Dongshan Island and coincided with Taiwan’s legislative elections. Reportedly, “a ground force element of at least regimental size conducted an amphibious landing supported by perhaps a battalion of amphibious tanks and six or more transport helicopters with assault troops.” The exercise included air support by Su-27 and A-5
aircraft, airborne operations, PLAN fire support, and multiple landing beaches, and demonstrated a “viable command and control system.” The authors of the study perceptively noted, however, that the exercise was a public relations event that demonstrated the PLA’s limitations as well as its capability for conducting joint and combined arms warfare. Nonetheless, large-scale Dongshan exercises were conducted each year from 2000 to 2004.44

Analysis of the Dongshan reports indicates that the PLA actually administered a series of discrete exercises, some joint, some not, by units of the three services. These were conducted over periods of several weeks and lacked the continuity and command and control attributes of true joint and integrated operations.

China has on several occasions reported amphibious exercises by division-sized units, but the number of troops actually engaged is not provided; China’s amphibious force is believed capable of landing at least one infantry division on a beach, depending on the mix of equipment and stores for immediate resupply. If China were to use its merchant fleet, its capacity to move forces would increase, although inadequate air defense, inexperience in formation steaming, and lack of ability and training in cross-beach movement of forces, would be critical shortcomings.45

THE PAST DECADE

President Hu Jintao has continued his predecessor’s emphasis on science and technology in military exercises; Lianhe (Joint) 2008 was a particularly complex PLAN operation with sea- and shore-based elements.46 The PLAN’s exercise program during the past 15 years evidences an attempt to incorporate
the “science and technology” motto into meaningful exercises. The 2008 Navy Military Training Working Conference focused on this problem, touting the development of “analogous” multifunctional training systems for surface and subsurface warfare, to include simulated missile, gun, and torpedo targets that are “increasingly more scientific and closer to the requirements for actual combat.”

The PLAN exercise during the past 10 years seems designed to train all three fleets from individual unit drills through complex joint exercises. Militia and reserve forces reportedly are included in some of the exercises, at least once a year. However, the size and capabilities of the “maritime militia” remain difficult to evaluate.

All warfare areas—particularly ASUW, ASW, AAW, AMW, MIW, EW, and submarine—are included in the exercise program, as are logistics, combined arms, navigation, and C4ISR. ASW exercises have been most often reported as evidence of the progress being made in naval warfare proficiency—evidence that seems convincing, in terms both of the technology employed and the personnel performance demonstrated.

Also notable are the exercises focused on incorporating civilian maritime resources into PLAN missions. Other exercise subjects have included base defense, emergency maintenance, medical care, and damage repair by both shore- and sea-based units. The PLAN is emphasizing joint exercises in a multiple-threat environment, operating at greater distances and for longer periods of time at sea, and operating in bad weather and at night.

These attributes were noted in April 2009 when Admiral Wu Shengli summed up the PLAN’s exer-
cise program: “In the past decade the People’s Navy has organized more than 30 combat operations group campaign exercises at sea. . . . [T]he Navy has focused on comprehensively boosting its overall combat operations capabilities,” concentrating on testing new tactics, operating in joint exercises in all warfare areas in “a complex electromagnetic environment,” and “training far out at sea,” although he did not delineate the distances involved. This number of exercises would mean one major annual exercise for each of the PLAN’s three fleets, which is a respectable number.

Recent PLAN activities near Japan indicate its ambitions for developing both operational joint capabilities and geographic reach. Chinese maneuvers in 2010 in Japan’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ) were acknowledged by a Japanese analyst to have been in compliance with international law, but were reported in Jiefangjun Bao in more strident terms, as “the multiple arm joint formation of the East China Sea Fleet consisting of submarines, destroyers, frigates, comprehensive supply ships, and several ship-based helicopters” carrying out “warship-helicopter cross-day-and-night consecutive confrontation exercise,” but also noted that “open-sea training is rare in recent years.”

A report of a complex exercise in March 2010 stated that “a joint mobile formation” including ships and aircraft from all three PLAN fleets “embarked on a long-distance training voyage” through the Bo, Yellow, and East and South China Seas, and “the Pacific Ocean.” The “confrontations”—presumably the individual exercise events—reportedly involved “over 50 aircraft . . . nearly 60 warships . . . and close to 10 submarines.” This undoubtedly was a challenging exercise period and seems to have marked the PLAN’s
most advanced, effective conduct of the command and control necessary for operating large numbers of fleet units.\textsuperscript{50}

**WARFARE AREAS**

**Surface Warfare (ASUW).\textsuperscript{51}**

Surface warfare is the most basic naval warfare area and a PLAN core competency, but doctrinally takes second place to submarine warfare.\textsuperscript{52} Rarely does a surface combatant in any navy exercise train in just one mission area during time at sea. Several factors dictate making the most effective use of underway hours. These include fuel cost and availability, personnel and equipment limitations, limited training services, weather, and the multimission character of most combatants.

Hence, almost all reports of PLAN exercises, or even routine periods at sea, include some mention of seamanship and navigation training. These are valid exercise evolutions, required simply for a ship to unmoor, navigate out of harbor, perhaps conduct flight operations with an embarked helicopter, replenish fuel or supplies while underway, steam in formation with other ships, and communicate with shore stations and other ships. The PLAN’s exercises are inherent to more specific warfare mission exercises, such as those focusing on ASUW, AAW, or ASW. Most exercise reports issued by the PLAN concern more glamorous events, such as missile and torpedo firings.\textsuperscript{53}

Additionally, certain drills, such as those involving information warfare (IW), electronic warfare (EW), and communications may easily be conducted during night or other “down times,” or concurrently
with other events that require a greater portion of the ship’s crew. Finally, reports of exercises conducted “in rough sea conditions” are not particularly meaningful without knowing the ship type and the actual weather conditions involved; shipboard sensor and weapons systems are designed with movement limitations, and generally speaking, the rougher the weather, the more those personnel and equipment limitations take effect.\textsuperscript{54}

Damage Control (DC)—training personnel to control damage and effect repairs to ship and equipment while at sea—is an unglamorous but extremely important exercise area. Again, these drills are easily conducted at night, in port and at sea, where they often occur as part of a wider exercise scenario.\textsuperscript{55}

Published exercise reports do not often recount unsuccessful drills; for example, a 2007 report of “land-air-sea” exercises in the Yellow Sea typically contains the key words found in OMTE and the white paper: the exercise was joint, informatized, and “achieved training . . . close to actual combat.”\textsuperscript{56} No evaluation is provided of the degree of success achieved by exercise participants.

An often overlooked area important to effective exercises is the role of personnel assigned to various training centers to train and evaluate operational units’ crews. Since it was founded, the PLAN has focused on establishing effective, objective centers. These are the units that must carry out the frequent calls for ensuring that exercises closely approximate combat conditions and meet the other keyword requirements so frequently found in training directives, a task made more difficult by the lack of a central, authoritative, PLAN training establishment.\textsuperscript{57}

A very special mission area for the PLAN is defense of sovereignty claims, focusing on the Yellow,
East, and South China Seas. The concept of “anti-access/area denial,” often found in foreign (but not Chinese) reports, means that the PLAN must possess the capability to preclude or at least significantly slow intervention into these seas by foreign naval forces—principally those of the United States.

Chinese analysts and naval officers have written often of ways to defeat U.S. carriers. This concern has influenced several major fleet exercise scenarios during the past decade. The anti-carrier mission, tasked primarily to the PLAN and the Second Artillery, currently focuses on employing submarines and shore-based anti-ship ballistic missiles (ASBMs), essentially an ASUW mission.

While Chinese submarines remain the most effective means of deterring, slowing, and possibly destroying aircraft carriers’ effectiveness, Beijing has been striving for the more technologically innovative and challenging ASBM system. China’s ASBM, probably a version of the CSS-5 (in NATO terminology) medium-range ballistic missile, would have to be capable of being targeted against a target at sea prior to launch; able to adjust trajectory after reentering the atmosphere to refine its targeting against a moving target; able to differentiate an aircraft carrier from other navy, merchant, and fishing craft; able to overcome electronic and other countermeasures; and actually hit the desired target in a manner sufficient to achieve at least a mission kill. The joint/integrated exercises the PLA will have to conduct to obtain acceptable results for the ASBM—presumably with PLAN participation—have yet to be reported.
Amphibious Warfare (AMW).

No naval operation is more complex than an amphibious assault. Success requires precise timing; closely coordinated operations among surface ships, landing craft, aircraft, and ground troops; and a complex command relationship among officers of at least two different branches or services. The operation is especially complicated when Air Force support and Army troops, rather than Marines, are part of the assault. PLAN amphibious exercises have been a constant in annual training plans, but bounded in number and scope by the limited troop lift deployed by the Navy and the small size of the Marine Corps.

Deploying the PLAN’s first large class of amphibious ships, the Type 071 LPDs, shows increased attention to the AMW mission, but also indicates Beijing’s determination to participate more actively in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) operations. The first of these ships, *Kunlunshan*, has deployed to the Gulf of Aden as a warship conducting anti-piracy missions, but future HADR assignments are likely.

The “main armament” of amphibious ships is the troops that they embark and then land at an objective, via either landing craft or helicopters. China exercises its two Marine Corps brigades and two amphibiously trained Army divisions (approximately 10,000 personnel each) on a regular basis. The most notable amphibious exercises of the past decade were those of the Dongshan series, discussed above. These have been succeeded by regular, less dramatically designed exercises intended to ensure that the PLA has the ability to land against opposition in the South and East China Seas, where sovereignty dis-
putes are present, as well as offering an option in a Taiwan scenario. The largest PLAN exercises, involving units from all three fleets, may include an amphibious phase in addition to other warfare mission areas, as did the PLA’s major exercises *Lianhe 2006* and *Lianhe 2008*, conducted in the Yellow Sea.

**Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and Submarine Operations.**

Amphibious warfare may be the most complex operationally, but no warfare task is more difficult than ASW. This issue is particularly germane when evaluating Chinese naval capabilities, for several reasons. The first is China’s remarkable submarine acquisition program during the past 15 years. During that period, the PLAN has added 12 *Kilo* class submarines purchased from Russia, completed its program of building 18 *Ming* class boats, built an inventory of at least 13 *Song* class submarines, and maintained three or four of its old *Han* class nuclear-powered attack (SSN) boats in its operating forces. Ongoing today are construction programs for a new class of SSN, the *Shang* class—two of which have joined the fleet—with a follow-on class (the Type 095) of SSNs apparently on the way; the first class of promising fleet ballistic missile submarines, the *Jin* class, of which two have been completed; and the *Yuan* class, a conventionally powered submarine probably equipped with an Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) cell; eight *Yuans* are in the water.

Second, the fact that since 2000 China has acquired more than 30 new submarines leads to the conclusion that Beijing has decided that submarines offer the best way to slow or defeat U.S. naval intervention in a Taiwan scenario involving PLAN operations against the
island. Third, the conventionally powered submarines acquired by the PLAN are relatively inexpensive.\textsuperscript{63} Fourth, the U.S. submarine fleet has declined from 100 to less than 50 boats during the past 20 years; these are more capable than their predecessors, but are stretched thin.

The PLAN devotes significant effort to training and exercising its submarine force. Simulation and shore-based trainers are employed, but the emphasis is on exercising at sea.\textsuperscript{64} Available reports of exercises range from methodology, to ensuring safety and objectivity, to counterattacking surface combatants and launching missiles.\textsuperscript{65} PLAN submarine bases also seem to have been playing a more prominent role in at-sea training and exercises, as have evaluation efforts, perhaps spurred by the factors leading to the loss of the Ming 361 crew in 2003.\textsuperscript{66}

Chinese ASW exercises during the past several years have demonstrated increased free-play scenarios in deeper water, which requires greater personnel expertise and a willingness to rely more on commanding officers' judgment and initiative. There have also been reported exercises during which officers from the different warfare communities—surface, submarine, and aviation—have exchanged positions, to gain wider experience in naval operations.\textsuperscript{67}

ASW exercises have occurred among units from different fleets; others involve helicopter operations, while several reports note an ability to operate in bad weather or at night. These last points must be kept in perspective: naval exercises are not deliberately scheduled to occur during periods of bad weather—which is not defined in available exercise reports (Sea state four? Eight? Visibility 20 miles or 200 yards? Winds 20 knots (kts) or 60 kts?).
The PLAN is serious about ASW and obviously concerned about threats from U.S. and possibly other submarine forces. Significant exercises are conducted several times a year with actual submarine participation and increasingly including aircraft.\(^{68}\)

**Anti-Air Warfare (AAW).**

AAW is the third core naval mission, along with ASUW and ASW. It has expanded since the early fixed-wing aircraft days of World War I, when Great Britain deployed the first air-capable warship, to now include coping with cruise and ballistic missiles as well as space-based systems. These latter two changes have altered the character of the military use of the “air,” for both offensive and defensive purposes.

Hence, reports of all major PLAN exercises during the past decade have included AAW exercises, ranging from the daily operability tests required for ships’ missile systems, to complex exercises involving fixed-wing aircraft from Naval Aviation or the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF). Earlier AAW exercises by all three fleets emphasized joint defense in coastal waters.\(^{69}\)

AAW exercises include use of guns and missiles to destroy airborne threats, following their detection and localization. A key capability is area defense: the ability of a ship to defend units other than itself against hostile aircraft and missiles. The Chinese Navy has acquired an area defense capability only in recent years, with its acquisition of *Luyang II* class destroyers. Two of these ships were commissioned in 2004 and 2005, respectively, and at least two more are under construction. They are equipped with a phased array radar that seems to resemble the American Aegis
system, which would allow true area defense against air threats to a group of ships.

The other side of the coin for PLAN AAW is the ability to employ its own aviation assets effectively, an ability limited by the Navy’s paucity of both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. All naval warfare missions profit from the inclusion of air assets; ASUW, ASW, and AAW require them for maximum effectiveness. Joint exercises involving PLAAF assets have occurred, but these are not as important for evaluating Navy capability as are exercises involving its ships’ embarked helicopters.

The PLAN deploys approximately 40 helicopters among its approximately 60 air-capable ships (less than 50 of which have hangars); the one aircraft carrier, the ex-\textit{Varyag}, is capable of embarking on some combination of approximately 40 fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft.^{70} PLAN advances in helicopter employment have been demonstrated in exercises involving mid-air refueling, sea-air rescue, ASUW, ASW, and support of troops ashore, but the number of rotary-wing aircraft remains extremely low in the Navy, as it does in the PLA generally. Army helicopter participation in maritime exercises has also occurred.^{71}

Less frequent are reports of Naval Aviation exercises involving fixed-wing aircraft.^{72} This is not surprising, since these aircraft are based ashore and the PLAAF dominates China’s military aviation. In fact, there appear to be no reports of Naval Aviation fixed-wing aircraft flying combat air patrol missions in support of surface ships.

PLAN interaction with space-based assets, both its own and those of others, particularly the United States, has rarely been reported as part of an AAW exercise. The Chinese Navy depends on these assets
for communications, navigation, and intelligence, as is to be expected of a modernizing force. Admiral Wu Shengli reportedly demanded “comprehensive coverage, all-time linkage, and full-course support” from space-based systems for the ships deploying to the Gulf of Aden.\textsuperscript{73}

**Command, Control, and Coordination (CCC).**

No words may appear more frequently in statements by China’s civilian and military leaders’ discussions of training and exercises than informatization and informationization. Either formally or informally, they are part of every PLAN exercise. The Navy is determined to take advantage of state-of-the-art information operations (IO)—the naval mission summarized by C4ISR, the acronym for Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance. IO is simply a modern version of the basis for any successful naval operation: knowing where I am, where the opponent is, and how to kill him before he kills me.

Effective IO underlays single-ship, joint, integrated, comprehensive, and combined operations. A 2008 exercise by an East Sea Fleet “destroyer flotilla” involved electronic warfare (EW) exercises, with participation by submarine, aviation, and shore-based communications units. It appears to have embodied all of the words used above, but at an IO minimum, required effective communications among the participants.\textsuperscript{74} The PLAN is aware of the U.S. Navy’s concept of net-centric warfare, which was developed in the early 1990s and has been exercised in its application since at least 2003.\textsuperscript{75}
CONCLUSION

There is much we still need to know about the conduct and efficacy of PLAN exercises. In 2005, Blasko noted that “for at least the past 4 or 5 years, PLA exercises have become more complex, longer in duration, and expanded to more units than in the 1990s.” He was addressing primarily Army exercises, but research indicates that the Navy has shared in the PLA’s intensifying exercise complexity, length, and multi-unit participation—a paradigm that has continued during the past half-decade.

That pattern continued during 2011. In January, one U.S. analyst predicted a continuation of the themes discussed above, and delineated in both the 2008 and 2010 Defense White Papers as well as in the 2009 OMTE. That analysis has been borne out by observed PLAN exercises, although an increase in MOOTW has also been demonstrated by the Navy’s new hospital ship, which conducted its first mission in northeast China before deploying to the Indian Ocean in 2011 and to the Caribbean in early-2012.

The PLAN serves a nation with a rapidly expanding economy and an increasingly well-educated population. The provides a pool of better-educated and intellectually more-qualified personnel from which officers and enlisted personnel may be drawn for a Navy that is increasingly dependent on sophisticated technology. The situation also has negative aspects, however, given the reduced motivation for young men and women to elect naval service rather than entry into the booming economy.

Once in the PLAN, personnel are subject to an apparently logical, progressive structure of education and training. The education-training-exercise system
established by the Chinese Navy is coherent on paper, but hampered by the short service term of recruits, the relatively decentralized administration of training, and the dynamism of the developing operational PLAN. Furthermore, though the priority assigned ideological training in the Navy is unclear, it certainly affects professional development.

An undertone of dissatisfaction is apparent in the PLAN’s public announcements reporting training and exercises, including frequent admonitions to educate, train, and exercise in accordance with the dictates of high technology and modern methods. The account by two senior captains who served as on-scene observers of one of the U.S. Navy’s most advanced complex exercises, RIMPAC 98, remains significant: these officers were unable to restrain their enthusiasm for the operational expertise they witnessed, especially as applied to equipment and systems such as advanced automation, information-processing technology, and night-vision systems.

The officers particularly emphasized the “rigorous and regular personnel training”; the ability to operate at sea for extended periods; “whole-staff, whole-system, whole-function, and whole-course training”; the ability of equipment to operate continuously for long periods; personnel and equipment safety awareness and programs; frequent and continuing personnel education and training; systematic equipment maintenance procedures and practices; delegation of responsibility to lower-ranking officers and enlisted personnel; and shipboard cleanliness. Perhaps most telling was the officers’ emphasis on having witnessed the consistency of “specific efforts in a down-to-earth manner instead of shouting empty slogans.” PLA representatives also observed the U.S.-led Valiant Shield exercise, conducted in waters near Guam in June.
2006, but a similarly enthusiastic report has not been published.  

Open-source reports during the past decade illustrate substantial progress in becoming a modern navy. PLAN training and exercises highlight joint training, MOOTW exercises, integrating civilian support into military operations, training according to doctrine, and perhaps most important, training under “real-war” conditions.  

The performance of China’s naval task groups operating in the Gulf of Aden since December 2008 is the clearest demonstration of the PLAN’s strides in becoming an effective 21st-century force. Significant self-awareness exists; naval officers grade their service and personnel relatively harshly both in person and in press reports. This may in turn impart a degree of caution on the part of Beijing in employing the Navy in pursuit of national security goals. One PLAN “lesson learned” from the U.S. Navy is indicated in a 2009 description of junior officer ship-handling training—emphasizing decisiveness and professional knowledge—that could have been written by the commanding officer of a U.S. destroyer.  

China is also using naval exercises to send political signals in addition to those inherent in exercising the naval mission of “presence.” Two recent examples occurred in June and July 2011. The first took place shortly after the incidents in the South China Sea between Chinese and U.S. vessels, when nominally civilian-manned boats interfered with a U.S. hydrographic survey vessel, and PLAN exercises were then conducted in those same waters. The second was a PLAN live-fire exercise in the northern waters of the East China Sea, shortly after plans were announced for U.S.-South Korean naval exercises in response to the North Korean provocations that spring.
Strong implications for future exercise scenarios may be seen in a speech by Admiral Wu Shengli in 2009, when he noted that “transformation building” would create a navy able to deal with “multiple security threats [while] accomplishing diversified military tasks.” Significantly, he stated that these would include tasks beyond China’s “territorial integrity [such as] maritime rights and development interests” and would include “the ability to go deep into the ocean.” He also said the PLAN would “incorporate the capacity for nonwar military actions to the integrated construction of the Army’s power, especially emergency offshore search and rescue and anti-terrorism activities.”

This delineates an ambitious program. The PLAN’s training and exercise program during the past decade has increased in complexity and sophistication. An evaluation program is in place, but the high command is not happy. This is evidenced in at least two relatively public ways. The first is ideological uncertainty, reflected in the constant stream of admonitions to the Navy and the other services by civilian and military leaders about loyalty to “the party.” The second is obvious concern about substandard performance demonstrated in exercises and, the command apparently fears, in the case of potential conflicts. Official statements carry a stream of concern for the objective evaluation of exercises and exhortations to units throughout the PLAN to embrace informatization, science and high technology, joint and integrated operations, complex electromagnetic environments, and combat-like conditions (“real war”).

The repeated emphasis in PLAN training and exercises on IW, including EW, leads to two conclusions. First, that proficiency in IW/EW is considered vital
to effective naval operations, and second, that this is seen as a U.S. naval vulnerability and a weakness to be attacked. Despite the concerns expressed by Chinese officers and officials in the public documents that constituted the bulk of research for this chapter, the PLAN’s exercises clearly indicate progress in professionalism and the ability to perform operationally in all the standard naval warfare areas. The PLAN is getting better.

This should be a factor for American policymakers considering the use of the Navy in supporting national security policies. The United States dominates East Asian waters, but two factors have emerged. First, the PLAN is posing the most serious challenge to the U.S. Navy since 1945; second, maintaining U.S. maritime dominance in East Asia may now require exerting power not just at sea, but also projecting power ashore, against targets on the Asian mainland.

China’s emerging maritime power requires reconsideration by American policymakers of when and how to employ the Navy. Beijing has delineated maritime interests vital to its national security; these are most simply stated in the phrase “san hai” or “three seas,” denoting the Yellow Sea, and the East and South China Seas. The United States also defines vital national security interests in East Asian waters; first is the requirement for access to those waters, required by both commercial trade and by the need to fulfill the responsibilities of U.S. security treaties with Japan, South Korea, the Philippines, and Australia, as well as lesser commitments to Taiwan, Singapore, and Thailand. Where these two sets of perceived vital maritime interests coincide or conflict may well define the most dangerous points of diplomatic and naval conflict between China and the United States in this century.
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CHAPTER 3

PLA NAVAL EXERCISES WITH INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

Michael McDevitt

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter addresses the lessons that the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) has learned in its interactions with foreign navies. The main focus is on lessons learned during extended anti-piracy deployments.

MAIN ARGUMENT

Thanks to 3 years of continuous anti-piracy deployments to the Arabian Sea, the PLAN is mastering the operational skills necessary to deploy and sustain surface combatants, amphibious ships, and support ships on distant stations for long periods of time. For the PLAN, these deployments have become a real world “battle-laboratory,” thanks to daily interactions with foreign navies. The PLAN has an opportunity to observe the day-to-day operations of most of the world’s great navies and absorb best practices for its own use. In short, it is learning the sorts of lessons that are absolutely essential to the effective operation of an expeditionary navy.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- Since the Cold War ended, the United States has been unconstrained when deploying naval
forces off the coast of another nation to support Western interests and signal determination. A PLAN capable of “distant seas” operations provides Beijing with a new “tool” it can employ to support its friends and buttress its policies. Should the PLAN be employed in this fashion, it could greatly complicate U.S. policy approaches by introducing a new factor into crisis response options.

- The PLAN is becoming “integrated” into the maritime life of the region around the Strait of Hormuz. China already depends upon Gulf oil much more than the United States. Over time it may be desirable to encourage the PLAN to become more of a positive contributor to the overall peace and stability of the region. The military issues that cause tension between the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the U.S. military are East Asia-specific, whereas there is a very close alignment of interests (but not necessarily policies chosen to advance those interests) between Washington and Beijing in this region.

- The introduction of modern amphibious ships, and shortly, an aircraft carrier force, provides the PLAN with a credible power projection capability that is generating the acquisition of area denial capabilities such as submarines and land-based aircraft with anti-ship cruise missiles by neighboring littoral states. It is also raising the attractiveness of the U.S. naval presence along the long Indo-Pacific littoral. The Barack Obama Administration’s rebalance to Asia seems perfectly timed.
INTRODUCTION

Before addressing PLAN interactions with foreign navies, it is useful to review the strategic and political background that provides the context for expanded PLA missions in addition to the defense of China and its claimed territories. The expanded mission set is largely driven by the globalization of People’s Republic of China (PRC) commercial and security interests, which were outlined in Hu Jintao’s “Historic Missions” speech presented at an expanded meeting of the Central Military Commission (CMC) in 2004.\(^1\) Subsequently, the 2008 PLA Defense White Paper characterized this mission set as “Military Operations Other Than War” (MOOTW)—in other words, peacetime operations\(^2\).

The combination of China’s expanding overseas interests and corresponding need for security created a “demand signal” for a PLAN that could protect PRC interests abroad. This entails supporting United Nations (UN)-sanctioned missions, assisting PRC citizens who are in jeopardy or require evacuation,\(^3\) protecting sea lines of communication, responding to natural disasters, and demonstrating China’s resolve in support of embattled friends in Africa and along the South Asia littoral. Over the last half-decade, the PLAN, more so than China’s other military services, has been seriously involved in integrating distant, prolonged peacetime operations as part of its core mission set.

As the PLAN has learned, these new missions require a different mix of naval capabilities than its wartime “offshore active defense strategy” (近海积极防御战略).\(^4\) China’s military has introduced capabilities over the past 20 years that have expanded the PLA’s operational reach further off-shore, beyond the first
island chain. In turn, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) began to characterize the operational implications of those capabilities as anti-access/area denial. These capabilities are not all resident in the PLA; the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and Second Artillery Corps play major roles. But for the PLAN, it is the submarine force and land-based naval aviation arm that are the central players in area denial scenarios. The PLAN’s surface force plays second fiddle in these scenarios and should a conflict over Taiwan erupt, will probably remain inside the first island chain, conducting anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and air defense roles. This role is reversed during peacetime; it is the surface navy that has pride of place because of its ability to deploy world-wide.

The PLAN is currently mastering the operational skills necessary to deploy and sustain surface combatants, amphibious ships, and support ships on distant stations for long periods of time. In my judgment, they have been a quick study, thanks to 3 years of continuous anti-piracy deployments to the Arabian Sea. These operations are the single most important factor in the growing sophistication and professional competence of the PLAN.

These deployments are a real world “battle-laboratory” for the PLAN, providing an opportunity to observe the day-to-day operations of most of the world’s great navies and absorb best practices for its own use—as such, these deployments provide the best area to focus on in order to address the topic of this chapter. I was asked to focus on lessons learned from interactions with foreign navies, which implied to me that the organizers expected a focus on issues related to tactical competence. Frankly, these are difficult to cull out in an open-source environment.
What I have found is that the lessons the PLAN has learned are the more mundane, but crucially important if the PLAN is to operate effectively beyond East Asia: (1) ship design: what sort of capabilities must warships have to operate at sea for sustained periods of time; (2) learning how to manage the logistics that are essential for sustaining forces a long way from home for an extended period; and, (3) development of a growing cadre of relatively junior flag officers, ship commanding officers, junior officers, and sailors who have been exposed on a regular basis to the best navies in the world and who are learning how to operate independently in near-combat operations. In other words, these are the sorts of lessons that are absolutely essential to the effective operation of an expeditionary navy.

THE POLITICAL “GREEN LIGHT”

The political approval for the PLA, especially the Navy, to begin to seriously think about the uses of the PLA in addition to the defense of China proper was given on December 24, 2004, when then-recently-promoted CMC Chairman Hu Jintao announced a new set of Strategic Missions and Objectives for the Chinese armed forces. This speech marks a major turning point in Chinese thinking about the role of the PLA, with major implications for the PLAN. These New Historic Missions are:

- The PLA should guarantee the rule of the Party.
- The PLA should safeguard national economic development and territorial sovereignty, ensuring China’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, and domestic security during its “strategic opportunity period.” This includes responsibility
for dealing with Taiwanese and ethnic separatist issues, nontraditional security issues, territorial land and maritime disputes, and domestic social security problems.\(^8\)

- Safeguarding China’s expanding national interests. This mission calls on the armed forces to broaden their view of security to account for China’s growing national interests. This refers to resource security, sea lane of communication (SLOC) security, and maritime rights and interests. The mission also calls on the PLA to consider the security of China’s overseas investments and presence.

- Helping to ensure world peace. To accomplish this goal, the *Historic Missions* call upon the armed forces to both increase participation in international security activities (such as peacekeeping, search and rescue, and anti-terror operations) as well as to improve their military capabilities to “deal with crises, safeguard peace, contain war, and win a war”\(^9\)

The first mission, defending the rule of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), had always been a PLA mission. The second mission also was not new—the PLA had always been tasked with defending sovereignty and territorial integrity and had long been tasked with defending economic development. What the *New Historic Missions* changed was the extent to which Chinese leaders saw national economic development and national security as being linked together.

The third and fourth missions were new and very significant. For the first time, the PLA (and therefore the PLAN) was being assigned responsibilities well beyond China and its immediate periphery. This was official recognition that China’s national interests
were global and that the PLA’s missions were to be based on those expanding interests, not just geography. It was also an official announcement that Chinese leaders saw China as a global actor with a role to play in support of global stability through peacekeeping and other missions.

DISTANT SEAS OPERATIONS

Since Jintao’s *New Historic Missions* speech, there has been an ongoing discussion in China about developing a new operational concept, termed *yuanhai* (远海) in Chinese and translated as “distant seas,” which would extend PLAN operations beyond regional seas.\(^{10}\) This term is used to differentiate it from “offshore active defense,” which is still used to frame doctrinal development and potential operations in regional waters near China.\(^ {11}\) While Chinese military, civilian analysts and policymakers have been discussing the concept of “distant seas,” it seems clear that events, especially the beginning of PLAN participation in anti-piracy operations, are creating a new reality that is outpacing discussions surrounding a new operational concept. What the PLAN has demonstrated during its more than 3 years of anti-piracy operations is that it does have the ability to support China’s political interests and security concerns “overseas.”

In the realm of what might be termed naval diplomacy, the PLAN has recognized the value of deployments intended to show the flag, as the record of overseas deployments indicates. Even before the anti-piracy operation provided the means to do this on a routine basis, it is clear that the Navy was thinking about it at the highest level. As PLAN Political Commissar Hu Yanlin noted in 2006:
The purpose of naval diplomacy has evolved from isolated ship visits to ship visits coordinated with larger political and diplomatic activities. In terms of content, these activities have evolved from working against traditional security threats to working against an expanding number of nontraditional security threats, including piracy and multinational criminal organizations.\textsuperscript{12}

**PUTTING GUIDANCE INTO ACTION**

Although the *New Historic Missions* speech provided an official rationale for distant seas missions as opposed to periodic deployments, it is important to remember that the PLAN has been gradually building the skills necessary to do this for the past 30 years. The first deployment of note beyond the first island chain took place in 1976, when *Romeo* class submarine hull number 252 made a 30-day sortie into the Philippine Sea. This was followed in 1980 by a PLAN task force that was dispatched to the mid-Pacific to support China’s intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) test.\textsuperscript{13}

The PLAN’s first interaction with foreign navies took place in November 1985, when a small task force made the PLAN’s first foray into the Indian Ocean and visited Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh. That initiated a decade-long pattern that saw an average of one naval interaction with a foreign navy per year. At the time, many Western observers tended to adopt a patronizing attitude toward these fledgling steps.\textsuperscript{14} In the late-1980s, a senior active duty naval officer characterized the PLAN to me as a “junk yard” navy that was woefully amateurish. In retrospect, it seems clear that the PLAN was carefully planning each de-
ployment and then absorbing the lessons attendant to long-range deployments—lessons that largely revolve around logistics and communications.

It was these early voyages that started the PLAN down the long learning path associated with learning how to keep the ships refueled, how to deal with equipment breakdowns, how to make certain enough fresh food is available, and so on. In almost all these cases, these problems were manageable because the ships were sailing from point A to point B, and were not conducting multiday operations at sea in between port visits. Meeting logistics demands during transits is far simpler than sustaining ships at sea, because it is possible to provision the ship adequately for relatively short duration transits that require only periodic refueling at sea. Nonetheless, these early excursions were an important start to the learning process. These early deployments are listed below.

**PLAN International Voyages: 1985-99.**

November 1985: Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh: *Luda* class (旅大级) DD *Hefei* (合肥舰) and replenishment ship *Fengcang* (丰仓补给舰)

March 1989: United States (Hawaii): *Zheng he* (郑和舰) training ship

March 1990: Thailand: *Zheng he* (郑和舰) training ship

October 1993: Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, Thailand: *Zheng he* (郑和舰) training ship
May 1994: Russia (Vladivostok): A Sub Tender, 
Luda II class (旅大级-II) DD Zhuhai (珠海舰), Jiangwei I 
class (江卫级-I) FF Huainan (淮南舰)

August 1995: Russia (Vladivostok): Jiangwei I 
class (江卫级-I) FF Huaibei (淮北舰)

August 1995: Indonesia: Luda-II class (旅大级-II) 
DD Zhuhai, Jiangwei I class (江卫级-I) FF Huainan (淮南舰), 
and one replenishment ship

July 1996: North Korea: Lu hu class (旅沪级) DDG 
Harbin (哈尔滨舰) and Luda class (旅大级) DD Xining ( 
西宁舰)

July 1996: Russia (Vladivostok): Lu hu class (旅沪级) DDG Harbin (哈尔滨舰)

February 1997: United States (Hawaii, San Diego), 
Mexico, Peru, Chile: Lu hu class (旅沪级) DDG Harbin 
(哈尔滨舰), Luda-II class (旅大级-I) DD Zhuhai (珠海舰), 
and replenishment ship Nancang (南仓舰)

February 1997: Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines: 
Lu hu class (旅沪级) DDG Qingdao (青岛舰), Jiangwei I 
class (江卫级-I) FF Tongling (铜陵舰)

April 1998: New Zealand, Australia, Philippines: 
Lu hu class (旅沪级) DDG Qingdao (青岛舰), replenish-
ment ship Nancang (南仓舰).

A close examination of this list, and the ships 
involved, allows some inferences to be drawn. By the 
1990s, the Luda class destroyers were showing their 
age. This class is steam propelled, and, at 3,700 tons, is
very small to be rated a destroyer; yet, the *Luda* class *Zhuhai* was assigned to the most challenging voyage that the PLAN made during the decade—the voyage to the United States and South America. *Zhuhai* must have been a very well-run and well-maintained ship. However, one important lesson was learned. The ship class was not suitable for long-range (sustained) operations. During the transit to Hawaii, the task force ran into 10 consecutive days of heavy weather, and encountered a great deal of difficulty in getting *Zhuhai* refueled because of high seas. *Zhuhai* has limited fuel storage capacity, she needed to be underway replenished every 3 days, and the weather made that very difficult.¹⁶

In the mid-1990s, the PLAN simply did not have very many modern, and hence, more reliable, destroyers and frigates. It is important to note that none of the ships that made the overseas deployments listed above are involved in today’s ongoing anti-piracy operations. They have been supplanted by larger, helicopter-capable destroyers and frigates better suited for extended operations. A final point worth mentioning is that after the sister ships *Harbin* and *Qingdao* were commissioned, one or the other was always assigned to the longest-range operations. They were the newest and most capable guided missile destroyers (DDG) that the PLAN had at the time. The choice of the newest, most capable ships set the pattern that the PLAN follows to this day—deploying ships for distant deployments relatively soon after their commissioning. As an interesting side note, the *Harbin* was powered by General Electric LM 2500 gas turbine engines, the very same engines used to power modern U.S. Navy (USN) destroyers. These were sold to China in the 1980s, before post-Tiananmen Square sanctions
were applied. Subsequently, the ship may have been re-engined with the Ukrainian gas turbines that are in widespread use in the PLAN today, because in the wake of Tiananmen weapons embargo spare parts were hard to come by.

It seems likely that among the more valuable lessons learned during this period of operations, in addition to refining basic seamanship skills associated with crossing large swaths of the Pacific, was the need for ships with better sea-keeping ability (which normally means larger, fin-stabilized vessels), greater fuel and fresh water capacity, and reliable gas-turbine and diesel powered engineering plants. These are the characteristics of the PLAN ships currently conducting anti-piracy patrols—which have all been commissioned since 2004 (one exception is the destroyer Shenzhen, which was commissioned in 1999).

INTERNATIONAL NAVAL ENGAGEMENT TAKES OFF—THE PRE-ANTI-PIRACY DEPLOYMENT PERIOD, 2000-08

In terms of international engagement, the first decade of the 21st century should be divided into a pre-anti-piracy operations period and a post-anti-piracy period, because once the PLAN began to conduct anti-piracy operations, the entire nature of its approach to international naval engagement changed appreciably.

The new century marked an increase in the tempo of international deployments, doubling the pattern of annual cruises per year from one to two. Not only did the periodicity increase; the deployments were much more ambitious in terms of the geographic variety of countries visited, which equated to more long-distance voyages. Whereas during the 1990s, four of
the PLAN’s international voyages were to the Russian Far East or North Korea—both within easy steaming distance inside the first island chain—during the 2000s, the PLAN made its presence felt globally. The PLAN continued to deploy its newest ships as soon as they finished post-commissioning shakedown training. The list below will show that Qingdao continued to be kept very active, as was the newly commissioned Shenzhen (1999), the first of the Luhai class. That the same ships keep showing up during this period is indicative of the fact that just 10 years ago the PLAN had a very small inventory of modern, reliable sea-going destroyers and frigates—a situation that began to change markedly after 2007, when new destroyers and frigates begin to enter the inventory in numbers.

**PLAN International Voyages 2000-08.**

July 2000: Malaysia, Tanzania, and South Africa: Luhai class (旅海级) DDG Shenzhen* (深圳舰), Replenishment ship Nancang (南仓舰)

August 2000: United States (Hawaii, Seattle) and Canada: Luhu class (旅沪级) DDG Qingdao (青岛舰), replenishment ship Taicang (太仓舰)

May 2001: India and Pakistan: Luhu class (旅沪级) DDG Harbin (哈尔滨舰), replenishment ship Taicang (太仓舰)

August 2001: France, Italy, Germany, and Great Britain: Luhai class (旅海级) DDG Shenzhen (深圳舰), replenishment ship Fengcang (丰仓舰)
September 2001: Australia and New Zealand: *Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) FF *Yichang* (宜昌舰), replenishment ship *Taicang* (太仓舰)

November 2001: Vietnam: *Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) frigate *Yulin* (玉林舰)

May 2002: South Korea: *Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) FF’s *Jiaxing* (嘉兴舰) and *Lianyungang* (连云港舰)

May 2002: Singapore, Egypt, Turkey, Ukraine, Greece, Portugal, Brazil, Ecuador, and Peru: *Luhu* class (旅沪级) DDG *Qingdao* (青岛舰), replenishment ship *Taicang* (太仓舰 around the world deployment)

October 2003: Brunei, Singapore, and Guam: *Luhai* class (旅海级) DDG *Shenzhen* (深圳舰), replenishment ship *Qinghaihu* (青海湖舰)

November 2003: New Zealand: *Jiangwei* class (江卫级) FF *Yichang* (宜昌舰), replenishment ship *Taicang* (太仓舰)

November 2005: Pakistan, India, and Thailand: *Luhai* class (旅海级) destroyer *Shenzhen* (深圳舰), a new class multi-product replenishment ship *Weishanhu* (微山湖舰)

August 2006: United States, Canada, and the Philippines: *Luhu* class (旅沪级) DDG *Qingdao* (青岛舰), replenishment ship *Hongzehu* (洪泽湖舰)

March 2007: Pakistan: Participate in multi-national exercise *Aman-07, Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) FF’s *Lianyungang* (连云港舰) and *Sanming* (三明舰)
May 2007: Singapore: WPNS Exercise. *Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) FF *Xiangfan* (襄樊舰)

August/September 2007: Russia, United Kingdom, Spain, and France: *Luyang* class (旅洋级) DDG *Guangzhou* (广州舰) and replenishment ship *Weishanhu* (微山湖舰)

October 2007: Australia and New Zealand: *Lulu* class (旅沪级) DDG *Harbin* (哈尔滨舰) and replenishment ship *Hongzehu* (洪泽湖舰)

November 2007: Japan: *Luhai* class (旅海级) DDG *Shenzhen* (深圳舰)

October 2008: South Korea and Russia: Training ship *Zheng he* (郑和舰)

November 2008: Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam: Training ship *Zheng he* (郑和舰)

March 2009: Pakistan Exercise Peace-09: *Luyang* class (旅洋级) DDG *Guangzhou* (广州舰) diverted from anti-piracy operations to participate.

September 2010: Australia: Training ship *Zheng He* (郑和舰) and *Jiangwei II* class (江卫级-II) FF *Mianyang* (绵阳舰)

March 2011: Pakistan Exercise Peace-11 *Jiangkai I* class (江凯级-I) FFGs *Ma’anshan* (马鞍山舰) and *Wenzhou* (温州舰)

*Newly commissioned
It is also worth noting that the four Russian-built Sovremenny class destroyers in the PLAN order of battle never make an appearance internationally, either on these single ship show-the-flag deployments, or later during the anti-piracy patrols. Not being Chinese designed and built is probably one reason for not employing them to show the flag, but another may be engineering plant unreliability. During the Cold War, there were periodic rumors that the pressure-fired boiler designs that the Soviets adopted for this class were very difficult to maintain and prone to frequent breakdowns. There is a certain irony regarding the fact that these ships are not sent on distant seas deployments, given all the Western press and chattering-class attention they received when first delivered because of their long-range surface to surface cruise missile systems. At this point, it appears to me that the primary value of these four ships may turn out to be exposure to Russian combat systems integration.

Among the notable learning experiences for the PLAN during the decade that arguably gave the PLAN the confidence to undertake the anti-piracy deployments was Qingdao’s and the oiler Taicang’s circumnavigation of the world—a PLAN first. This 123-day voyage covered 32,000 nautical miles. However, exercise participation was limited, and simple passing exercises (PASSEX) were only conducted with the French Navy in the South Pacific and the Peruvian Navy. Nonetheless, it was an important milestone in a decade of firsts for the PLAN.

Qingdao made another major out-of-area deployment 4 years later in 2006 to the United States and Canada. During this deployment, the United States
and China held a series of unprecedented bilateral exercises. A search and rescue exercise (SAREX) took place off the coast of San Diego on September 20, 2006. This was the first bilateral military exercise ever conducted between the two nations. The two navies stationed observers on each other’s ships as they practiced transmitting and receiving international communications signals; they also sent a combined damage control, firefighting, and medical team to the designated ship in distress. Based on news reports, senior U.S. Navy (USN) enlisted sailors stated, “The Chinese sailors did a very good job and were very professional.” This was a prelude to a second USN-PLAN exercise in the South China Sea in November 2006. In that exercise, Chinese and American ships and aircraft worked together to “locate and salvage a ship in danger.”

The exercises with the USN were not the first time the PLAN had begun to go beyond port-visits and passing exercises. That started 3 years earlier with a modest exercise schedule with foreign navies beginning with Pakistan:

- **2003**: The PLAN and Pakistani naval forces conducted a joint search and rescue exercise off the coast of Shanghai in the East China Sea in October. It was the first time Chinese naval forces held a joint exercise with a foreign counterpart since the founding of the PRC.
- **2004**: The PLAN and French naval forces held their first joint military exercise off the coast of Qingdao in eastern China.
- **2005**: China and Russia held their first joint military exercises, code-named *Peace Mission 2005*. The 1-week maneuvers, which involved 10,000 troops from the two countries, started
in Vladivostok in Russia’s Far East and later moved east to China’s Shandong Peninsula.

- 2005: The PLAN also held joint military search and rescue exercises with Pakistani, Indian, and Thai naval forces. It was the first time the PLAN took part in a joint military exercise in overseas waters.\(^{22}\)

What lessons the PLAN learned from these exercises is impossible to say. The exercises themselves were of the most basic kind, oriented around good seamanship and safe practices at sea and studiously avoiding anything that revealed weapons systems capabilities. I have been unsuccessful in trying to obtain specific lessons learned messages and post-exercise reports because they are most likely classified, as they are in the USN, and because they speak candidly about the strengths and weaknesses of both the partner navy as well as one’s own navy. It is safe to conclude that the PLAN concluded that it had nothing to be ashamed of in terms of performance in comparison with the navies it had engaged, since, as we shall see, the PLAN kept at it throughout the decade.

2007 — AN IMPORTANT YEAR

In terms of international deployments and exercise participation, 2007 was a significant year not only for what the PLAN did, but because in hindsight it seems likely that the successful activities during the year instilled a degree of confidence in the PLAN leadership that the Navy was capable enough to join the ongoing anti-piracy operations in 2008.

In March 2007, the PLAN participated in its first multinational maritime exercise, known as *AMAN*
(Peace)-07. The Pakistani Navy organized this major effort involving 27 countries, including eight that sent ships. The focus was on anti-piracy, terrorism, and illegal uses of the sea in general. Pakistan, with experience gained from a couple of stints in command of the U.S. Fifth Fleet organized Combined Task Force-150 (counterterrorism) operations, took the initiative in hosting a conference and naval exercise in order to display multinational resolve against terrorism; enhance co-operation and interoperability between friendly regional and extra-regional navies; harmonize tactical procedures at sea; and highlight the Pakistani Navy’s position as a bridge between regions.23

The PLAN dispatched two Jiaingwei II class frigates to Aman 07, not coincidently, the very type that China is building for Pakistan’s F22P frigate program. During the 4-day at-sea phase, the highlight for the PLAN was being put in charge of one of the multinational at-sea exercises—a 2-hour search and rescue drill involving 12 ships from eight countries. This meant that the PLAN had to design the exercise scenario, coordinate the positioning of ships, and promulgate a plan that included communications procedures; “It was the first time for the Chinese Navy to lead and coordinate a multinational drill on such a scale,” according to Senior Captain Luo Xianlin, the chief of staff of the Chinese force.24 Subsequently, the PLAN has been a regular participant in this Pakistani biannual exercise series, along with many other regional navies, including the USN.

Singapore held its annual IMDEX maritime exposition 2 months later. This was immediately followed by the Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), which had an at-sea exercise phase. The PLAN participated in both phases, sending the Jiaingwei II class
FF Xiangfan. Participating in both IMDEX and WPNS was another first for the PLAN.\textsuperscript{25} Reportedly, participation enhanced the PLAN’s abilities in taking part in multilateral exercises. Showing up and actively participating was an important step for the PLAN, because WPNS, which was launched in 1988 as an Australian Navy-sponsored event that takes place every other year, is intended to promote naval professionalism, maritime understanding, and naval cooperation in the Western Pacific and takes place under the gaze of many other regional navies.\textsuperscript{26}

The third important event in 2007 was the August deployment of the recently commissioned Luyang II class destroyer Guangzhou and an accompanying replenishment ship on an 87-day deployment to the Baltic and Western Europe. The deployment was made because Russia had designated 2007 as “The Year of China.” The Guangzhou task force’s first port of call was St. Petersburg, which marked another PLAN first—its first deployment to the Baltic. Interestingly, the ships went non-stop from China to St Petersburg, a 30-day transit through the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean, the English Channel, the North Sea, and the Baltic.

After visiting Russia, the PLAN task force conducted a trio of successive bilateral exercises with the Royal Navy off of Portsmouth, the Spanish Navy off of Cadiz, and the French Navy off of Toulon. In each case, the task force conducted a search and rescue exercise. The Royal Navy carrier Ark Royal participated in the United Kingdom (UK) bilateral exercise, which marked another PLAN first—an exercise with an aircraft carrier. In each case, the scenarios involved the Chinese replenishment ship simulating a ship in distress. The exercise involved locating the ship, and
then coordinating rescue teams to board and deal with whatever mishap was being simulated. Following the major event, there were formation exercises, helicopter landings on one another’s ships, and flashing light and semaphore drills.27

The final major naval deployment in 2007 was a deployment to Australia and New Zealand in October in which the Luhu class destroyer Harbin made her first out-of-area deployment since 2001 along with the replenishment ship, Hongzehu. The at-sea phase of this deployment was another first—the first multinational search and rescue exercise. It did not go as smoothly as anticipated, because either the Australian ship or New Zealand ship—the press account is not clear—did not get underway on time, and then rough weather in the Tasman Sea resulted in the curtailment of a portion of the exercise program. Nonetheless, this was another example of the PLAN being willing to engage with two well-established navies with a strong sense of professionalism and superb seamanship skills.28

Setting aside the fact that the PLAN limited itself to only search and rescue exercises (“one trick pony” comes to mind), 2007 seems to have been a watershed year in terms of building confidence in the senior leadership of the PLAN that it could operate in company with many of the great navies of the world—the United States, British, French, Spanish, and Australian—with self-confidence and without fear of embarrassment. Therefore, it is bit of surprise that after a very busy 2007, no major deployments took place in 2008 until December, when the first anti-piracy flotilla was deployed. In fact, it appears that there were only a couple of cruises by the training ship Zheng he prior to this deployment.

It is unknown whether this “pause” was because of maintenance demands on the handful of ships the
PLAN felt comfortable in deploying out of area, or because the operating focus was shifted back to combat preparations and Chinese-only exercises, or the possibility that the PLAN was posturing itself to be ready for a decision to join the anti-piracy effort. Investigating this line of inquiry is beyond the scope of this chapter—suffice it to say the PLAN was not “out and about” for most of 2008 as they had been since the start of the 21st century. This changed dramatically in December 2008, when the recently commissioned Luyang class DDG’s Wuhan and Haikou, along with the new multiproduct replenishment ship Weishanhu, departed on the first anti-piracy mission.

ANTI-PIRACY PATROLS—A BLUE-WATER NAVY LABORATORY

Whether the leadership of the PLAN saw the anti-piracy patrols as an opportunity or a nuisance when the mission was assigned is unknown. What is clear from the data is the PLAN leadership has embraced the mission, publicized it widely within China, and has recognized that it has been a dramatic “accelerant” in the development of the PLAN into a genuine open-ocean global naval force. To quote a telling observation:

On a patrol operations in a water area side by side with navies from the European Union, NATO, Russia, India, Japan, the Republic of Korea and other countries, the Chinese naval fleet gained rare opportunities to learn advanced maritime experiences from their foreign counterparts....This has helped the country’s navy, which has long been deployed along its own coast, gradually get used to using a variety of modern ways and means to communicate with foreign fleets, creating a new type of cooperation model.29
The more than 3 years of continuous operations at the furthest-most reaches of the Indian Ocean from China have provided the PLAN with the opportunity to hone its skills quickly and learn what being a “distant ocean” force really entails. Perhaps most importantly, the PLAN has a growing cadre of relatively junior flag officers, ship commanding officers, junior officers, and sailors who have been exposed on a regular basis to the best navies in the world and who are learning how to operate independently in near-combat operations.

While the “combat” element of anti-piracy patrols has only involved firing warning shots to chase suspected pirate skiffs away, for the PLAN it is the first time that officers and sailors have been in an environment in which lethal force may have to be employed. As early as April 2010, the escort flotilla was sending detachments of PLA special forces to embark on merchant ships they were escorting, foreshadowing the now widespread use of armed private security detachments.

It is clear the PLAN appreciates that it is operating in a different environment. PLAN Commander Admiral Wu Shengli, in an interview on the second anniversary of PLAN involvement in the anti-piracy operations, argued that, “open ocean escorts are actual combat oriented operations that test the Navy’s ability to perform missions and tasks.” He went on to say that beginning with the fifth rotation, more and more officers and men have made their second deployment to the Gulf of Aden. He is correct that these operations do test the Navy’s ability in ways it has never been tested before. See anti-piracy deployments listed below.
Anti-piracy Deployments

1st Luyang class (旅洋级) DDG’s Wuhan (武汉舰) and Haikou (海口舰), replenishment ship Weishanhu (微山湖舰)

2nd Luhai class (旅海级) DDG Shenzhen (深圳舰) and Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFG Huangshan (黄山舰) replenishment ship Weishanhu (微山湖舰)

3rd Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFGs Zhoushan (舟山舰) and Xuzhou (徐州舰) replenishment ship Qiandaohu (千岛湖舰)

4th Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFGs Ma’anshan (马鞍山舰) and Wenzhou (温州舰) and replenishment ship Qiandaohu* (千岛湖舰)

5th Luyang class (旅洋级) DDG Guangzhou (广州舰), Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFG Chaohu (巢湖舰), and replenishment ship Weishanhu* (微山湖舰)

6th LPD Kunlunshan (昆仑山舰), Luyang class (旅洋级) DDG Lanzhou (兰州舰), and replenishment ship Weishanhu (微山湖舰)

7th Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFGs Zhoushan* (舟山舰) and Xuzhou* (徐州舰) and replenishment ship Qiandaohu* (千岛湖舰)
8th Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFGs Ma’anshan* (马鞍山舰) and Wenzhou* (温州舰) and replenishment ship Qiandaohu (千岛湖舰)

9th Luyang class (旅洋级) DDG Wuhan* (武汉舰), Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFG Yulin (玉林舰), and Oiler Qinghaihu (青海湖舰)

10th Luyang class (旅洋级) DDG Haikou* (海口舰), Jiangkai class (江凯级) FFG Yuncheng (运城舰), and Oiler Qinghaihu* (青海湖舰)

*Repeat deployers

It seems clear that the PLAN has determined that the Luyang class DDGs and Jiangkai II class guided missile frigates (FFG) are the preferred anti-piracy deployers. It is not hard to understand why; they are among the newest, and hence most capable, of the PLAN surface combatant force, and they all have decent air defense capability (the Luyang II or Type 52C DDGs Lanzhou and Haikou are known as Chinese AE-GIS ships, since they carry a phased array radar suite. They are also the first class of PLAN DDGs to go into serial production, with three more in various stages of construction. Both classes are helicopter capable and have the most up-to-date facilities for handling helicopters in all weather conditions. In addition, both classes are relatively large, which makes for good seakeeping and fuel storage capacity, and both classes have proven propulsion systems. The fact that some of these ships are on their second deployments is indicative of the fact that the PLAN does not yet have many of these classes in commission, although both classes are in serial production, and we should expect
to see more of them, especially the FFGs, entering the deployment cycle shortly.

In addition, the multiproduct replenishment ships are being pushed hard, as the list above indicates: the pattern is for them to stay for two rotations (about 8 to 9 months) and then return after less than half a year in China to relieve the other. For example, Qiandaohu was featured in a Renmin Haijun (人民海军 People’s Navy) article because in the 6 years it had been in commission it had already made 13 overseas deployments and had operated for over 9 months off Somalia. Regarding this ship, the article goes on to say that:

They established 10 firsts with regard to things such as distant sea, nighttime replenishment of three vessels abreast, entering the waters of the Red Sea for the first time for escort operations, and carrying out replenishment drills with foreign military vessels for the first time, thus filling in numerous blanks for our Navy with regard to carrying out logistical support during non-war military actions overseas. [Emphasis added]³⁴

The experience the crew of this ship has gathered during these very demanding rotations is invaluable to the PLAN in terms of operations, ship design, training, and, most importantly, logistics support to the fleet.³⁵ The fact that these two ships have been involved in back-to-back deployments for 3 years does raise the question as to why the PLAN has been so slow to introduce such an essential capability in such limited numbers. Starting with the ninth escort mission, these two ships finally were given some “time off,” and the older oiler Qinghaihu was dispatched with the ninth escort unit and will remain on station with the tenth escort mission that commenced on November 18, 2011.³⁶
An interesting interview with Mr. Zhagwende, the chief designer of the *Fuchi* Class multiproduct replenishment ships (AOE), sheds some light on this question. He suggests that the cost of building ships of this capability was a factor, in addition to the cautious, “build a little, test a little” approach that has marked PLAN surface ship procurement. Another reason, in my judgment, is that until the *New Historic Missions* speech, sustained distant seas operations were not a high priority. The PLAN had been able to accomplish 2 decades of single-ship, show-the-flag visits around the world with just an accompanying oiler. A multiproduct ship would have been useful but not essential. However, these ships are essential if one aspires to have an expeditionary navy. Arguably, as the PLAN incorporates more distant seas operations into its normal *modus operandi*, an early indication of intent should be building more multiproduct replenishment ships.

It is also worth noting that the piracy problem in the Arabian Sea is only improving slowly, so it is entirely possible, and may in fact be likely, given the size and continued growth of China’s merchant marine, that anti-piracy operations could be a mission that the PLAN will be engaged in for many more years.

**ANTI-PIRACY DEPLOYMENTS—THE PLAN LEARNING CURVE**

**Logistics.**

The first anti-piracy deployment provided many lessons for the PLAN—most importantly, it learned that periodic stays in port for fresh food and liberty for its sailors were necessary. The first flotilla made
the mistake of sending its replenishment ship in Aden only for water, fuel, and food; the two destroyers never left the station. While that maximized on station escort time, the absence of fresh food became a minor health issue, and the fact that none of the crew could go on liberty had a negative impact on crew morale.\textsuperscript{38}

As a \textit{China Daily} article written in the summer of 2009 by a researcher at the PLAN Naval Academy stated:

China’s Navy should make bigger efforts to shorten its material and armament supply cycle to guarantee its success, and if necessary set up some coastal refuel and maintenance stations. Good quality fresh food supplies constitute an indispensable component for a country’s naval servicemen to keep up robust and enduring fighting capability . . . fresh vegetables and fruits are still things that are desperately needed . . . on long voyages.\textsuperscript{39}

The need for a reliable place for the PLAN port calls for logistics and morale purposes was obvious, and by the second deployment the PLAN began to call routinely at Salalah, Oman, a major transshipment point with good facilities including a secure port area. The commanding officer of \textit{Weishanhu} said the main reason for selecting Salalah “is to further explore and perfect the way of large-batch comprehensive replenishment on a commercialized model, relying on foreign commercial ports so as to accumulate experience for the PLAN in carrying out oceanic logistics during military operations other than war.”\textsuperscript{40} Djibouti, Djibouti has also been visited for “replenishment and recuperation.”

There was a kerfuffle in the China watching community in January 2010, when PLAN RADM Yin Zhou suggested that China needed to establish a permanent
base in the Gulf of Aden because resupply and maintaining the fleet off Somalia without such a base was “challenging.” Rear Admiral Yin’s view was eventually disavowed, and Chinese spokesmen pointed out that there were commercial Chinese shipping companies that could perform the task perfectly well.

Formalizing logistic arrangements and procedures that rely on Chinese commercial entities is a different sort of “string of pearls” capability, in the sense that China’s commercial footprint along the Indian Ocean littoral provides a functional logistics network that, at least notionally, is under state control.

In any case, there were bugs to be worked out regarding the commercial processes. As one *Renmin Haijun* (*People’s Navy*) article recounted, every time material needed to be purchased it had to go through four different entities: Navy Headquarters, the Ministry of Transport, the Chinese shipping company in West Asia, and the local distributor. The process normally required more than 20 days (no wonder Admiral Yin wanted a base). The same article goes on to say, that an “emergency foreign purchase plan was instituted allowing the Flotilla commander to directly purchase from a Chinese shipping company in West Asia, cutting the advance time to 2 days.”

I assume that the Chinese commercial entity that the PLAN is using is COSCO Logistics, which has offices throughout Southeast Asia, South Asia, and the Arabian Peninsula. COSCO Logistics is a subsidiary of COSCO (China Ocean Shipping Company), a very large Chinese state owned enterprise.

Among the other important logistically related issues the PLAN has learned is how to conduct an emergency medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) when a sailor becomes ill and his condition is beyond the capability
of the embarked medical team to address. This happened for the first time in December 2010, when an ill sailor wound up being bounced from the hospital in Salalah to one in Muscat until the PLAN finally got around to flying him back to China.\textsuperscript{45}

**Major Engineering Repair.**

In May 2010, the PLAN had another first when the flagship of the Fifth Escort Flotilla had to put into Djibouti because it had a major casualty in its port main engine, which could not be fixed and needed to be changed out. From my personal experience, I can say that replacing a gas turbine main engine overseas is doable, but it takes skilled artificers and a responsive logistics system to do so. The PLAN pulled it off. For the first time, it organized a military air transport resupply, using the Military Transportation Department of the Navy Logistics Department. Once again, the bureaucracy was tortuous, involving the Beijing Military Region, the Main Administration of the Civil Air Fleet, and the general Administration of Customs to facilitate getting the engine through Djibouti customs.\textsuperscript{46} This was a big deal, because, as we shall see, the fifth flotilla had a very ambitious port-visit agenda when relieved by the incoming sixth flotilla.

**Longer Deployments.**

Once the PLAN proved to itself it could logistically support extended distant seas deployments, it began to exploit the presence of three-ship flotillas by dispatching them on show the flag visits around the Indian Ocean littoral and into the Mediterranean Sea. This extended the length of deployments considerably.
The first flotilla deployment lasted a modest 124 days; by the third duration it was up to 158 days, and by the fifth flotilla, to an impressive 192 days (which is a bit longer than the notional 180-day USN standard). This latter group transited the Red Sea and made port calls in Egypt, Italy, and Greece, conducting modest exercises with two Italian frigates in the Gulf of Taranto. The pretext behind the visits was the fact that this flotilla had escorted both Italian and Greek ships, and the visits allowed the governments of Italy and Greece an opportunity to express their appreciation.

Sailors as Diplomats for China.

As these deployments increasingly involve port visits along the Indian Ocean littoral, and frequently into the Mediterranean, PLAN officers have been pressed into service as public representatives and spokesmen for China. A JFJB article captures this with the story of the assistant aviation detachment commander on the frigate Chaohu, who was dubbed a “diplomatic star.” After visiting eight countries, he was now “an expert on international protocol and talks glibly with his colleagues in foreign militaries. Regardless of whether the topic is complex international law or the customs and sensibilities of other countries, he has a thorough understanding.” The PRC Ambassador to Yemen reports that, “The Embassy held a reception at the port. The officers and men of our Navy were able to interact in English, and lead songs and dance with Chinese and foreign friends. They were not constrained, and appeared extremely at ease and self-confident.” I can’t help but observe that after a social beverage or two, the sailors of many countries act this way.
Realistic Exercises.

After reviewing 3 years of *PLA Daily* articles regarding the anti-piracy patrols, it has become clear that the PLAN learned relatively quickly that specialized and realistic training was necessary to be able to operate in an escort mission environment that might actually involve trying to retake a captured ship or using small arms and helicopters to chase away potential pirates. It was not until several rotations took place that articles began to appear describing how the escort flotilla would practice boarding and “taking down” a captured ship—by using one of its ships as the target vessel. For example, shortly after the tenth escort mission assumed responsibility for the mission, the PLAN conducted an exercise that was widely publicized in China because it was also the third anniversary of the anti-piracy mission.\(^\text{51}\)

On January 11, 2012, PLAN Commander Admiral Wu Shengli held what the *PLA Daily* called a symposium that conducted a comprehensive assessment of achievements, lessons learned, and discussions associated with “promoting reform and innovation in escort work.”\(^\text{52}\) Unfortunately, the proceedings of that event are not available. This, of course, is the basic problem with attempting to assess what the PLAN has learned during its exercises or real world operations. This sort of after-action or lessons learned event inevitably directly or indirectly addresses shortcomings or mistakes, and as a result is sensitive and probably classified.

A month earlier in December 2011, Wu presented a “Commemorative Badge” during a ceremony marking the third anniversary of the anti-piracy missions.\(^\text{53}\) According to Wu, 25 different PLAN warships have
participated in the 3-year-long effort, during which the PLAN has safely escorted 409 convoys totaling 4,411 ships, and saved 40 ships that were being pursued and attacked by pirates on 29 different occasions.\textsuperscript{54}

The accolades are well deserved. The PLAN has capitalized on 3 years of relatively intense operations, which show no signs of abating, and, based on the sketchy information available, has overcome the basic logistics and maintenance challenges associated with maintaining warships at sea on distant stations.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE**

**Defense of China is Not Sufficient.**

The revision of the *Historic Missions* is a clear indicator that a naval strategy built only around the concept of protecting the maritime approaches to China is not sufficient. China’s security interests cover a much wider array than can be addressed by the concept of “offshore active defense,” which, after all, is essentially a wartime defensive concept and is not particularly relevant for operations beyond the second island chain during either peace or war. What the PLAN has learned in its interactions with foreign navies, largely in the context of anti-piracy operations, is how to operate in “distant seas.”

The CMC has adjusted China’s national military strategy — the *Military Strategic Guidelines* — twice in the past 10 years.\textsuperscript{55} These adjustments have highlighted the value of naval power to China. The PLAN’s status has been made a “strategic service,” given priority for modernization, and directed to expand its operational focus to include: (1) continuing to improve its offshore active defense capabilities; (2) introducing expanding
roles and missions for protecting China’s increasingly important maritime and overseas economic interests; and, (3) emphasizing MOOTW, which include fighting terrorism and conducting peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance operations.

China’s interests are global and will remain so. The requirement for a navy that can operate globally in peacetime or in situations of limited conflict is central to the interest of the state. Five years ago, then PLAN Political Department Deputy Director Rear Admiral Yao Wenhuai argued that developing new distant seas capabilities is vital, stating that:

As modern PLAN weapons increase in range and precision and the naval battlefield expands from the offshore to the distant seas, the development of distant seas mobile capabilities will become increasingly important for protecting national security and development.\(^{56}\)

The interests that are to be defended under the concept of “distant seas” include energy assets in the Persian Gulf, Africa, and Latin America; SLOCs between China and the Middle East; more than 1,800 Chinese fishing vessels operating on the distant seas and off the waters of 40 different nations; ocean resources in international waters; and the security of overseas Chinese.\(^{57}\) The security of overseas Chinese is a growing problem for Beijing. Starting with the evacuation from Libya in 2011, the evacuation and/or protection of Chinese nationals working abroad has taken greater immediacy. In January 2012, 29 Chinese road construction workers were kidnapped by rebels in the border region of Sudan. According to one article, China now has some 850,000 workers abroad, many of whom are in the violent and potentially volatile regions of Africa and the Middle East.\(^{58}\)
What this suggests is that the PLAN is increasingly going to be a regular presence on the oceans of the world. Seeing a Chinese warship half a world away from China will no longer be viewed as a novel event.

The PLAN Has Learned Much of What it Needs to Know to Operate on Distant Seas.

While the PLAN had begun to make global transits long before the anti-piracy patrols began, I argue that it is these patrols that will continue to have the most transformative impact on the PLAN. Learning how to operate as an expeditionary force is very significant, as is the experience gained by the commanding officers of the warships involved, and especially by the flag officers, who have learned how to exercise command of an afloat task force in a dynamic tactical real world environment.

These officers have also been on the frontline of Chinese naval diplomacy, which suggests a more “worldly” cohort of officers is being created. The PLAN has learned how to deploy and sustain surface combatants, amphibious ships, and support ships to distant stations for long periods of time. The recently completed hospital ship Peace Ark deployment to the Caribbean, which lasted 105 days and covered an estimated 23,500 NM, is yet one more example. Just 3 years ago, Senior Colonel Chen Zhou, who has played an important role in the drafting of China’s Defense White Papers, argued that China should be able to project power, especially naval power, in pursuit of peacetime missions in support of China’s legitimate overseas interests. Chen notes:
We should expand the sphere of maritime activity, strive to demonstrate our presence in some critical strategic regions, use diplomatic and economic means to establish strategic supporting points, and make use of berthing points to which we legally get access from relevant countries in relevant sea areas.\textsuperscript{61}

Chen makes it clear that he is not talking about a permanent global network of bases, but he does lend credence to the “string of pearls” argument by making the case that China should consider the development of some kind of support facilities in more than one region that could be used to support a routine—though not necessarily permanent—presence for the Chinese Navy in the future. Of course, thanks to the requirements to support anti-piracy patrols, capitalizing on China’s global network of state-owned trading companies has now made this development a reality.\textsuperscript{62}

**The Growing Importance of the PLAN’s Surface Force.**

When it comes to off-shore defense—the PLAN’s wartime strategy—it is the submarine force and fixed-wing naval air force that play the most significant role. When not at war, which is to say virtually all of the time, it is surface combatants—including, in the near future, the PLAN aircraft carrier—are most useful to the country. While continuing to maintain a defensive strategy to protect China and its possessions, the PLAN will also deploy surface warships, whose primary utility will be to provide a peacetime presence, sea-lane monitoring, and crisis response.\textsuperscript{63}

Because the PLAN is embarked on this new operational vector that is very different from offshore active defense, it will, in my judgment, continue to acquire
different sorts of capabilities, such as more logistics support ships, amphibious helicopter capable ships, and more destroyers with better endurance and air defenses (this usually means bigger, because increased range demands more storage capacity). Although it has not used its sophisticated air defense systems in combat, the PLAN has undoubtedly learned important lessons regarding reliability, detection capabilities, problems with mutual electronic interference with sister ships, and sustained intership data linking.

The anti-piracy operations have permitted the PLAN to learn what mix of propulsion, size, and combat suite for its surface warships is best for distant deployed operations. Such missions have reinforced the basic rationale behind the PLAN’s decision to build a modestly sized aircraft carrier force. Operating alone in waters where the air space is dominated by either the United States or India must have emphasized the importance of air cover for distant operations that could someday involve combat.

Looking into the future, it is not hard to imagine how the emphasis on distant seas operations could result in a PLAN that becomes a more balanced force in terms of its mix of ships and range of capabilities, and begins to resemble the United States or French Navy.

**Policy Implications for the United States.**

Since the Cold War ended, the United States and its friends and allies, which constitute the vast majority of naval power in the world, have been unconstrained when deploying naval forces off the coast of another power to support Western interests and signal determination. China has frequently not seen eye to eye with the West when it comes to policies involved
with African or Middle Eastern powers. A PLAN capable of distant seas operations provides Beijing with a new tool it can employ to support its friends and buttress its policies. Should the PLAN be employed in this fashion, it could greatly complicate U.S. policy approaches by introducing a new factor into crisis response options.

The longer the PLAN is involved in anti-piracy patrols, the more it becomes integrated into the maritime life of the region around the Strait of Hormuz. China already depends much more upon Gulf oil than does the United States. Over time it may be possible and desirable to have the PLAN become more of a positive contributor to the overall peace and stability of the region. The military issues that cause tension between the PLA and the U.S. military are East Asia-specific, whereas there is a very close alignment of interests (but not necessarily policies chosen to advance those interests) between Washington and Beijing in this region.66

Finally, as the PLAN demonstrates genuine competence and professionalism on distant seas operations, despite being oriented on peacetime missions, this is, ironically, raising concerns among the littoral states of the Indo-Pacific over the security implications of a PLAN that is becoming more expeditionary. Clearly, the introduction of modern amphibious ships, and shortly, an aircraft carrier force, provides the PLAN with a credible power projection capability. This emerging capability is, in turn, creating a demand by the littoral states for area denial capabilities such as submarines and land-based aircraft with antiship cruise missiles. This capability is also enhancing the desirability of a U.S. naval presence along this long littoral. The Obama administration’s rebalance to Asia seems perfectly timed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter focuses primarily on Chinese People’s Armed Police (PAP) capabilities development for counterterrorist and anti-riot missions and, specifically, on lessons learned from training, exercises, and deployments. The application of these lessons has resulted in a better trained, equipped, and ready PAP than had been the case at any previous period in the force’s history.

MAIN ARGUMENT

The author proposes that a pivotal transition for the PAP occurred in response to a series of events in early-2008 to late-2010. The outcome is manifest in both the manner of PAP deployments and in mission capabilities. This chapter summarizes five areas of PAP capabilities development, in the form of administrative adjustments, joint integration, “informatization” (信息化), equipment modernization, and logistics and infrastructure enhancement. The chapter then exam-
ines the PAP’s capacity to handle diverse missions, as evidenced in exercises and emergency deployments. PAP training and deployments provide a picture of increased and sustained readiness across the force, and indicate the adoption of new operational concepts to meet expanding mission requirements.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- For U.S. and partner policy and decisionmakers, the implications of a highly ready, mobile, and increasingly capable PAP fall into three general issue areas: advantages and disadvantages of bilateral exchanges on policing, disaster relief, and counterterrorism initiatives; advantages and disadvantages of multilateral engagement for peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HADR) operations; and promotion of People’s Republic of China (PRC) transparency regarding PAP wartime roles and missions.
- As China’s leaders seek more measured approaches to handling domestic unrest, exchanges with U.S. and partner police forces can provide concepts of operation and techniques that may facilitate de-escalation of domestic crises and improve responses to terrorist activity. These same exchanges, however, potentially provide training for the PAP to quell nonviolent public demonstrations more effectively.
- Despite the inherent problems, a cautious approach to exchanges, focusing on small-unit, nonescalatory crowd control and techniques for specific counterterror operations such as hostage rescues, likely shifts the balance in favor of engagement.
• On the multilateral front, the advantages further outweigh the risks. A variety of PAP forces, to include medical units, provide a wide range of policing and security force options for United Nations (UN) peacekeeping and multilateral HADR missions.
• Engagement with the PAP also provides a potential window into wartime missions for the force. Promoting transparency regarding PAP conflict roles and missions could provide a better understanding of PRC mobilization and escalation control.

INTRODUCTION

Without stability, nothing could be done, and even the achievements already made could be lost. This is a lesson that all the comrades in the Party should keep in mind, and we should make all the people keep this lesson in mind.

Hu Jintao, July 1, 2011

Preservation of domestic stability and maintenance of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) control throughout the country is the top priority for China’s leadership. Most, if not all, major Chinese policy issues, foreign and domestic, are evaluated with internal security implications in mind. In the 2 decades since the military crackdown in Tiananmen Square, CCP and security bureaucracy leaders have modernized and reorganized a multilayered internal security structure to provide more rapid, measured responses to internal emergencies. PAP modernization, current training, and recent deployments indicate that the lessons learned over these years have been applied to posture the force at a historically high state of readiness.
The CCP’s evaluation of threats to domestic stability, and the context for upgrading domestic emergency response capabilities, is anything but straightforward. Party leaders often conflate a number of political, economic, and ethnic issues into a general “threat” rubric, and the anxieties facing the Party since Tiananmen have reinforced for elite leaders the need for more decisive but flexible control over developing internal crises. Threats to PRC domestic stability and central Party control are lumped together under the rubric of the “three evils” (“三股势力”): international terrorism, national separatism, and religious extremism. While perturbations due to economic reforms and angry calls for social policy built on rule of law do not appear on the surface to be categorically “evil,” the three groupings provide a big tent. Instability in the Tibet and Xinjiang Autonomous Regions is viewed as a manifestation of all three “evils.”

China’s central and local leaders turn to three multitudinous organizations to meet the threat: the PAP, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). As the Party’s “backbone and shock force in handling public emergencies,” the PAP is a paramilitary force run jointly by the State Council and the Central Military Commission (CMC). China’s 2008 Defense White Paper puts PAP strength at 660,000, but other reports have put the PAP at as high as one million troops. The MPS has approximately 1.7 million police officers assigned to provincial and municipal Public Security Bureaus (PSB) responsible for first-line local law and order. In 2005, the MPS developed special police forces similar to Western SWAT teams to conduct counterterror and antiriot operations. These forces have trained with foreign police forces for these missions. The PLA remains the final arbiter of CCP
control throughout the country, and in instances of unrest in Tibet and Xinjiang in 2008 and 2009, respectively, PLA forces were involved in response to deteriorating security conditions in the face of PAP failures to enforce control.

The antecedents for security force developments, whether active service PLA forces, PAP, reserves, or militia, are tied to CCP strategic guidance traced to threat perceptions, and linked to budgetary priorities outlined in 5-year program directives. Developments during the 10th and recently completed 11th 5-year plan resulted in improved capabilities but mixed success in emergency response activities in 2008-09, particularly in instances of major tension in Tibet and Xinjiang and disaster relief operations following the Wenchuan earthquake. The State Council reacted to shortcomings by increasing the internal security budget, initiating significant legislative initiatives, and stressing priorities through high-level pronouncements.

This chapter focuses primarily on PAP capabilities development for counterterrorist operations, and specifically on lessons learned from training, exercises, and deployments. The application of these lessons, forged on the anvil of real world responses to multiple and varied domestic crises over the past 2 decades, has resulted in a significantly better trained, equipped, and ready PAP than had been the case at any previous period in the force’s history. PAP crisis response actions as late as 2009 indicate that the force still falls short of CCP expectations in some critical capabilities, but there is evidence that changes implemented for and since the 2008 Olympics have shored up these gaps considerably.
ACHIEVING RAPID, NATIONAL-LEVEL RESPONSE CAPABILITIES: THE ROAD TO HISTORICALLY HIGH READINESS

The PAP was established in 1982. The first pivotal event in the evolution of the PAP came less than a decade later with the Tiananmen crackdown in June of 1989. PAP failures to control the Tiananmen demonstrations are well-documented, and the subsequent deployment of PLA forces to quell the protests marked a turning point for Chinese internal security forces in general, and the PAP in particular. After Tiananmen, the PAP focused on developing a rapid national-level response capability. As part of a major ground force reduction in the mid-1990s, 14 PLA divisions were re-assigned to the PAP as “strategic mobile units,” and in 2002, special counterterror response units were created. The objective of this period of the PAP’s evolution is to a great extent summed up in CCP General Secretary Hu Jintao’s call in 2004 for security forces to be prepared to apply developing capabilities to “diverse missions” across the national security spectrum.

I propose that a second pivotal transition period for the PAP occurred not in the face of a single event, but in response to a series of events—some planned, some not—in the early-2008 to late-2010 period. The outcome of this evolutionary phase is manifest in both the manner of PAP deployments and in mission capabilities. Between early-2008 and the Shanghai Expo in April 2010, the PAP was tasked with spearheading internal security and emergency response operations in a sensitive period of economic downturn, complicating responses to major riots in Tibet and Xinjiang, extreme weather and earthquake disasters, Olympic security requirements, and a number of politically
sensitive anniversaries—including the 50th anniversary of the Dalai Lama’s flight, the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen crackdown, and the 60th anniversary of the founding of the PRC. China’s public security bureaucrats learned a number of lessons from these exigencies, and have implemented training programs, systems upgrades, and new concepts of operation to achieve the flexibility, mobility, and interoperability required by Hu’s “diverse missions” directive.\textsuperscript{11}

This chapter summarizes five areas of PAP capabilities development in the form of administrative adjustments, joint integration, “informatization” (\textmd{信息化}), equipment modernization, and logistics and infrastructure enhancement; the chapter then examines two specific venues where the PAP’s capacity to handle “diverse missions” are tested—namely, exercises and emergency deployments. Reports on PAP training and deployments provide a picture of increased and sustained readiness across the force, and indicate the adoption of new operational concepts to meet expanding mission requirements.

Focusing on actual deployments as well as training inherently bears the assumption that the PAP is, in fact, frequently responding to real world crises or security requirements and that these responses either build on or detract from PAP efforts to improve readiness. Assessing PAP capabilities development and implementation of new operational concepts is different from observing similar phenomena in the PLA in one very significant area—the PAP regularly deploys to conduct its primary mission. As a result, the PAP is forced to juggle the need for a continuous ready response capability with the requirement to modernize concepts, equipment, and training regimens and facilities. While the jury is still out regarding the level of
success in this pursuit, available reports indicate that at the very least resource prioritization and national-level leadership support provide a foundation for both improved capabilities and increased deployment.

Over the past 2 decades, training and equipment modernization for redundant security forces have greatly improved capabilities and readiness; including the ability to measure responses to minimize escalating violence. While this is not readily apparent from responses to ethnic unrest in 2008 and 2009, there is nonetheless marked evidence of incremental progress from Tiananmen to the present. Protests in Tibet in March 2008 resulted in a “political mobilization order” to the PAP to prepare the force for the period leading up to and encompassing the Olympics. For the 2008 Games, the PAP played a role in the inter-ministry Olympics Security Leading Small Group (国家奥运安保协调小组); reportedly formed a PAP Leading Small Group on Olympic Security Work; and managed the Games without any apparent lapse in normal regime protection capacity.¹²

Lessons learned from the slow and ineffective response, particularly by local PAP, to the 2008 Tibet riots were applied to Xinjiang unrest in 2009, but with mixed results. For the Xinjiang response, the PAP reportedly drew about 5,000 police from several strategic divisions within 2 weeks and deployed them by PLA Air Force aircraft. While mobilization and deployment of national-level PAP forces had improved, local units still failed to provide warning of the impending violence and collapsed to some extent in the face of its ferocity. This likely indicates a significant shortfall in intelligence warning support to domestic stability operations, as evidenced by the subsequent resource priority placed on intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities development.
Exacerbating concerns of increasingly explosive unrest in western China and ongoing Middle East unrest have driven China’s leaders to revamp the security posture in the region. The resulting strategy of tight social control and a strong security presence in minority regions and around key infrastructure means that increased readiness levels are now *de rigeur* for PAP forces. Beijing-based national-response PAP forces deployed rapidly from forward bases to Kashgar in August 2011 to augment already beefed-up local security forces. Elements of national-level forces from Beijing’s Snow Leopard (进驻) PAP commando unit have been forward-based in Xinjiang since the 2009 unrest. This level of readiness is not likely to diminish any time soon, with a national-level leadership transition set to culminate in less than a year at the 18th Party Congress.

**ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENTS**

**Legal and Regulatory Frameworks.**

The Law on the PAP (中华人民共和国人民武装警察法) was passed shortly after the 2009 Xinjiang riots, following criticism of the PAP’s slow response and in anticipation of security requirements for celebrations surrounding the 60th anniversary of the founding of the PRC. The legislation reportedly removes the authority of county-level officials to call out the force, providing provincial and national level authorities a better chance to limit escalation of small-scale local disturbances into larger uprisings. The law spells out eight main security and defense tasks. In major cities, Xinjiang, and Tibet, specialized PAP units have primary responsibility for counterterror and emergency
response. In other urban areas and townships, PSB special units figure more prominently.¹⁵

In late-October 2011, the National People’s Congress (NPC) enacted a new antiterrorist law to clarify China’s definition of “terrorism” and outline responsibilities for counterterror actions.¹⁶ A stated objective of the law is to facilitate Chinese cooperation in international anti-terrorism efforts, though it also potentially provides codification for martial responses and detentions in cases of civil dissent.¹⁷

According to China’s 2010 Defense White Paper, the CMC approved and promulgated “Regulations on Emergency Command in Handling Emergencies by the Armed Forces” (“军队处置突发事件应急指挥规定”) governing social stability and emergency response operations. The white paper gives few details on specific implications for the PAP, but indicates that the document provides guidelines for organizing, commanding, and integrating security and military forces for response to sudden incidents. Integrated command and control (C2) of combined PLA, PAP, and PSB forces for counterterror exercises and drills is a high priority.

**PAP Structure.**

The PAP is under the dual leadership of the State Council and the CMC. The State Council assigns routine tasks and is responsible for administrative and financial management. The CMC is responsible for determining PAP organizational structure, managing officers, and establishing guidelines for training and political work.¹⁸ The PAP comprises approximately 660,000 paramilitary police. According to China’s 2008 Defense White Paper, the missions of the PAP in peace-
time are to “perform guard duties, handle emergencies, combat terrorism, and participate in and support national economic development,” and, in wartime, to assist the PLA “in defensive operations.”

The PAP has four general force groupings. The first and largest group is comprised of the internal defense or guard corps units, under the direct control of PAP headquarters. The second group consists of the security guard, fire-fighting, and border defense units managed primarily by provincial-level and county-level departments and MPS bureaus. The final grouping includes hydropower, gold mine, transportation, and forestry security and construction units. These are managed jointly by the PAP headquarters and corresponding ministries (Land and Resources, Forestry, Transportation, etc.) under the State Council.

Unlike the 2008 version, China’s 2010 Defense White Paper does not have a separate section devoted to PAP modernization or force building, and it is difficult to determine from limited available sources the extent to which the PAP may reorganize, if at all, under the new PAP and antiterror laws.

While sources vary in delineating the exact unit structure of the PAP from top to bottom, five levels of command are noted throughout the literature: the General Headquarters in Beijing (总部); General Corps/Contingents (总队) at the provincial or centrally controlled city level; detachments (支队) at the prefecture or municipality level; brigades/battalions/groups (大队) at the county level; and companies/squadrons (中队) at the township level. According to one Xinhua report, the PAP has 30 border security contingents; 110 prefecture level detachments; 20 prefecture-level marine police detachments; 310 county-level groups; 1,691 border police substations; 207 border inspec-
tion stations; 46 frontier inspection stations; and 113 mobile groups deployed along the various sections of the border. According to the 2010 Defense White Paper: “The State Commission of Border and Coastal Defense, under the dual leadership of the State Council and the CMC, coordinates China’s border and coastal defenses. All military area commands, as well as border and coastal provinces, cities and counties, have commissions to coordinate border and coastal defenses within their respective jurisdictions.”

Probably the most important structural adjustment to internal security forces in recent years is the modernization and deployment of national-level rapid response forces. Both MPS and PAP have special police in every province and most major cities, with counterterrorism and antiriot mission responsibilities. Contingency antihijacking squads align under provincial armed police corps; other internal defense forces, border defense units, and fire brigade units undergo counterterror training.

Special units are trained at the PAP Special Police School (武警特种警察学院), which features sniper instruction, riot control, hostage rescue, and related training. The school dates to the early 1980s, when several hijacking incidents in China led to the establishment of a special anti-hijacking squad—a regimental-sized unit formed from elements transferred from the PLA Air Force’s (PLAAF) 15th Airborne Corps and the Air Force Reserve School. When the PAP was established shortly thereafter, the special police group was subordinated to the PAP as “the special police school,” responsible for both operational and training missions. In 2000, the school was renamed the PAP Special Police School, commanded by a division or deputy army command-level officer.
Each provincial PAP Corps reportedly has at least one special combat group or squadron trained and equipped for counterterrorism operations. One source notes that the first of these was the Cheetah Commando unit subordinate to the 9th Detachment of the Shanghai armed police.26 Shenyang’s Tiger Commando Unit reportedly recently conducted an exercise focused on anti-hijacking operations related to a mass transit target in Harbin. The most visible of these units, however, is the Beijing 13th Detachment Snow Leopard Commando Unit. Established in 2002, the Snow Leopard unit is a national-level counterterror force headquartered in Beijing, and is considered China’s premier hostage rescue and counterterrorist assault unit.

The Snow Leopards participated in a hostage rescue exercise during the Sino-Russian “COOPERATION 2007” exercise near Moscow, and elements have provided protection for Chinese diplomats in Iraq and Afghanistan.27 The unit served a central role in the 2008 Olympic security operations, and deployed in August 2011 to Xinjiang to secure the town of Aksu in the aftermath of violence that the Chinese media blamed on “religious extremists” trained in Pakistan. Elements of the Snow Leopards remained in Xinjiang to provide security for the China-Eurasia Expo held in Urumqi in early-September 2011.28 A CCTV documentary on the Snow Leopards indicates that the group comprises assault, reconnaissance, engineer, explosive ordinance disposal, and sniper squadrons, and claims that 90 percent of new commando recruits are eliminated during an 8-month initial training program.29

A PAP helicopter group is subordinate to the Xinjiang General Corps, focused on counterterrorism response and assault missions. This is reportedly the
PAP’s only aviation unit, and it has participated in numerous major exercises and “frontline anti-terrorism operations.”

Responsibility for maritime domestic security operations in China is somewhat ambiguous. The China Coast Guard (CCG) transitioned from PAP control to the Ministry of State Security’s Border Control department in mid-2006. With 11 regional units and 28 detachments, the CCG aspires to move from strictly riverine/coastal missions to open water operations, but faces stiff competition for these missions from forces serving under the Bureau of Fisheries and State Oceanic Administration. The PAP retains marine police detachments, but their roles and responsibilities in counterterror operations are unclear.

**PAP Funding.**

There are traditionally three main sources of funding for the PAP. The first is a distinct budget line in the PRC state budget, reflected in the Minister of Finance’s Budgetary Report and Premier’s Government Work Report. This source includes funds from the central budget and the departments or ministries that maintain specialized PAP units. These specialized units include gold mine, forestry, hydroelectric facility, and transportation security units. There is no evidence that the PAP receives funds from the PLA budget, although the PAP falls under the operational control of the PLA General Staff Department during wartime, and likely would receive some operational PLA funding subsequent to a mobilization order.

The second major source of funding is provided by provincial, municipal/prefecture, or county governments. The money spent on paramilitary units as
a percentage of provincial budgets is again relatively low, ranging from 0.03 percent to 0.36 percent of total provincial expenditure. Border and coastal provinces generally have the highest per capita expenses on PAP. While still small in absolute terms, local expenditures on the PAP have grown significantly in relative terms since the mid-1990s, rising from as low as 2.5 percent of total PAP funding to as high as 15 percent in the decade from 1996 to 2006. Stressing the increasing importance of local investment in PAP modernization, the Political Commissar of the Guangdong provincial PAP General Unit noted that the stability of local Party government requires grassroots funding for PAP facility construction, “informatization” initiatives, and counterterrorist equipment.\(^{32}\)

The final category is extra budgetary funds from PAP businesses, fines, and security fees from government units and enterprises. The latter category largely includes fees paid by ministries in Beijing for PAP protection of their facilities and housing.\(^{33}\) According to official statistics, China’s public security spending almost doubled from 2007 to 2010, in line with the wide array of perceived threats discussed earlier and CCP focus on security force flexibility and readiness. The 2009 PAP Law, however, does not address funding issues or provide any evidence of shifting budget priorities or increased control over the PAP budget by central authorities. The law ostensibly prevents officials at county level and below from ordering PAP unit deployment, but rising local PAP funding potentially complicates national-level control of deployment decisions. Investigations into various Chongqing municipality organs in the aftermath of the Bo Xilai purge may drive a new look at local PAP unit posture, funding, and allegiances, but writings by
senior provincial-level PAP leaders indicate a desire to improve links between local governments and PAP units, rather than weaken them. These same sources also link the development of civil-military emergency response plans to close relationships between PAP units and local officials and committees.\(^\text{34}\)

**JOINT INTEGRATION AND MULTI-LATERAL COORDINATION**

A national counterterrorism coordination center reportedly governs PLA, PAP, and PSB integration for counterterror and antiriot response operations, addressing a key gap in coordination between central and local authorities that reportedly was to blame for poor performance in the face of terrorist attacks in Xinjiang in the early-1990s.\(^\text{35}\) The center is subordinate to the State Council, but located in the MPS. It is responsible for coordinating counterterrorism actions across bureaus, departments, and regions.\(^\text{36}\) Li Wei, the Director of the Anti-terrorism Studies Center at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR), is quoted as saying that all provincial and municipal governments have established counterterrorism offices under the control of the local governments and Party committees, but also answerable to higher-level counterterrorism offices.\(^\text{37}\)

PRC border defense missions are split between the PLA and the PAP, with PSB, militia, and reserve units also involved in various aspects of border security. For the PLA, border defense regiments subordinate to military sub-districts provide the backbone for securing the border. The PAP and PSB run customs facilities, and PAP border defense troops provide border inspections, immigration control, maritime port
security, counterintelligence and counterterrorism response forces.  

Coordination in counterterrorism is one of the cornerstones of China’s approach to achieving national objectives in the multi-lateral context of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). Cooperative security regimes involving the member states (China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan) provide a mechanism for China to exercise a modest level of influence over developments in Muslim areas beyond China’s western border and approaches to stability maintenance in the region. The “regional ant-terrorist structure” (RATS) under the SCO was established in 2004, and a series of antiterrorism agreements signed in 2009 further strengthened the expansion of China’s “three evils” construct into a general framework for addressing regional security issues. Threats on the Northwest frontier offer opportunities for joint counterterrorism coordination and training under these constructs.

“INFORMATIZATION” (“信息化”)

In a 2006 article, then-director of the PAP Engineering College, Major General Yang Zhengwu, noted that the “East Turkestan” terrorist threat provided the opportunity for the PAP to develop as an “informatized” force and put new high-technology capabilities to use in actual counterterror crackdown operations. The subsequent fielding of a video teleconference-capable integrated command system appears to confirm that the PAP is following the PLA’s suit in building a modern command information and data transmission backbone. Reports are unclear as to whether or not the PAP command system integrates with or is modeled
on the PLA’s similarly touted integrated command platform.⁴¹ One recent source refers to a multifunctional, “informatized” command platform deployed by the Hainan PAP General Unit to provide security for the Boao Forum annual conference. This platform reportedly has many of the same capabilities ascribed to the PLA system, with interfaces for communications, logistics, ISR, positional and navigational data, and other automated command tools.⁴²

A similar system reportedly provided a platform for a recent exercise in the Guangxi Military District. Sixteen PSB, PAP and PLA border defense units reportedly interfaced with each other and civilian authorities via a joint network with eight functional sub-systems. These sub-systems included C2, ISR, positional, meteorological, and hydrological capabilities; and facilitated the intelligence sharing that previous sources noted was conspicuously absent in emergency responses in the 2008-09 period.⁴³

According to one source, the Xinjiang PAP HQ has invested tens of millions of renminbi (RMB; currently about 7 RMB to the U.S. dollar) to build a four-tiered command training network connected by the PAP’s integrated command system—comprising a headquarters command training center, detachment and group training nodes, and company or squadron terminals. The system reportedly incorporates satellite links and provides communication, location, and automated decisionmaking aids.⁴⁴ According to another report, PAP command decisionmaking tools include state-of-the-art geo-locational equipment—during the Guardian 08 counterterrorism exercise in April 2008, the PAP unit commander used a three-dimensional simulator system to pinpoint terrorist locations.⁴⁵
A number of Chinese television and print media sources have highlighted over the past year the proliferation of advanced ISR technologies to PAP units. One report focuses on a reconnaissance team from the Shandong PAP General Unit, which used a small, rotary-wing unmanned aerial vehicle and other optical devices to provide locational data during a hostage-rescue exercise. As with the PLA, PAP resource prioritization clearly focuses to a great extent on fielding automated command and intelligence decision tools, and these systems figure prominently in PAP training at various levels.

EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION

While reporting is spotty regarding specifics relating to PAP modernization across the board, most of the 14 national-level response divisions transferred in the 1990s from the PLA to the PAP underwent equipment modernization and facility renovation over the past 5 years. This includes fielding new WZ-551 armored personnel carriers (APC) equipped for counterterrorism operations. Six- and four-wheeled APC variants have been featured in CCTV video clips and reportedly include versions designed for counterterrorist assault, riot control, and psychological operations (broadcast vehicles). These vehicles are illustrative of increased specialization and sophistication in dealing with diverse internal security tasks.

As seen in several CCTV clips, some posted to YouTube, the Snow Leopards unveiled a new, modified armored personnel carrier at the National Day Parade in October 2009—18 of these vehicles participated in the parade, manned by commandos in anti-riot gear. A 2008 media report focused on other items in the Snow...
Leopards’ arsenal, including 5.8 mm assault rifles, silenced submachine guns, sniper rifles, protective gear, bomb-detecting and disposal gear and robots, and a counterterrorism assault vehicle equipped with various boarding and assault ladders. Interestingly, the report noted that as a result of the Western arms embargo against China, China’s light arms are not quite up to state-of-the-art standards.47

The Engineering College of the Armed Police Force is reportedly the research and manufacturing base for special commando equipment for the PAP. Since 2005, the Engineering College has managed 64 projects related to the development of communication, reconnaissance, night vision, and life detection systems.48 Commando equipment includes fire-resistant black combat uniforms, bullet-proof helmets, night vision goggles, and holographic scopes. There is also evidence from Xinhua photos that the PAP has fielded jamming equipment—possibly devoted to jamming Voice of America and other foreign-generated transmissions during periods of unrest.

LOGISTICS AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCEMENTS

Perhaps the primary lesson learned from the Wenchuan earthquake relief operations in 2008 concerned logistics support under international scrutiny. The Joint Logistics Department in the Lanzhou MR reportedly relied on a campaign reserve system to support a variety of PLA, PAP, PSB and civil organizations involved in noncombat operations such as disaster relief, counterterrorism, and stability operations. One report noted that multitiered, multidomain training has been implemented to enhance responses to emer-
gencies that involve joint domestic forces, international organizations, and mass media.\footnote{49}

The earthquake response is also held up as an example of the success of joint C2 and command training systems and programs. One report applies the lessons of joint military, police, and militia C2 during the earthquake to the challenges faced by joint border defense forces in their duties. The author notes that transportation and communication infrastructure problems in border and frontier areas potentially hamper both wartime and peacetime emergency response operations, and posits that joint civil-military construction projects and training systems are required.\footnote{50}

The events of 2008 and 2009 provided ample impetus for the construction of new training facilities, which also provide improved response capabilities and logistic bases. Reports of a new counterterrorism training base at the Xinjiang PAP Headquarters reveal bomb disposal, anti-hijacking, and reconnaissance training aided by bomb disposal robots, life detection equipment, and satellite communications and positioning systems.\footnote{51} According to a CCTV documentary, the Snow Leopard Commando training facility has a live-fire target simulation system that collects data on trainee performance and allows for interactive scenarios, and a laser engagement simulation system for commando assault and hostage rescue training.\footnote{52}

A more permanent PAP footprint in unstable areas following the 2008-09 difficulties has accompanied major upgrades to or new construction of training facilities. These facilities also serve as bases to support more rapid responses by national-level units when required. Since 2008, an increased permanent security presence in Tibet has enabled the PAP to respond more quickly to destabilizing events and allows the
PLA to maintain a lower profile. Recent events, such as the multiple incidents involving self-immolation by Tibetan monks over the past year, indicate that local forces are perhaps more capable of managing incidents and are less reliant on immediate PLA or strategic PAP support. A recent China Daily report indicated that a new special police force had been established in Urumqi with 5,000 elite forces, though the source was unclear on mission specifics.53

Some evidence of the focus on developing infrastructure in support of operations in western China can be found in the 2008 Defense White Paper. The chapter posits that between 2006 and 2008, “the PLA and PAP . . . have contributed more than 16 million workdays and utilized 1.3 million motor vehicles and machines, and participated in construction of more than 600 major infrastructure projects relating to transportation, hydropower, communications and energy.”54 While these projects are linked to improving quality of life for local residents, they also support improved mobility, logistics support, and communications for security forces throughout western China, and particularly along the northwestern border.

ACHIEVING HISTORICALLY HIGH READINESS: LESSONS LEARNED FROM TRAINING AND MOBILIZATION

In July of 2011, President Hu gave a speech during a meeting of PAP Delegates to the CCP Party Congress, stressing that despite improvements in readiness over the past two years, more emphasis should be placed by the PAP on training.55 Training and real world mission deployments are focused primarily but not entirely on western China, and involve both do-
mestic and international exercises. Local and national-level PAP units regularly train to integrate with other public security organs on riot control, civil disturbance policing, counterterror, border control and disaster response tasks, and mobilize routinely to meet threats to domestic stability across a broad range of mission areas.

**Mobilizing to Police the Homeland.**

The readiness and responsiveness of China’s internal security forces have been a particular focus of elite leadership attention in the wake of proliferating calls from across China’s demographic landscape for greater government accountability and social justice. Popular resentment over official corruption, land appropriation, religious intolerance, food safety issues, and related social grievances have intersected with ethnic unrest in Tibet, Xinjiang, and Inner Mongolia to convey an increasingly virulent threat to CCP leadership. The perception of the existential nature of the threat is compounded by a belief among the senior leadership that a variety of foreign actors seek to exacerbate challenges to CCP control. As a result, any number of domestic crises can be categorized as “separatist” or “terrorist” in nature. Events over the past 2 years, however, potentially indicate that national and provincial Party leaders have learned from past protest escalations to consider the potential advantages of more nuanced approaches to defining and responding to varying types of internal unrest.

The links between counterterrorism, ethnic unrest, and emergency response in the minds of China’s leaders are key drivers behind PRC domestic and international policy decisions. The response to the domestic
threat is all-encompassing—propaganda, media, legal, political, military, and police organs and bureaucracies are all involved in mobilization against internal challenges to Party order and control. As threats to control evolve in form and function, however, so do Chinese official responses to them. Last year’s reactions to Internet calls for a “Jasmine Revolution,” creating fears of “Arab Spring”-like protests, were greeted throughout China by immediate PSB, PAP, and other security force deployments—largely preempting the ability of protests to materialize. Concerns of organized social unrest on a large scale resulted in martial deployments, much like those generated by iterations of “separatist” unrest in Tibet and Xinjiang, but with authorities reaping a mobilization advantage from the interception and exploitation of the very social media tools used by activists to rally public gatherings (the mission statement of provincial and local PSB units now includes a requirement to “take charge in security monitoring of public information networks”).

Protests in Guangdong Province in late-2011, however, engendered a different response. When protesters in the seaside village of Wukan scattered local police and took control of the town in response to illegal land grabs by local Party officials, a heavy-handed paramilitary response never materialized. Security forces cordoned off the village, but provincial Party Deputy Secretary Zhu Minguo negotiated with protest leaders and agreed to meet several key demands in exchange for a return of the village to a degree of normalcy. This sufficiently defused tension to the point that protesters could believe, albeit with little precedent, that the higher levels of the CCP could be trusted to listen to local grievances. This, in turn, rendered the environment less interesting to the international media spotlight.
Senior Party leaders increasingly recognize that certain situations demand a more delicate touch when applying force in order to de-escalate tension and undermine the coherency of a given domestic threat. For situations in a predominantly rural area such as Wukan, where venal local leaders are both guilty and conveniently expendable, negotiations serve the cause of social calm. In urban areas, where the populace is less likely to trust senior officials, and local leaders are more likely to be rising in the Party ranks, negotiations might be underpinned by additional force. Threats and rumors of threats in areas of ethnic unrest, or escalating tension along with potential terrorist activity at major events or sensitive venues, will most likely continue to evoke martial responses. Evidence of increased interest in variegated approaches is also found in reports of training visits by Chinese police to the United States and England. One source notes that these visits may indicate “that a shift is underway (in China) toward a more fluid style of policing, at the same time as maintaining the military option in areas of particular unrest.”

While a more detailed study is needed on policing patterns and CCP reactions to geographically and topically disparate incidents of social conflict, it is evident that Party leaders and bureaucrats have learned to seek scalable options to keep the peace without appreciably improving the lot of the common citizen to influence social policy. This superficial solution guarantees that Party leadership will continue to prioritize a mobile, well-trained paramilitary force to augment local police and rapidly bring domestic emergencies under control.
Counterterrorism and Riot Control Training.

From mid-2006 through mid-2011, Chinese media sources identified approximately 55 major PAP counterterrorism exercises. The frequency of these exercises is increasing, from nine in 2007 to 15 in 2010. Four of these exercises were international exercises, three of which were conducted under the auspices of the SCO. All of these involved the Snow Leopard Commando unit. The 2008 Defense White Paper notes that PAP units participated in Great Wall 2003 and Great Wall II counterterrorism exercises; deployed for the SCO-sponsored Joint 2003 exercise; and hosted Guard 04 and Guard 06 exercises focused on large-scale emergency response operations. The 2008 Defense White Paper claimed that as of the writing of that document, the PAP had sent contingents to over 30 countries for counterterrorism exchanges and had hosted delegations from 17 countries in such exchanges.

The joint counterterrorism exercises within the SCO framework have received a great deal of attention in the international press and have provided consistent venues for China both to influence regional approaches to regional security issues and to train its security forces on the northwest frontier. In 2002, China’s joint counterterrorism military exercise with Kyrgyzstan was the first ever with a foreign country, and a 2003 SCO joint counterterrorism exercise represented a first for training in a multilateral context. A series of Sino-Russian Peace Mission exercises in 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2010 also included other SCO country forces, and were primarily focused on counterterror operations.
Preparatory training for the 2008 Olympics also provides a window into PAP training and readiness regimes. This training progressed over the course of 14 months from basic skills training through simulated event responses and live exercises. Simulated and live field training activities focused on counterterrorism and emergency response while providing security at pre-Olympic events, creating a realistic training environment corresponding to ethnic unrest deployments. This training environment also provided significant joint training opportunities for the PAP, as they participated in emergency response scenarios with PSB, militia, People’s Air Defense, and other PLA units. Anti-hijacking exercises also featured prominently in Olympic preparatory joint training—involving not only PAP and PSB, but China’s Civil Aviation Administration and civil health departments as well. These training opportunities provided a basis for a wider distribution of realistically trained and experienced PAP personnel in both local and national mobile response units following the games.

As is the case with the PLA, the PAP has also sought to increase training realism by introducing opposing forces into counterterrorism exercise scenarios. One report cites a 2007 hostage response exercise, *Great Wall No. 4*, as the first PAP opposition force exercise (对抗演习). In this exercise, a Beijing PAP unit conducted hostage rescue operations against a PSB contingent acting as a terrorist group.

It is difficult and ultimately misleading to divorce PAP preparations for counterterrorism operations from those of disaster relief and anti-riot operations. These are all stability operations in the eyes of CCP leadership; and counterterror and antiriot operations are particularly wedded in the eyes of CCP elites because of the fear of violence and political opposition.
from ethnic “separatist” organizations. A good example can be seen in the Party’s frequent conflation of ethnic political reform organizations, such as the World Uyghur Congress (WUC) headed by Rabiyah Kadeer, with internal “separatist” groups. While fear of outside forces exacerbating domestic tensions is and likely will remain a driver of CCP responses to domestic unrest, even in this area, the Party has learned lessons that correspond to more modulated approaches.

In incidents prior to the 2009 Xinjiang uprisings, CCP fears of outside forces aiding and abetting domestic “separatists” led Chinese media and propaganda organs to immediately draw highly suspect connections between the WUC and local violence. These actions served to increase the stature and credibility of the WUC outside China, and potentially may have heightened threats of retaliation from international terrorist groups. In 2009, while propaganda outlets immediately blamed outside forces and media controls were tightened, less emphasis was placed on attacking the WUC. Instead, China sought to reach out to Muslim countries and appeal to the inherent fears of destabilizing extremism within the leadership of these nations.

**Border Control Training and Operations.**

Peripheral state instability has a significant impact on the domestic security equation as it pertains to PAP capabilities development. The PAP and PLA both have roles in border control operations, and concerns over an increased flow of extremists trained in Central Asian training camps is reflected both in Chinese foreign policy—particularly in Chinese objectives for the SCO—and in security force training and deployment.
China blames the Xinjiang-based East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM) for carrying out at least 200 bombing attacks between 1990 and 2001, including attacks on armed police officers who were not appropriately trained to deal with terrorist elements mingling with “religious believers.” While evidence is at best sketchy, information obtained from Uighurs captured in Afghanistan and held at Guantanamo indicates that some ETIM personnel received training in Afghanistan and crossed back into China to conduct attacks. The ETIM was listed as a terrorist organization by the United States in 2002.

In the decade since, both the PAP and PLA have made marked improvements in border control operations on China’s immense western frontier. Despite this, the Turkestan Islamic Party (TIP), believed to be based in Pakistan, has taken responsibility for attacks that left dozens dead in Hotan and Kashgar in July 2011. Reports backed by video clips indicate that “core members” of TIP have been trained by al-Qaeda in Pakistani camps. TIP also claims responsibility for a bus attack in Shanghai in 2008, but these claims remain unverified, and even Chinese experts are cautious in drawing connections between TIP and ETIM. In any case, legitimate concerns regarding international and home-grown terrorist activity in western China are muddied by the frequent use of “counterterror” language, laws, and responses to address clear cases of peaceful civil dissent.

Joint training for border control and stability has been a priority for China’s security forces over the past decade. As noted previously, border control and stability operations include peace, domestic crisis, and wartime missions, and involve PLA border defense units, reserve and militia forces, PAP, and PSB per-
sonnel. In an attempt to break down administrative barriers and improve coordination, the Chengdu Military Region (MR) and its sub-districts have instituted joint training and exercise programs focused on civil-military integration under leadership groups composed of prefecture and county-level border defense committees. The training program focuses on three mission areas: defensive operations, counterterrorism, and disaster response. According to a Chengdu media report, the command of two actual emergency response operations in the border region in 2008 followed a model developed through the joint training and exercise program.\textsuperscript{70}

This report also indicated that in the Wenshan sub-district of the Chengdu MR, all prefectural and township military and police units were required to form “one unit” for joint training for at least 20 days each year. Within this structure, personnel and units from across organizations were integrated into joint training units by specialty areas—to include command and control, intelligence, communications, emergency rescue, and counterterrorism.\textsuperscript{71} The extent to which this approach has taken root across the vast expanse of China’s border regions is unclear, but MR and sub-district leaders have exercised processes for integrating PAP units with PLA and PSB units across a range of peacetime, emergency response, and combat operations scenarios.

**Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response (HADR).**

personnel, specializing in flood control and emergency rescue, earthquake rescue, nuclear, biological and chemical emergency rescue, urgent air transportation, rapid road repair, maritime emergency search and rescue, emergency mobile communication support, and medical aid and epidemic prevention.” The paper also indicates that in 2009, PAP forces responsible for protecting water and electricity infrastructure were integrated into the “national emergency rescue system.” Between 2008 and 2010, the PAP and PLA reportedly combined in “1.845 million troop deployments and 790,000 deployments of vehicles or machines of various types . . . organized 6.43 million militiamen and reservists . . . [and] rescued or evacuated a total of 1.742 million people.”

The 2010 *Defense White Paper* and several media reports also indicate that PAP medical personnel affiliated with the PAP General Hospital in Beijing serve on the China International Search and Rescue (CISAR) team. According to the paper, the team has participated in eight international rescue operations, including in Haiti and Pakistan following the earthquake and flood disasters in those two countries. Civil-military joint emergency rescue teams have been established over the past year at provincial-level PAP units, with new emergency care vehicles deployed to improve HADR medical response capability.

While disaster relief support on the scale described in the most recent defense white paper conceivably detracts from overall PAP readiness to respond to counterterrorist and riot control operations, these deployments also provide exceptional training opportunities for the development of rapid reaction and sustainment procedures. These deployments are clearly associated with the priority placed by Hu Jintao’s
military guidelines on diverse, non-war missions, and likely will remain a core function for the PAP.

**UN Peacekeeping Operations.**

The first Chinese police unit deployed to a peace operation joined the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) in 2004. While the MPS managed the unit and its deployment, PAP forces likely participated. In subsequent deployments, PAP provincial-level border police forces (公安边防) appear to have formed the core of deployed units. Deployments require close coordination between the PAP and the Office of Peacekeeping Affairs at the Ministry of Public Security, which is responsible for the selection, training, and deployment of police units for UN peacekeeping operations.

CCP elites recognize both the theoretical importance and practical advantage of dispatching police to help with UN peacekeeping. One 2008 source states that “dispatching riot police to participate in UN peacekeeping activities helps embody our proactive attitude towards UN peacekeeping activities, establish our image as a great nation, and satisfy the requirement of our foreign relations work; it has great significance.” To accompany a rising need for trained police and paramilitary forces in peacekeeping operations, and to reinforce the value Beijing places on support for these missions, in 2002, Chinese officials announced the establishment of Asia’s largest peacekeeping civil police training center in Langfang City, near Beijing. The facility reportedly has the capacity to train 250 police officers at a time.
An annual snapshot of Chinese police participation in UN peacekeeping missions from 2008 to the present indicates that anywhere from 70 to 200 Chinese police are deployed at any given time. It is difficult from the sources, however, to ascertain how many of these are from PAP units and how many are from PSB units.76

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

For U.S. and partner policy and decisionmakers, the implications of a highly ready, mobile, and increasingly capable PAP fall into three general issue areas: advantages and disadvantages of bilateral exchange on policing, disaster relief operations, and counterterrorism initiatives; advantages and disadvantages of multilateral engagement for peacekeeping, HADR, and other operations; and the importance of promoting PRC transparency regarding PAP wartime roles and missions.

Chinese security forces generally, and the PAP specifically, pose a conundrum for U.S. policymakers considering engagement with Chinese police forces. As China’s leaders seek more measured approaches to handling domestic unrest, exchanges with U.S. and partner police forces can provide concepts of operation and techniques that may facilitate de-escalation of domestic crises and improve responses to terrorist activity. These same exchanges, however, potentially provide training for the PAP as a paramilitary force to quell nonviolent public demonstrations more effectively.

Cooperation on counterterror initiatives continues to provide a foundation for building exchanges, but the problem of clear classification and differentiation of terms remains when coordinating with China on
counterterrorism issues. The recent PRC Anti-terror Law provides ample maneuver space for the classification of various forms of public dissent as terrorist activity, and does not protect China’s citizens from arbitrary detention. Despite the inherent problems, a cautious approach to exchanges, focusing on small-unit, nonescalatory crowd control, and techniques for specific counterterror operations such as hostage rescues, likely shifts the balance in favor of engagement.

On the multilateral front, the advantages further outweigh the risks. A variety of PAP units have benefited from modernization and increased resources, providing a wide range of policing and security force options for UN peacekeeping and multilateral HADR missions. PAP medical units are experienced and increasingly well-equipped to meet UN mission requirements, and could provide particularly beneficial visibility for China in international emergency response scenarios. China’s clear prioritization of peacekeeping involvement and development of Asia’s largest police training center for peacekeeping operations, provide excellent but underappreciated avenues for promoting international policing norms.

Engagement with the PAP on bi- and multilateral fronts also provides a potential window into wartime missions for the force. While PAP concepts and capabilities for potential regional conflict are understandably not high on the radar of most U.S. security analysts, they are critical components of Chinese mobilization for war. Chinese concerns of internal chaos arising in the face of an escalating external crisis underpin political education and training for the PAP, and likely translate to missions essential to CCP war control operations. As such, promoting transparency regarding PAP conflict roles and missions could pro-
vide a better understanding of PRC mobilization and escalation control.

CONCLUSION

While fully engaged in providing the paramilitary component of China’s increasingly complex emergency response strategy, over the past few years local and national PAP forces have responded vigorously to CCP calls for modernization of equipment and facilities, improvements in training aids and concepts, and adjustments to basing and infrastructure. A confluence of significant planned events and exigencies between 2008 and 2010 marked a transition period for the PAP, during which a high operational tempo combined with force modernization efforts to place the force at what appears to be a historically high state of readiness.

At the same time, CCP leaders seem to be searching for strategic and operational concepts that provide a wider array of policing options to ensure control while minimizing escalation. The implications of this for the PAP remain to be seen, but in the context of conducting counterterrorist and riot control operations, the PAP is expected to respond rapidly to apply decisive, measured force with specially trained units in coordination with PLA, PSB, and certain civil organizations. Exchanges with foreign police forces, international and domestic exercises, and real world deployments over the past 2 to 3 years indicate that the PAP is pursuing this on all fronts of capability development. The application of resulting capabilities will, as always, depend on CCP definitions of “counterterror” and “antiriot.”
Legal guidelines lack specificity in terms of missions and rules of engagement regarding the potential transition of the PAP to wartime footing. However, current border security missions and counterterrorism training activities provide some insight. National-level PAP training, basing, and capabilities are well-suited to support the PLA in border control, key infrastructure defense, and rapid response operations; local forces, while still experiencing problems with measured crowd control, likely will constitute a critical defense against antiregime opportunism the Party fears would arise during an external crisis.

It remains to be seen if the rising rate of civil unrest in China will whittle away at PAP capabilities across peacetime and wartime mission areas. For the present, force readiness appears higher than ever, and resources and leadership emphasis for further capabilities improvements are not on the wane. Several potential avenues are open for U.S., partner, and UN engagement with these increasingly capable PAP forces on counterterror, HADR, and peacekeeping fronts, albeit with the risks inherent in engaging a paramilitary force that provides security for a regime at odds with several international human rights norms.
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CHAPTER 5

CLARITY OF INTENTIONS: PEOPLE’S LIBERATION ARMY TRANSREGIONAL EXERCISES TO DEFEND CHINA’S BORDERS

Dennis J. Blasko

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Army and Airborne transregional exercises conducted from 2006 to 2011.

MAIN ARGUMENT

Since 2006, official Chinese sources have identified transregional mobility as among the major training objectives for PLA ground forces. Several exercises have focused on moving large units (brigades and divisions) from one Military Region (MR) to another, incorporating into these exercises other experimental training topics such as command and control for joint operations, operations in a complex electromagnetic environment, formation of combined arms battalion task forces, and logistics support. Chinese media reports have documented many of these exercises in considerable detail.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

None of the transregional exercises to date have been designed to intimidate Taiwan, but rather have focused on reinforcing operations in distant regions.
within China after a conflict has broken out. Cross-border operations outside China would require different logistics support than has been demonstrated in these exercises.

Within the context of the PLA’s entire training program, transregional exercises are exploring many operational concepts that other advanced militaries have implemented for decades. Based on their own comments and observations, Chinese military leaders are aware that PLA experimentation in modern tactics and techniques probably will take much longer for them to achieve proficiency than many foreign observers imagine. If deemed successful, transregional exercises could provide the rationale for future cuts in ground units and allow personnel slots and funding to be applied to transportation assets necessary for long-distance movements, a recognized shortfall in PLA capabilities.

Contrary to perceptions about a lack of transparency in PLA intentions, transregional exercises have been clearly identified as a training objective, and the exercises themselves have been covered by the Chinese media, enabling foreign analysis. In short, the PLA told us what it was going to do, then did it so we could see it.

**INTRODUCTION**

Since 2006, official Chinese sources have clearly identified transregional exercises among the major training objectives for the PLA ground forces. For the PLA, transregion mobility (全域机动型 or 跨区机动) means movement across MR boundaries within China, not beyond China’s borders. Official media reports (print, electronic, and television) have documented in
some detail several such exercises conducted from 2006 to today. These reports reveal an Army training according to its published doctrine and experimenting with new organizational and tactical concepts.

In most cases, Army units, frequently supported by the other services and civilian assets in joint operations, are the main maneuver units in transregional exercises, though the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) 15th Airborne Army (or Corps) also has conducted a high-profile exercise of this nature. Over time, transregional exercises have become larger and more complex as they test new command and control procedures. Units from all over the country have participated, except for combat units from the Nanjing MR. If judged successful by the Chinese military leadership, these exercises may provide insight into future developments for the entire PLA, such as further cuts in ground forces and increases in the transportation assets necessary for force projection.

In prior decades, units conducted nearly all PLA ground force training within their own MRs. With a massive Army, limited budgets, multiple potential opponents, and vastly differing geography around China’s periphery (ranging from jungles and forests to plains, mountains, and deserts), localized training was a rational response to conditions at the time. However, as defense budgets increased, new equipment was introduced into the force, doctrine was updated, and the ground forces were restructured to become smaller, more mobile, and more informationized (better equipped with modern communications, computers, and other electronics). These new conditions and technologies permitted new operational concepts to be tested, one of which was transregional operations.
Prior to 2006, a few exercises had included the deployment of small units across MR boundaries, but not as the main focus of the exercise. For example, the first reported trans-MR movement reportedly occurred during the large 2001 Dongshan amphibious exercise (东山登陆演习), which in total included over 100,000 personnel. At that time, PLAAF Il-76 transport aircraft moved a rapid reaction unit (of unspecified size) subordinate to a group army from Beijing MR to the exercise area.¹ Long before that, however, during the period of border clashes between China and Vietnam in the mid-1980s, a number of divisions rotated from distant MRs to the conflict area in order to expose PLA troops to combat. Entire units moved administratively, i.e., not subject to harassment by the enemy, from their garrison locations to training areas behind the lines where they acclimatized and prepared for up to 5 months before moving to the front. There they spent 6 months conducting infantry and artillery operations against the Vietnamese before moving back to their home bases.² These previous examples of transregional deployments differ from the exercises starting in 2006 in that they were adjuncts to larger operations, not the main focus of the exercises as seen recently.

Recent transregional operations focus on tactical movements across MR boundaries by large units (brigades and divisions), often while subjected to simulated enemy reconnaissance, harassment, and attack, followed by a period of training in areas of operations unfamiliar to the units involved. This training includes force-on-force maneuvers, usually with units stationed in the region acting as the “enemy,” and often incorporating live fire and evaluations of unit capabilities.
Most major large-scale ground force training occurs at the seven MR Combined Arms Tactical Training Bases (CATTB), with preparatory lower-level training taking place in garrison and at local unit training areas prior to deployment to a CATTB. Brigades and divisions within the MR (sometimes acting as parts of a group army) travel to their respective CATTBs, according to schedules defined by MR headquarters. Due to limited time and training space, each CATTB can accommodate only a portion of an MR’s ground forces each year, and MR headquarters must prioritize which units have access to their own CATTB. Since they involve more than one MR, transregional exercises must be ordered by the General Staff Department (GSD). Joint training is also conducted in coordination zones that include large swaths of terrain beyond the boundaries of military bases in the various MRs. Most long-distance travel is conducted by road or rail; movement by PLAAF transport aircraft and/or civilian airlines is also practiced, but is limited mostly to personnel with some accompanying equipment. PLAAF aircraft may also provide ground attack support and combat air patrol cover for ground force operations. So far, PLA Navy (PLAN) or civilian maritime participation has been minimal (seen in only one exercise).

The PLA still is at the beginning of a process of experimentation and learning that integrates its new doctrine, equipment, and logistics with better educated personnel. To date, the new transregional capabilities exercised have been demonstrated by only a portion of the ground force and, as in other training, shortfalls are uncovered in each exercise. Though transregional exercises may have demonstrated “proof of concept,” it is still too early to credit the entire army with the
capability to move routinely outside of its own MR, much less to be able to project significant ground forces (say a division or more) outside the country’s borders to any great distance. Such objectives clearly are on the PLA’s agenda, but many long-term problems remain, mostly with long-range transport, logistics, and command and control.

This chapter will first illustrate the official Chinese declarations on training to achieve transregional proficiency and then summarize Chinese media reports of the various transregional exercises and training events. Implications for the future are addressed in the conclusion.

STATEMENTS OF CHINESE INTENTIONS

China’s 2006 Defense White Paper on national defense outlined the following intentions for PLA ground force training: “The Army aims at moving from regional defense to trans-regional mobility, and improving its capabilities in air-ground integrated operations, long-distance maneuvers, rapid assaults and special operations.” The same white paper included the PLAAF role in transregional mobility among the goals of “speeding up [the PLAAF] transition from territorial air defense to both offensive and defensive operations, and increasing its capabilities in the areas of air strike, air and missile defense, early warning and reconnaissance, and strategic projection [emphasis added].” Contemporary media reports illustrated that many of the individual operational objectives listed in the white paper were simultaneously being practiced in transregional and other joint training from 2006 forward.
China’s 2008 *Defense White Paper* repeated the transregional training objective and added more detail about other aspects of joint training for its warfighting missions: “The PLA is intensifying strategic- and operational-level command post training and troop training in conditions of informationization, holding transregional evaluation exercises with opposing players, conducting whole-unit night training and carrying out integrated exercises for logistical and equipment support.” A separate paragraph highlighted training in complex electromagnetic environments, a major component of nearly all exercises in the last half of the decade. Later, another important organizational experiment—the creation of modular, multifunctional units, focused on the temporary formation of combined arms battalions within brigades and divisions (through a process similar to what the U.S. Army calls “task organization”)—was linked with transregional capabilities:

In recent years, in line with the strategic requirements of mobile operations and three-dimensional offense and defense, the Army has been moving from regional defense to trans-regional mobility. It is gradually making its units small, modular and multi-functional in organization through appropriate downsizing and structural reform.

As will be seen, several transregional exercises highlighted operations of modularized, combined arms battalions. Transregional and other exercises further require participating units to form various temporary “tactical groups” (战术群) made up of elements of different units—sometimes from more than one service—to accomplish specific tasks, such as assault, firepower, air defense, or logistics.
Once again, many of the same training themes were included in the 2010 Defense White Paper:

Based on and supported by command information systems, the PLA organizes combined training of different combat components, assembly training of various combat elements, and joint training of all systems and all components. It intensifies joint training of task formations and confrontational training, and places emphasis on training in complex electromagnetic environments, unfamiliar terrain, and complex weather conditions. The PLA holds trans-regional exercises for organic divisions (brigades) led by campaign-level command organs, raises training evaluation standards, and organizes training based on the needs, formations and procedures of actual combat.

The mention of “campaign-level command organs” (also called the juntuan [军团] level of operations, i.e., group army headquarters and above) for transregional exercises reflects the fact that most joint operations for the PLA have traditionally been organized at the army level or higher. The Defense White Paper does not mention experimentation in joint command relationships that extend down to division and brigade levels, called the bingtuan (兵团) level. Contemporaneous reporting about a few transregional exercises shows them to emphasize control at the bingtuan level, thus pushing responsibility for command and control for joint operations down to field grade officers (majors to senior colonels) instead of generals.

In short, PLA training seeks to integrate all new capabilities of the active duty forces, reserves, militia, and civilian support into joint operations under conditions of informationization, thus creating “information system-based ‘system of systems’ operations capabilities” (信息系统的体系作战能力), or the slightly
differently stated 信息化条件下体系作战能力, ‘system of systems’ operations capabilities under informationized conditions). These terms, both of which are formed around the words “体系作战能力” (“system of systems operations capabilities”), appear to be the PLA’s latest formula (replacing “integrated joint operations”) to describe its concept of joint operations, which takes advantage of all the new capabilities entering the force.

The internal Chinese military and civilian media have documented nearly 20 transregional exercises and described many training tasks consistent with the objectives outlined in the white papers. Some of these capabilities also have been tested in real world transregional deployments for domestic disaster relief operations, such as the 2008 Wenchuan (汶川) earthquake relief effort. As a result of both exercises and real world operations, the PLA has learned lessons and identified shortcomings that need to be addressed in personnel and doctrine development, future training, and force structure changes (particularly in long-distance transport capabilities and command and control structures).

THE EARLY EXERCISES

In 2006, the Chinese media first reported on PLA exercises specifically designed to test the operational capabilities of large ground force units (brigade and above) in exercises that started in one MR and moved into another. Transregional exercises usually begin with assembly and deployment, using multiple modes of transportation. Scenarios reflect an attack on China, which then presents multiple high-tech threats to PLA forces during movement. These threats
include satellite reconnaissance, electronic warfare and cyber attacks, and precision strikes by long-range enemy weapons. By crossing MR boundaries, leaders and troops are confronted with terrain they have not operated in before and local conditions that may differ significantly from their home region. A variety of civilian logistics support often is rendered while en route to another MR’s CATTB. Once at the training base, the out-of-area units conduct preliminary training, organize for combat, and engage in force-on-force confrontational exercises. Unit evaluations and live-fire exercises are often included. After the exercises, the units return to their home garrison locations.

In early-September 2006, the 190th Mechanized Infantry Brigade left its garrison in Benxi, Liaoning (辽宁本溪) in the Shenyang MR for the Zhurihe (朱日和训练基地) CATTB in the Beijing MR in what was called “the first-ever transregional long-distance maneuvers to test and evaluate the results of military training and further explore new training methods and war tactics under high-tech conditions.” The entire brigade of approximately 3,000 personnel participated, using both rail and road transport. No PLAAF or army aviation assets were reported in support. En route, the brigade encountered snowstorms along with simulated enemy satellite reconnaissance, electronic jamming, and biochemical and air attacks. After arriving at the training base, the brigade entered into a force-on-force exercise with an armored brigade from the Beijing MR. Photos of the exercise show both units equipped with Type 59-series tanks using laser engagement simulation equipment. In addition, more than “50 experts from the Shijiazhuang Army Command College, the Bengbu Tank Institute, and the Shijiazhuang Mechanized Infantry Academy” made up
an exercise directorate to evaluate the execution of the exercise.⁷ Though no name was given to the exercise, the Chinese media covered it extensively.⁸ The exercise lasted approximately 10 days, not including the redeployment period to return to the Shenyang MR.

At about the same time, a motorized infantry brigade from the Beijing MR also engaged in a 20-day exercise that included land and (unspecified) water movement of 3,000 kilometers through unfamiliar territory: “This long-distance movement exercise involved a long way to go, both land and water movement, and entirely new training topics. Nothing was pre-planned for any juncture in the exercise. The brigade did not survey the terrain in advance.” This exercise was not called a “transregional exercise,” but the distance traveled suggests the unit may have left its home MR. Apparently, the brigade did not enter a CATTB in the Beijing MR or any other MR. No PLAAF or army aviation participation was reported. This exercise did not receive as much press attention as the 190th Mechanized Infantry’s transregional event, but was said to be “a first in the history of the brigade’s training.”⁹

Sometime in mid-autumn 2006, the Beijing MR conducted a “transregional online confrontation exercise” involving personnel from Beijing MR Headquarters (located at a training base), the Shijiazhuang Mechanized Infantry Academy (石家庄机械化步兵学院), and a unit stationed in Hohhot (呼和浩特). Beijing MR Headquarters personnel directed the exercise as the Shijiazhuang Academy and Hohhot unit fought against each other as reinforced motorized infantry divisions of a “Red Army” and “Blue Army.” The unnamed exercise included functions of satellite, radar, and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) reconnaissance;
These three exercises were publicized months before the 2006 *Defense White Paper*’s release in late December. Nonetheless, they foreshadowed the emphasis on transregional mobility identified in the white paper. In 2007, no major transregional exercises were publicized, though it appears to have been a topic of study within the force. In 2008, transregional exercises became more complex as PLAN and PLAAF units became involved. Moreover, the Jinan MR became the focus of experimentation for transregional mobility.

**JINAN MR TAKES THE LEAD IN 2008**

Due to its location (devoid of any international land borders) and the extensive transportation networks within its boundaries, the Jinan MR is positioned as the PLA’s strategic reserve force. This mission was demonstrated in the response to the May 2008 earthquake in Wenchuan, when numerous MR ground force units were deployed across several provincial boundaries to support disaster relief efforts. Furthermore, as illustrated in the two transregional exercises emanating from the region in 2008, Army forces can be used to reinforce military operations in other parts of the country.

Beginning in late August, 砺兵-2008 (*Sharpening Troops*-2008) was the first transregional exercise of the season. Only a month after the 58th Light Mechanized Brigade of the 20th Group Army in Jinan MR returned from the Wenchuan disaster relief mission, it moved by rail and road to the Zhurihe CATTB. Once there, the brigade acted as the “Red Army” against a “Blue Army” comprised of an armored regiment from the
Beijing MR. The brigade was reinforced with an electronic countermeasures unit, more than 10 helicopters from the Jinan MR 1st Army Aviation Regiment (subordinate to the 54th Group Army), and PLAAF assets, including both an airborne mechanized infantry unit (probably company-size) and fighter support. The month-long exercise included over 5,200 personnel from both MRs and the PLAAF. Fuel for the brigade was provided through coordination by the group army and Jinan MR staffs with the Beijing MR Joint Logistics Department, which then tasked local units to provide support. Reportedly, over the course of the exercise the brigade consumed up to “400 tons of gasoline and diesel fuel of various grades, which represent[ed] 60% of all the war materiel . . . supplied in the exercise.”\textsuperscript{12} The force-on-force maneuver element of the exercise was unscripted and included parachute delivery of airborne infantry combat vehicles and personnel. Over 100 military leaders, representatives, and observers from 36 countries were invited to attend the final day of the exercise at Zhurihe.\textsuperscript{13} In summarizing Sharpening Troops-2008 (砺兵-2008), the exercise deputy director noted the experimental nature of this training: “the multi-service and multi-arm joint training implies the transition from the research-centric stage to the normal test-oriented stage.”\textsuperscript{14}

In September, during 联合-2008 (Joint-2008), the 138th Motorized Infantry Brigade of the 26th Group Army in the Jinan MR moved from Yantai (烟台) in the Weifang (潍坊) Coordination Zone in Shandong to a landing area near Dalian, Liaoning (辽宁大连). The amphibious lift for the exercise was provided by some 10 PLAN amphibious ships with PLAAF air cover.\textsuperscript{15} In total, more than 5,000 troops from all three services participated in the 5-day exercise.\textsuperscript{16} During the
phase in which vehicles were loaded onto ships, and while en route to the beachhead, the “Red” force was harassed by “Blue Army” naval and air units using surface vessels, attack aircraft, and electronic warfare. These attacks resulted in the execution of joint defensive actions by “Red” ground, naval, and air forces. The exercise culminated with an amphibious landing and inland assault supported by army aviation and special operations elements. Integrated joint logistics, including civilian food, vehicle repair, and medical support, was emphasized at all stages of the exercise.

During this exercise, the 26th Group Army commander was the overall exercise director in charge of a “joint campaign formation” (联合战役军团) with a subordinate “joint tactical formation” (联合战术兵团), sometimes translated as “joint tactical corps,” formed by the 138th Brigade headquarters. Under this sort of command relationship, Navy and Air Force officers were present in the group army and brigade tactical operations centers to command their services’ support through “distributed embedded”-style (分布嵌入式) command, and were not there simply to perform liaison functions. The PLA newspaper, Jiefangjun Bao, highlighted the experimental nature of this type of command relationship and the need for further work to solve problems discovered in practice:

This kind of joint command model was attempted in the “联合-2006” [“Joint Operations-2006”] and “联合-2007” [“Joint Operations-2007”] live troop exercises that followed, and although it reduced the conflicts with the existing command systems, and it had a definite jointness, the one flaw was that the three-service arm tactical formations had relatively lax coordination with each other, which weakened the degree of integration of the joint operations. . . . After several years of actual practice, the Weifang Military Training Coordination Zone’s
three-service arm commanders recognize more and more clearly that the PLA’s joint training effort is still in its “initial stage”, and whether in ideological concepts and formation systems or in command methods, there are a lot of issues that still need to be resolved, and he who is anxious to be successful will, on the contrary, only have more haste and less speed.18 [emphasis added]

As can be seen from the transregional exercises in 2006 and 2008, the first examples of these new-style, joint operations were relatively small (up to about 5,000 personnel at most), but over time the operations became increasingly complex. The transregional aspect was a new wrinkle added to the other operational methods (command and control, coordination of multiple service actions, joint logistics support, etc.), which were under experimentation in other PLA ground force exercises. In the following years, transregional exercises became much larger and longer in duration.

LARGER, MORE COMPLEX EXERCISES IN 2009 AND 2010

跨越-2009 (Stride-2009) was the largest transregional exercise to date, involving approximately 50,000 troops from four divisions in four different MRs criss-crossing the country over a 2-month period. While there was some PLAAF support to transport a few small units and provide air cover, the exercise was primarily a ground operation. Though the General Staff Department was in overall command of the exercise, Stride 2009 focused on the bingtuan level of joint operations by emphasizing the joint actions of divisions.

During deployment periods of approximately 5 days, small reconnaissance, headquarters, and com-
munications units (less than 20 percent of total force levels) were flown on both PLAAF and chartered civilian aircraft while larger formations of personnel (over 80 percent of the force) traveled over highways, and heavy equipment was transported via rail. Reportedly, each division deployed with 80 to 97 percent of its roughly 10,000 total personnel strength along with over 90 percent of their organic “artillery, engineering machinery, and other large weapons,” but only about 50 percent of armored vehicles. During deployment, units were resupplied with fuel and provisions by military and civilian logistics teams. The divisions were reinforced with army aviation, special operations, reconnaissance, UAV, and electronic countermeasures units.\textsuperscript{19}

In mid-August 2009, the 61st (“Red Army”) Division moved from the Lanzhou MR to Taonan in the Shenyang MR. In mid-to late-August, the 162nd Motorized Infantry Division (“Ferocious Tigers”) traveled from the Jinan MR to Luzhai in the Guangzhou MR. In early-September, the 115th Mechanized Infantry Division from the Shenyang MR moved to Qingtongxia (青铜峡) in the Lanzhou MR. In mid-to late-September, the Guangzhou MR’s 121st Motorized Infantry Division moved to Queshan (确山) in the Jinan MR.\textsuperscript{20} Some of the troops traveling to the Jinan MR rode on “China Railway High-speed trains traveling at speeds of up to 350 km per hour.”\textsuperscript{21} As can be seen, deployments occurred sequentially (not simultaneously) over a month’s time with units from the Lanzhou and Shenyang MRs and the Jinan and Guangzhou MRs switching locations.

Upon reaching its out-of-area CATTB, each division took part in force-on-force engagements in complex electromagnetic environments against local “Blue” forces.\textsuperscript{22} Reporting indicated that at least two
The 61st Division formed a combined arms battalion based upon an armored infantry (mechanized) battalion of a regiment. The division commander implied the experimental nature of this form of task organization by stating that, “Judging by the data collected, we can see that the integrated combat index of the new-type combined arms battalion has a clear advantage. In some sense, the new-type combined arms battalion is a main component and important force in future joint operations”\textsuperscript{23} [emphasis added]. In addition, the 162nd Motorized Infantry Division formed two modularized groups based on battalions during an attack mission:

The 1st \textit{Motorized Combat Group} of the Red Force, which was the main attack unit, commanded its engineer, armor, tactical missile, and EM jamming modules to deliver a combination of hard destruction and soft kill against the enemy with different tactical means. . . . As the battle process gathered pace, the joint command and control center ordered the \textit{armored assault group} to take over. The armored assault group consisted of army aviation, engineer, chemical defense, communications, artillery, and infantry modules, centering around an armored battalion.\textsuperscript{24} [emphasis added]

The report then summarized the organizational principles of modularization:

Modular grouping typically centers around a motorized or armored battalion, bringing together communications, artillery, engineer, chemical defense, army aviation, and aerial electronic countermeasure as fixed combat modules. They are variously grouped according to the mission, the environment, and the target, to form a combined-arms group capable of independent performance of tasks.\textsuperscript{25}
Though divisions specifically practiced this method of organization for combat in Stride 2009, the same principles also are applied by brigades during other training.\textsuperscript{26}

A few months later, a \textit{Xinhua} report summarized PLA training lessons from 2009. Three areas requiring attention were highlighted: 1) the command system; 2) long-distance delivery capability, “especially the strategic delivery capability in the air”; and, 3) “transformation of operational and training types [combat methods] and operational thoughts [doctrine] caused by the change of equipment and techniques.”\textsuperscript{27} In other words, new equipment is changing the way the PLA plans to fight (or “technology determines tactics”\textsuperscript{28}). The article provided a realistic assessment of problems at hand, while demonstrating the PLA is working to overcome its deficiencies:

There is no need for reticence that many problems in the military training of the PLA are still waiting to be settled. In 2009, not every difficulty can be rapidly and effectively settled. However, the PLA did not avoid these difficulties in military exercises; they still carried out exploration and research.\textsuperscript{29}

The observation that “not every difficulty can be rapidly and effectively settled” is a nuance that often is misunderstood or glossed over by many foreign analysts of PLA modernization. Building combat capabilities requires more than new equipment—the PLA understands that just as important as acquiring new equipment is preparing personnel to operate and maintain it and employ it in a joint doctrine that has never been tested in battle by the Chinese. In addition to its discussion of Stride 2009, the \textit{Xinhua} article also addressed the PLAAF’s transregional exercise, \textit{Airborne Maneuver-2009}.
In mid-October 2009, 空降机动-2009 (Airborne Maneuver-2009 or Airborne Movement) was called “the largest trans-theater comprehensive campaign maneuver exercise in the history of the Chinese airborne force.” Elements of all three divisions of the 15th Airborne Army participated, totaling some 13,000 personnel, 1,500 vehicles, and 7,000 pieces of equipment. Based on the analysis of the media coverage, elements of the 43rd Airborne Division in Kaifeng (开封 in the Jinan MR) probably acted as enemy forces facing elements of the 44th and 45th Divisions from the Wuhan area (武汉 in the Guangzhou MR). Although some parachute jumps and heavy equipment drops were conducted, the majority of the forces moved by road or rail or marched on foot for most of the exercise. ZBD03 airborne combat vehicles that had taken part in the October 1 parade in Beijing were moved by rail to Henan to join the exercise. During the first week of training, regiments fought force-on-force battles and conducted annual unit evaluations. Individual skills were also tested. Later, the units conducted a 3-day ground movement over multiple routes through Hubei and Anhui to Jiangsu (湖北, 安徽, 江苏 in the Nanjing MR), during which they continued to fight a simulated “Blue” force. The participation of other services was not reported during the 20-day exercise.

The following year, 使命行动-2010 (Mission Action-2010) involved a series of multi-region, joint airland exercises that were smaller in scale than those for Stride 2009. However, Mission Action-2010 was more complex, involving ground force units from three MRs, which deployed by road, rail, and air across MR boundaries, and were supported by PLAAF and Second Artillery units in addition to reserve, People’s Armed Police (PAP), militia, and civilian forces. In to-
tal, approximately 30,000 personnel took part. Three group army headquarters controlled the movements of a division and two brigades along with elements of army aviation, special operations, communications, engineer, and logistics units. While Stride 2009 focused on the bingtuan level of command, Mission Action-2010 focused at the juntuan (group army) level, emphasizing informationized joint operations—especially command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR).

In Mission Action-2010A, the 188th Mechanized Infantry Brigade of the 27th Group Army deployed from the Zhurihe CATTB in the Beijing MR to the Taonan CATTB in the Shenyang MR. In Mission Action-2010B, the 139th Mechanized Infantry Brigade of the 47th Group Army deployed from Qingtongxia CATTB in the Lanzhou MR to Xichang CATTB in the Chengdu MR. In Mission Action-2010C, the 149th Mechanized Infantry Division of the 13th Group Army deployed from the Chengdu MR to Qingtongxia. Of note is that the movement directions and pairing of MRs in Mission Action-2010 were different from those of Stride-2009, with Beijing and Chengdu MR units participating. Thus, in 2 years’ time, units from all MRs except Nanjing took part in transregional exercises. Moreover, two parts of the exercise took place simultaneously, not sequentially, as in the year before. Also, adding to the degree of difficulty, in Mission Action, units reportedly deployed with all required equipment and ammunition.

After an alert and planning phase, load-out and deployment for both Mission Action-2010A and C began around October 12. Mission Action-2010B began deployment around October 21, after several days of preparation. Both offensive and defensive informa-
tion operations and electronic countermeasures were employed throughout the exercise during live fire and confrontational drills. Each of the exercise’s three increments practiced many of the same tasks, but each also had its own special feature.

In *Mission Action-2010A*, the 188th Mechanized Infantry Brigade deployed first from its home base at Xinzhou, Shanxi, to the Zhurihe CATTB. Chinese television showed the brigade’s Type 55 tanks, Type 63 armored personnel carriers, and other equipment being loaded onto railcars as personnel and light vehicles were loaded onto PLA-PLA transports (one Il-76 and one Y-8 were shown) and at least one China Air Boeing 737 passenger jet. The aircraft flew to the Wulanhaote (Ulan Hot) Airfield, from which the troops then moved to the Taonan CATTB. Two other columns of troops drove to the exercise area. During the 4-day movement phase to the exercise area, in which an early snowstorm complicated the effort, PLA-PLA aircraft also performed reconnaissance and simulated strike missions as part of the “Blue” force. The brigade was supported by a local militia unit as it used a mobile bridge to cross a river after the enemy force had destroyed the existing bridge. At Taonan, the brigade was reinforced by army aviation, special operations, and PLA-PLA fighter support during the force-on-force and live-fire phase of the exercise. The deputy chief of staff of the Beijing MR summed up *Mission Action-2010A* as:

the first large-scale trans-region long-range mobile exercise of whole units carried out by the Beijing Military Region. . . . integrated command platform, information countermeasure, air-ground joint actions, and comprehensive assessment and test methods were adopted in the whole course of the exercise. In a complex
and unfamiliar environment, the exercise tested the joint tactical corps’ information offense and defense, command and control, joint strike, multi-dimensional protection, and comprehensive support capabilities, and enhanced the forces’ “system of systems” operations capability based on information systems.38

In Mission Action-2010B, the 139th Mechanized Infantry Brigade first moved from its home in Weinan, Shaanxi, to Qingtongxia in Ningxia. There it began a multi-mode deployment to Xichang CATTB, similar to that conducted in Mission Action-2010A, including many of the same tasks en route. The distinguishing feature of this exercise, however, was a joint anti-terrorist drill performed with PAP forces.39 The confrontational phase of the exercise at Xichang included many of the same elements as seen in Taonan:

Reconnaissance and anti-reconnaissance, jamming and anti-jamming, suppression and anti-suppression. . . . While facing the sudden attacks, the group army commanders responded calmly and confidently. . . . Before the struggle in the invisible battlefield calmed down, joint fire strikes and the battle of sabotaging the “enemy” operation system started. All at once, howitzers, tank guns, aircraft guns, and vehicle-based missiles demonstrated their great power. Being guided by the informatized reconnaissance means, all sorts of firepower roared toward the “enemy” command posts, airports, radar positions, communications hubs, and other targets in a form of three-dimensional assaults. At the same time, multiple special operations detachments secretly sneaked into the rear positions of the “enemy” force through helicopter landing, and carried out special sabotage against the “enemy” command hubs. Under the joint strikes by the integrated air, ground, space, and electromagnetic forces, the “enemy” operation structure was destroyed before
long, and the “enemy” defensive line was broken in multiple places.40

Once again, the role of the group army headquarters was emphasized in conducting joint operations.  

Mission Action-2010C included many of the same elements of the other Mission Action exercises during its multimode deployment phase, which moved the 149th Mechanized Infantry Division from the Chengdu MR to Qingtongxia. Notably, the exercise began with the deployment of an MR-level general communication station to provide communication support.41 The highlight of the movement to Ningxia was the crossing of the Yellow River using a pontoon bridge erected by a group army engineer regiment with air cover provided by PLAAF and army aviation aircraft.42 Perhaps most important, Mission Action-2010C is the only transregional exercise to date reported to have had Second Artillery participation. During the final live-fire phase at Qingtongxia CATTB, a Second Artillery missile unit temporarily assigned to the 13th Group Army launched “long-range precision missile strikes on the ‘enemy’ targets in the depth of the rear area.” PLAAF fighters and army aviation helicopters provided additional support. After a “fire strike assessment,” (also known as battle damage assessment), the group army “joint fire center” ordered a second round of firepower attacks by armed helicopters and conventional artillery.43 The group army commander summarized the exercise:

During this exercise, we gave full play to the advantages of the integrated command platform. Through the information system, we networked various combat forces and operational platforms into an organic whole. This way, all the elements in the combat system
are grouped scientifically and integrated coherently. The weapons, equipment, and combat elements that are far removed from one another can preliminarily form a systemic combat capacity. We have explored ways to, and laid a foundation for, making training in the context of systemic operations more standardized, systematic, and scientific.\textsuperscript{44}

This statement once again reflects the exploratory nature of these exercises and how the PLA intends to build upon the lessons learned from the field. PLA combat leaders understand they still have work to do before advanced joint operations are standardized throughout the force.

As the \textit{Mission Action}-series of exercises was winding down, \textit{Jiefangjun Bao} carried a short article about the 127th Light Mechanized Infantry Division of the 54th Group Army in the Jinan MR, which traveled more than 1,000 kilometers across four provinces along the Qingdao-Yinchuan Expressway (青岛银川高速公路). Since there are only two provinces in the MR, this would appear to have been an unannounced transregional mobility exercise. The focus of this event apparently was military-civilian logistics support:

They did not repair vehicles nor cook meals by themselves, and completely relied on the support forces of friendly military units and local civilian institutions along the route of movement. As a result, the support time was shortened by half. . . . The division sorted out six categories of 38 mobile support nodes, arranged collaboration with the friendly units and the local civilian support resources, and established a network of precise and efficient support along the route of movement. They also arranged reserved services with main repair and maintenance factories along the route of
movement, shaping an emergency repair support system for more than 30 types of vehicles in the whole division.\textsuperscript{45}

As seen in 2006, some transregional events did not get the massive media exposure as did the exercises that took place from 2008 to 2010. The 127th Mechanized Division’s logistics exercise is a good example of a less publicized exercise that might not be as well known as the bigger exercises. In 2011, no transregional exercises of the scale of Stride or Mission Action were reported. Nonetheless, several small transregional events were mentioned in the PLA media.

OTHER RELATED TRANSREGIONAL TRAINING EVENTS

In late-March 2011, a PLAAF airborne unit organized a transregional, long-distance movement of more than 2,000 kilometers through six provinces. An unidentified unit used road, railroad, and water movement during this event. Details are sketchy for this first-of-its-kind force projection exercise, but its primary emphasis appeared to be working out the logistics of a multi-mode, long-distance movement.\textsuperscript{46}

In June 2011, the Engineer Command Academy located in Xuzhou, Jiangsu (江苏徐州), in the Nanjing MR, organized a cross-regional exercise named先锋-2011 (Vanguard-2011), which took some 2,000 personnel to the Queshan CATTB in Jinan MR. Participants included graduating cadets from the academy, a GSD camouflage regiment, a group army engineer regiment from the Nanjing MR, a GSD engineer research institute, and reserve personnel. Movement to Queshan was conducted by train, followed by a 40
kilometer road march. More than 600 pieces of engineering equipment were involved in a confrontational exercise that portrayed a “joint mountain attack operation under information-based conditions.” Tactical situations included “road and bridge rush repair, field command post and helicopter landing field construction, artillery and air defense position camouflage, field water supply station creation, and sabotage of important objectives in [the] enemy’s rear.” Also included were measures to assist local governments in disaster relief, counter-terrorism, and explosive removal in military operations other than war (MOOTW).

In addition, a 1-day “force projection drill” called 腾飞-2011 (Soaring-2011) was conducted in Harbin involving a 130-man unit and an A320 from China Southern Airlines on July 16, 2011. The exercise was described as “the first standardized real-troop and real-equipment transport drill jointly organized by the PLA’s Shenyang Military Area Command (MAC) and the civilian aviation sector.” To transport the unit, which included medical personnel, to a location “thousands of kilometers away,” eight military and civilian units—including the Air Traffic Management Bureau, the airline, an airport management agency, a fuel company, an element of the Shenyang MR headquarters, an aviation military representative office, and the unit being transported—“set up a joint military-civilian command office, held a joint conference, coordinated transportation plans, devised action plans, and implemented integrated commands.” This joint command structure demonstrates how complex even a small-scale, long-distance movement can be. One of the exercise directors commented that these exercises are relatively new for the PLA:
China has, relatively, a small number of experiences in this area and has no past experiences for reference in organizing transportation drills of air emergency transport and combat units—it has to fumble its way through—and such issues as how to coordinate the entire action and what is the specific task of every unit have troubled leaders of various units at the drill headquarters . . . during the preliminary preparatory stage of the drill, there was no clear division of individual responsibilities for various participating units, and it was like flies flying around without heads and bumping into things and the results can be imagined.\textsuperscript{51}

Less than 2 weeks earlier, Chinese television carried a report on the PAP 8720 unit (based on the location provided), which was seen conducting the first ever aviation loading and transportation exercise for an inter-regional mission.\textsuperscript{52} Approximately seven truckloads of PAP troops with riot gear and accompanying supplies were shown loading and boarding at least one Shenzhen Airlines aircraft. It is unclear if the unit actually left the airport or whether this was just a preliminary loading drill.

Also on July 16, the G224 high-speed train from Qingdao took nearly 1,000 personnel from the Jinan MR over 1,300 kilometers to Shanghai in about 6 1/2 hours—4 hours faster “than the ordinary bullet trains.” This movement was organized by the Jinan Rail and Waterways Military Representative Office.\textsuperscript{53}

CONCLUSIONS

Most transregional exercises seem structured to represent PLA forces moving to border areas to repel attacks on China. As such, they would involve second-echelon forces dispatched with the intention
of reinforcing main force and local force PLA units in the region. This mission is particularly applicable to Jinan MR forces, which have, in fact, been involved in several transregional exercises. Jinan MR units indeed have participated in four such exercises, more than any other MR—a situation consistent with the Jinan MR’s role as a strategic reserve.

The emphasis on civilian support in many of these exercises also suggests that cross-border operations outside of China are not the specific intention of the exercises. It is unlikely that PLA forces invading another country will have the opportunity to avail themselves of gas stations and maintenance facilities in the foreign country they are attacking. Likewise, the extensive use of rail movement may be appropriate to move forces toward China’s borders, but it is unlikely that rail movement would extend too far into another country’s territory. If cross-border operations were the intent of these transregional exercises, there likely would have been more emphasis on reinforcing combat troops with additional fuel trucks and pipeline units that could provide fuel to advanced positions.

It is worth noting that none of the transregional exercises to date have had the intimidation of Taiwan as one of their direct objectives. The two large transregional exercises in 2009 and 2010 (Stride and Mission Action) appear to have been specifically designed not to intimidate Taiwan. Neither exercise included units moving into the Nanjing MR nor into amphibious training areas as might be expected if the scenario were to depict follow-on forces moving into the region to conduct second wave amphibious assaults as part of a larger campaign. Had the PLA and Chinese Communist Party wanted to, they easily could have modified these exercises so that forces could have
flowed into amphibious training areas in the Nanjing or Guangzhou MRs. The one exercise that did include amphibious operations, *Joint 2008*, had PLA troops moving as far away from Taiwan as possible, from the Jinan to Shenyang MR. Again, had intimidation of Taiwan been an objective, the direction of that movement could easily have been changed.

To be sure, it can be argued that *any* large-scale military exercise contains tasks and operations that *could* be applied in some form to a Taiwan scenario. But when Beijing feels compelled to remind Taiwan of the military potential deployed opposite its shores, it has shown no hesitation to do so directly. However, such military shows of force, as seen in exercises in 1995, 1996, 2001, and 2004, generally have not resulted in behavior by Taiwan in line with Beijing’s preferences. If anything, overt intimidation usually produces counterproductive reactions in Taiwan and much of the rest of the world. Especially following the change of administration in Taiwan in 2008, even the hard-headed leaders in Beijing appear to have gotten this message.

Instead, transregional exercises appear to be experimenting with defense of China’s land borders, however improbable an invasion scenario currently seems. If it is deemed operationally feasible for out-of-region forces to be deployed to assist in relatively time-sensitive operations, it is possible that China’s senior military leadership may decide that fewer standing, active duty forces are needed in every corner of the country. Smaller, more technologically advanced units (like brigades and battalions) can be moved more quickly than larger, old-style infantry and armored divisions and still have considerable combat power due to new weapons and communications systems.
Success in transregional exercises could provide the rationale for future cuts in main force ground units. At the same time, reserve units and militia units could be strengthened to support the movement of main force units into and out of their areas. Reducing the number and size of combat units could free up personnel slots and, more importantly, money to be applied to transportation assets necessary for long-distance movements—whether they be long-range transport aircraft, helicopters (including heavy-lift aircraft), heavy trucks and trailers for transporting armored vehicles over roads, amphibious ships, or railroad rolling stock. Improvements in command and control, informationization, and the country’s transportation infrastructure make transregional movement more viable than in previous decades.

For movements within China, some resources may be saved by the PLA’s doctrinal reliance on reserve forces and civilian support. Logistics support provided by reserves and civilians makes sense when using China’s interior lines of communications, but less so for force projection missions using exterior lines outside of China. Reserve and civilian support could be helpful to some degree outside of China, particularly for long-distance transportation, but is not likely to provide the wide array of support activities (food, supply, maintenance, etc.) practiced during exercises within the country itself.

The comments of operational commanders about the experimental nature of the transregional exercises performed in recent years could also be applied to many forms of doctrinal and training development currently underway in the PLA. Chinese military leaders are well aware that they are still exploring concepts other advanced militaries have implemented.
for decades. Their timeline for experimentation in this and other operational tactics and techniques, not the least of which involves improving joint command and control systems, probably extends much further into the future than many foreign observers imagine. Given more time, PLA leaders will be able to train their forces better for the new missions and joint operations that they have never conducted against a thinking, adaptive enemy. The forces’ experiences in noncombat missions both inside and outside of China will be some help, but are no substitute for actual combat.

The longer the PLA has to practice, the more likely its forces will be prepared for modern combat and its leaders confident in the PLA’s new capabilities. As the PLA trains more frequently and openly than in previous decades, Chinese leaders probably see these efforts adding to China’s deterrence posture. Accordingly, the Chinese and PLA propaganda machines are likely to publicize many more exercises in the future and report many “first-time” accomplishments. We should treat many such reports with the degree of skepticism they deserve, but we should also be open to new information that, when combined with other data, helps us assess the state of Chinese military modernization in an objective and comprehensive manner.

One final lesson from the PLA’s transregional exercises of relevance to larger policy issues is the actual transparency of intentions found in official Chinese documents. The Defense White Papers clearly identified transregional exercises as a training focus in 2006 and 2008. Subsequently, many details of exercises from 2006 to 2010 were published in the official Chinese media confirming the intentions identified by the white papers. These details were consistent with many of the training themes identified in other PLA literature.
In short, the PLA told us what they were going to do; then they did it so we could see it.

Chinese leaders understand that increased defense budgets and new equipment will not by themselves modernize the PLA. They also have a realistic view of the progress the PLA has made in modernization and the gaps between current PLA capabilities and those of other advanced militaries. Accordingly, within the PLA itself attention is focused on personnel development, command and control, doctrine, training, and logistics issues as well as integrating new equipment into the force. We can expect to see additional, new areas of emphasis in training and doctrine as long-standing problems and shortcomings are overcome gradually.

Summary of PLA and PAP Transregion Exercises and Events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Region/PLAAF Airborne/PAP</th>
<th>Date, Unit, Transregion Exercise, and Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Shenyang MR (沈阳军区)              | • Sept 2006, 190th Mechanized Infantry Brigade, Unnamed Exercise  
                                         • Jul 2011, 130-man company, *Soaring-2011* (腾飞-2011) |
| Beijing MR (北京军区)               | • Sept 2006, Motorized Infantry Brigade, Unnamed Exercise  
                                         • Oct 2006, Online Confrontation Exercise  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oct 2010, 127th Light Mechanized Infantry Division, Unnamed Transregional Logistics Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing MR</td>
<td>• Jun 2011, Engineer Command College, Group Army Engineer Regiment, GSD Camouflage Regiment, <em>Vanguard-2011</em> (先锋-2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(南京军区)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(广州军区)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(成都军区)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>• Jul 2011, 8720 Unit, Unnamed Exercise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 6

LOOKING GOOD ON PAPER: PLA PARTICIPATION IN THE PEACE MISSION 2010 MULTILATERAL MILITARY EXERCISE

Daniel M. Hartnett

The remarks contained in this chapter are solely those of the author’s, and do not represent the views of any organization with which he is or was affiliated. Special thanks for Ken Allen and the two anonymous reviewers who provided very helpful comments on earlier drafts of this chapter.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter presents an in-depth look at the Chinese military’s participation in Peace Mission 2010, a multilateral military exercise of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). It does this in order to determine what, if any, lessons the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) may have learned to benefit its modernization efforts.

MAIN ARGUMENT

Although Peace Mission 2010 appeared on paper to have been a complex and advanced military exercise, a closer look reveals it was actually a superficial exercise. Exercise weaknesses included a highly scripted nature and lack of realism, as well as rudimentary coordination among the participating forces. These weaknesses reflect the inherent nature of the SCO as
a primarily political and not military institution. As such, the PLA likely gained little from other SCO militaries about how to further its military capabilities. Instead, the only benefits the PLA took away were the experiences it gained from deploying a large ground force complete with equipment to a neighboring country and projecting air power into China’s periphery.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- The United States should not view SCO military exercises as providing the PLA with opportunities to learn from its fellow militaries. The nature of the SCO hinders the emergence of robust military exercises from which the PLA could learn. Instead, any progress the PLA makes will be due to its own efforts.
- The United States should consider the growing possibility that PLA ground forces may someday deploy outside of China’s territory in the event of a regional crisis. When planning for regional crisis scenarios, such as a collapse of the North Korean regime, U.S. strategic planners should incorporate potential PLA ground force involvement rather than risk being caught unprepared.
- The United States should recognize that the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) is transforming into an incipient expeditionary air force. While still in its nascent phase, the PLAAF is slowly moving toward the ability and mindset necessary to project air power outside of China’s territory. As such, regional security planners should increasingly incorporate the possibility of PLAAF operations in future crisis scenarios.
INTRODUCTION

In September 2010, roughly 1,000 personnel of the PLA deployed to Kazakhstan to participate in a multilateral exercise alongside the militaries of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan. These five militaries participated in this nearly 2-week-long exercise, officially named Peace Mission 2010 Joint Antiterrorism Military Exercise (和平使命-2010联合反恐军事演习) (hereafter, Peace Mission 2010), under the auspices of the regional security forum, the SCO. During the exercise, the militaries of the SCO states conducted a veritable cornucopia of modern combat operations: air raids, armor assaults, artillery strikes, helicopter raids, joint operations, and counterterrorism operations. At first glance, one gets the impression that this exercise provided the PLA with a wealth of observations, insights, and lessons that subsequently could be turned into lessons learned, thus strengthening the PLA’s overall military modernization efforts.

Upon closer look, however, the evidence presents a mixed bag in support of the claim that Peace Mission 2010 significantly contributed to the PLA’s long-term efforts to improve its military capabilities. Several weaknesses inherent in the exercise likely hindered any major opportunity for learning from the other participating militaries. These weaknesses primarily include the exercise’s highly scripted nature and lack of realism, as well as the rudimentary nature of coordination among the participating forces. Yet, weaknesses aside, there were two areas in which the PLA could gain from its participation in Peace Mission 2010. The first is the experience and observations acquired from deploying a large number of ground forces complete with full equipment and vehicles into China’s
near periphery. Second, the PLA likely acquired valuable experience from conducting an offensive air strike outside its territory, since this was the first exercise to practice this capability since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. Taken together, it is likely that while tactically the PLA probably only made slight gains, strategically it may have acquired some useful experiences, should the PLA properly interpret and distill them into lessons learned.

Yet, given that the PLA doesn’t exercise frequently with foreign militaries, especially when compared with other modern militaries, it is somewhat counterintuitive that Peace Mission 2010 did not yield more lessons for the PLA to exploit. The primary reason for this lack of opportunities for tactical military advances likely lies with the nature of the SCO. First, because the SCO is a mechanism for cooperation and information sharing, not a military alliance, it places less emphasis on close military coordination. Second, and relatedly, the SCO’s primary focus on coordinating efforts to counter transregional threats such as ethnic separatism and terrorism, rather than combating major military threats, limits the organization’s push toward in-depth military interactions among its member states. Third, geopolitical factors—such as a low-level rivalry between Moscow, Russia, and Beijing, China, for influence in Central Asia, and regional distrust of China—also limit the likelihood that the other SCO states would be willing to develop closer military ties with China. So long as these structural factors remain, it is likely that SCO multilateral military exercises will be more about demonstrating political coordination than about military coordination.
This chapter seeks to answer the question of what, if any, insights the PLA could have gained from participating in *Peace Mission 2010*. It does that by conducting a deep dive into open-source reporting on the exercise, using English, Chinese, and Russian language sources. However, although all relevant sources were searched, the vast majority of sources are Chinese. Not only were Russian sources fewer in number; they also generally provided less information about the overall exercise and only superficial details about the PLA’s participation. As with any study on China or the Chinese military using open sources, a critical eye must be used. Chinese media sources are likely to paint both the exercise and especially the PLA’s participation in a positive light, regardless of the real situation. Furthermore, the information provided in the articles may not be complete, or even completely accurate. Therefore, it is necessary to cross-reference the information contained in the articles with other sources whenever possible. As a result, this chapter does not claim to provide the bottom line of exactly what occurred during the exercise. Instead, it provides one probable interpretation based upon the sources available.

**EXERCISE OVERVIEW**

From September 10-25, 2010, Kazakhstan hosted the militaries of its fellow SCO member states, China, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, for the multilateral military exercise, *Peace Mission 2010*. Uzbekistan, the sixth member of the SCO, declined to send troops to participate, although it was invited. Kazakhstan held *Peace Mission 2010* at its Matibulak training area, located about 20 kilometers (km) north of the city of
Otar, approximately 140 km northwest of Kazakhstan’s capital, Almaty, and 1,000 km west of Urumqi, China. According to media reports, a total of between 3,000 and 5,000 troops participated in this 2-week exercise, as well as a variety of ground and air force platforms. The exercise was conducted in a phased manner, gradually increasing in complexity, and culminated in a 1-day live-fire capstone event. This was the second time the PLA had deployed a relatively large number of troops and equipment on an expeditionary exercise, the first being the SCO’s Peace Mission 2007 multilateral exercise in Russia (discussed below). Another, possibly larger, milestone is that during this exercise, the PLAAF left from within China’s borders to carry out offensive air strikes against ground targets in a neighboring country. Although the Chinese press claimed this as the first time China had conducted such an event, it is more accurate to state that this was the first time the PLA Air Force carried out such a practice event. In 1951, PLAAF bombers (Tu-2s) conducted two bombing missions against Taehwa-do Island during the Korean War, leaving and returning from an air base within China. This was the last known time the PLAAF conducted such an operation.

Peace Mission 2010 was not the first or last multilateral military exercise the SCO held. Instead, it was the seventh SCO exercise and the fourth one named Peace Mission. The first SCO military exercise was a small, unnamed counterterrorism exercise in October 2002, held between the militaries of China and Kyrgyzstan. Every year since except 2004, 2008, and 2011, the SCO has held an annual multilateral military exercise. While it is unclear why there was no exercise in these years, it is possible that China’s (and the PLA’s) focus
on internal security for the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing may have been a factor for that year. Previous bilateral or multilateral SCO military exercises include the following:

- **Exercise-01**, a bilateral counterterrorism exercise between China and Kyrgyzstan, held in October 2002 along their shared border. This small, 2-day exercise with about 300 total troops was not only the first SCO multilateral exercise, but also the PLA’s first participation in an international military exercise.

- **Joint-2003 (or Coalition-2003)**, the SCO’s first multilateral counterterrorism exercise, was held on Chinese and Kazakhstani soil in August 2003. About 1,300 troops from China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan participated.

- **Peace Mission 2005**, the first named Peace Mission exercise, was a bilateral Sino-Russian counterterrorism exercise held in August 2005 in both Russia and China. This exercise was the SCO’s largest multilateral exercise to date, with approximately 10,000 troops participating, of which reportedly 8,000 were Chinese.

- **Cooperation-2006** was a small bilateral Sino-Tajikistani counterterrorism exercise held in Tajikistan in September 2006.

- **Peace Mission 2007** was an August 2007 multilateral counterterrorism exercise held in Russia with about 5,000 Chinese, Kazakhstani, Kyrgyzstani, Russian, and Tajikistani troops participating. This was reportedly China’s first time deploying a large number of troops and equipment for an exercise on foreign soil, with the PLA contingent reaching about 1,600 personnel.
• *Peace Mission 2009* was a relatively small (2,600-person) bilateral counterterrorism exercise between China and Russia. This exercise was held concurrently in both China and Russia.⁶

Although the SCO did not conduct a multilateral military exercise in 2011, it has scheduled one for later this year. According to media reports, Tajikistan will host *Peace Mission 2012* sometime in June 2012.⁷

As can be seen, although the exercises vary in name, size, and participants, three characters are common throughout. First, although the actual number of participants has shifted between two and five, China has been a participant in all of them. Second, the SCO military exercises have all focused on some type of counterterrorism scenario, which, as discussed further below, is the SCO’s *raison d’être*. Third, although a full member of the SCO, Uzbekistan has never participated in a SCO multilateral military exercise. Uzbekistan did however, host, in March 2006, an SCO counterterrorism exercise with paramilitary and law enforcement forces, named *Vostok-Antiterror-2006*.⁸

The official goal of *Peace Mission 2010* was “to test the interoperability of the SCO armed forces in rendering assistance to a member state involved in an internal armed conflict or subjected to a mass terrorist attack.”⁹ The scenario for this exercise had the SCO responding to a mass terrorist attack in one of the states. In the scenario, a “terrorist force” of 1,500 people invades an SCO member state and takes control of some of that state’s territory. In response to a request for aid from the invaded state, the militaries of the SCO member states, with authorization from the United Nations (UN), dispatch a coalition force to assist the invaded country “to destroy the terrorist armed forces and restore territorial integrity.”¹⁰
Media reports vary on the number of troops who participated in Peace Mission 2010. Some articles note that approximately 5,000 troops were in attendance, while a few others note that there were only slightly more than 3,000. Most reports seem to agree that China, Kazakhstan, and Russia each sent roughly 1,000 personnel. These reports also note that Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, likely due to the smaller size and weaker capabilities of their militaries, contributed significantly fewer troops, although exact numbers are unclear.\(^{11}\) If Peace Mission 2007 is any clue, however, the Kyrgyzstani and Tajikistani contingent could be as small as a few dozen; both countries sent fewer than 100 troops to that earlier exercise.\(^{12}\) Therefore, one possibility is that the 5,000 figure is inaccurate, and that the total size of the exercise was actually closer to 3,000 troops. Another possibility is that the numbers represent different categories, with the smaller amount signifying the number of troops actively participating in the exercise, and the larger number the total with supporting forces. Unfortunately, the author was unable to determine this definitively.

The order of battle for the participating forces varied by country, though media reports were not clear on the exact breakdown of troops and equipment that each participating nation sent. Kazakhstan appears to have dispatched the most equipment, which is logical given that it was the host nation. According to one source, Kazakhstani forces comprised at least two tank battalions, a motorized rifle company, an air assault battalion, a reconnaissance company, a tactical missile battery, a multiple-launch rocket battery, and a battalion of internal security forces. In addition, Kazakhstan contributed the most aviation forces, with a total of 20 fixed-wing and rotary aircraft.\(^{13}\) Russia sent
230 pieces of equipment, which included 130 tanks, self-propelled artillery pieces, and infantry fighting vehicles and an additional 100 trucks and support vehicles. Russia also dispatched 10 fixed-wing and rotary aircraft, reportedly from its air base in Kant, Kyrgyzstan.\textsuperscript{14} There is little available information on the composition of the Kyrgyzstani and Tajikistani forces that participated.

Reporting on the Chinese forces provided more, but unfortunately not exact, details. The roughly 1,000 participating PLA forces were organizationally divided into three different groups: an “army battle group” ("陆军战斗群"), an “air force battle group” ("空军战斗群"), and a “comprehensive logistics group” ("综合后勤群"). The PLA army battle group was primarily comprised of forces from the Beijing Military Region (MR), reportedly the first time the leadership of the Beijing MR and its forces participated in such an exercise. According to Major General Ma Xiaotian (马晓天), a deputy chief of the PLA general staff:

For the army battle group, this is the first time the command organs (指挥机关) and forces of the Beijing MR have participated in this type of an exercise. Long-distance cross-border deployment, massing and spreading out in an unknown land, and entering into a live-troop exercise in a foreign land according to the exercise plan; are all brand new tasks (崭新的课题) for them.\textsuperscript{15}

Although the various relevant media reports took pains to not provide a breakdown of the army battle group’s order of battle, from various Internet photos and articles it appears that, at a minimum, it consisted of the following:\textsuperscript{16}
2 companies of T-99 tanks
3 companies of light mechanized infantry
1 company of Type 87 assault guns
1 battalion of 122mm truck-mounted howitzers
100+ support vehicles
1 battery of PGZ95 air defense systems
2 Z-9 attack helicopters
2 Mi-17 helicopters
2 to 3 squads of special operations forces.

According to several articles, the subordinate units of the army battle group were organic units (成建制) that traveled complete with equipment and vehicles.\textsuperscript{17}

The PLAAF dispatched an air force battle group to conduct offensive air operations along with Kazakhistani and Russian air forces. The air force battle group consisted of four H-6H bombers, two J-10 fighters, a KJ-2000 early warning and control aircraft, and an H-6U aerial refueling tanker.\textsuperscript{18} Of import, and discussed more later on, the PLA’s air force battle group actually never deployed to Kazakhstan, but rather took off from and returned to a PLA air base near Urumqi, Xinjiang (likely Changji Air Base), without landing in Kazakhstan—a roundtrip flight of about 2,000 km if flown along a straight path. It is unclear from where exactly the various aircraft originated; however, there are some clues based upon open-source literature. The tanker most likely came from the 22nd Air Regiment, 8th Bomber Division, at Leiyang Air Base, Hunan (Guangzhou MR), since this is the only location where the PLAAF has H-6U refueling tankers. In addition, pictures associated with the article show bombers with bort numbers\textsuperscript{19} (4xx7x) that correspond to the 108th Air Regiment, 36th Air Division (Wugong Air Base, Shaanxi, Lanzhou MR).\textsuperscript{20} Unfortunately, no
further information is available on the other aircraft, including the J-10s, which participated in the exercise.

The third and final component of the PLA’s contingent was the comprehensive logistics group, of which very little was said. The Xinjiang Military District (MD) also provided some logistics for this exercise. In order to prepare the support properly, the MD drafted a logistics support plan, set up a leading small group to coordinate the operation, and established a logistics support base at Alashankou, the crossing point on the Chinese side of the Sino-Kazakhstani border for the Chinese troops and equipment traveling via rail to Kazakhstan. In addition, the Xinjiang MD provided the participating troops with the following items: a train transfer flowchart, three cooking vehicles, 250 cots, dining tables for 480 personnel, 10 water tanks, and three field shower vehicles.21 The PLA forces also relied upon the market to purchase supplies from vendors, although it is unclear whether these purchases were made in China while the troops were traveling or in Kazakhstan during the exercise.22

According to press reports, there was no overall commander for this exercise. Rather, command was carried out in a consultative fashion through two hierarchically distinct entities. The first, higher-level command organization was the joint exercise directorate (联合导演部), which consisted of representatives from all five militaries. This organization appears to be primarily responsible for the overall setup and coordination of the exercise, to include preliminary negotiations and consultations about the exercise scenario. Over the course of the year leading up to the exercise, the exercise directorate met four times for consultations.23 Major General Ma represented the Chinese side in the joint exercise directorate.24 The second or-
ganization, the joint campaign headquarters (联合战役指挥部), was more intimately involved in the day-to-day operations of the exercise. This organization, too, consisted of representatives from each military, and was the primary point of coordination among the five militaries. The Chinese side was led by Major General Li Shaojun (李少军), deputy commander of the Beijing MR.25 Major General Meng Guoping (孟国平), deputy director of the PLA General Staff Department’s First Department (Operations), assisted Major General Li as the deputy director of the joint campaign headquarters for the Chinese side.26 According to the Chinese press, the joint campaign headquarters held conferences to reach agreements on all “operational intentions, decisions, and planning.” Decisions at this level were made based upon negotiations and common agreements.27 From this it appears likely that the joint campaign headquarters was the organization directly commanding the various forces during the exercise.

TIMELINE OF THE EXERCISE

As mentioned, the exercise officially took place from September 10 to 25, 2010. Over this 2-week period, the exercise was divided into several stages, with the addition of the deployment timeline prior to the actual exercise. Each of these stages is detailed below.

Stage 1: Deployment.

The participating military forces began deploying to Matibulak from the end of August through the first week in September, depending upon their original location. The Chinese forces, located the farthest away, officially began deploying on August 31, when the
first of six batches of PLA troops departed via train from the combined arms training base in Zhurihe, Inner Mongolia. All Chinese forces, with the exception of the air force battle group, deployed via rail, with the last batch arriving in Otar on the afternoon of September 9.²⁸ Due to the difference in Chinese and Kazakhstani rail gauge sizes, the PLA had to unload at Alashankou all of its troops and equipment from the Chinese trains and switch to Kazakhstani trains.²⁹ In preparation for the deployment, the PLA constructed a mock platform at the Zhurihe combined arms training base (Inner Mongolia) to practice loading and unloading of the trains. Two new platforms were also constructed at the border crossing point to transfer the heavy equipment from the Chinese to Kazakhstani trains.³⁰ It remains to be seen whether these platforms are temporary in nature. Once all the troops arrived at Matibulak base, the official exercise commenced in three stages: strategic consultation, joint counterterrorism campaign preparation, and joint counterterrorism campaign implementation. Each of these is discussed below.

**Stage 2: Strategic Consultation.**

The strategic consultation stage occurred on the morning of September 10 in Almaty. This consultation appears to have been mostly a short, pro forma discussion among the heads of each nation’s military. In attendance were the first deputy defense ministers from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan, as well as Chief of the PLA General Staff Chen Bingde. During this meeting, the various representatives addressed the global and regional situation, laid out the exercise scenario, and expressed their views on
the intent of the exercise. After this short, 1-1/2-hour meeting, the delegates broke up, and the focus of the exercise shifted to Matibulak.$^{31}$

**Stage 3: Joint Counterterrorism Campaign Preparation.**

After 2 days—during which it is unclear exactly what transpired—on September 13 the exercise began its second official stage, the joint counterterrorism campaign preparation. This part of the exercise took up the bulk of the exercise, lasting 10 days. During this stage, the five militaries practiced the operations and maneuvers that they were to conduct in the final part of the exercise. The aim of this stage was to familiarize the troops with the terrain, the sequence of operations, and the means of coordination.$^{32}$ Throughout this stage, the forces held six joint practice drills, the latter four of which were live-fire exercises.$^{33}$ Each drill increased in complexity and difficulty in order to improve gradually the troops’ capabilities. After each drill, the commanders of each participating military force evaluated the outcomes and worked together with their foreign colleagues in the joint campaign headquarters to make any necessary changes.$^{34}$ In between the joint drills, the individual militaries conducted separate training drills and held camaraderie-building events, such as singing and dancing events.$^{35}$
Stage 4: Joint Counterterrorism Campaign Implementation.

The main event of Peace Mission 2010 was the 1-day, live-fire joint exercise held on September 24. This event was the capstone of the previous 2 weeks of training, incorporating all the topics that the troops had so far been practicing. The exercise was divided into four phases: “firepower preparation and breakthrough” (“火力准备与突破”); “surround and suppress the enemy in a residential area” (“围剿居民地之敌”); “enter reserve forces into the fight” (“预备队投入交战”); and “nighttime suppression of the enemy’s base” (“夜间清剿基地之敌”). Each phase will be discussed in turn.

Phase 1: Firepower Preparation and Breakthrough (火力准备与突破).

The exercise began at 11 a.m. local time, with the firepower preparation and breakthrough phase. The first component of this exercise was an air strike conducted in successive waves by (in order of wave) Kazakhstani, Russian, and Chinese fighters and bombers. For this exercise, the PLA’s air force battle group, comprising four H-6H bombers, two J-10 fighters, an early warning and control aircraft, and at least one tanker, took off from an airbase outside of Urumqi (likely, Changji Air Base) in the morning. The battle group was divided into two flights, with two H-6Hs, two J-10s, the KJ-2000 early warning and control aircraft, and the tanker in the first flight, and two unescorted H-6Hs in the second flight. En route and prior to departing Chinese airspace, the J-10s refueled in the air. At the border with Kazakhstan, two Kazakhstani Mig-29s met and escorted the second flight of Chinese
H-6H bombers to the training base. During this exercise, media reports noted that neither the KJ-2000 nor the tanker left Chinese airspace. Upon reaching the targets, each echelon conducted one attack run, dropping 12 bombs per bomber, while the escort fighters conducted simulated attacks and electronic suppression against the terrorist forces. It is worth noting that reports made no mention of the J-10s conducting live-fire operations during this exercise, although it is unclear why not. Upon completing their runs, the two flights immediately returned to their starting air base outside Urumqi, China.

Media reports noted that command for the air operation was carried out by three separate entities during the air force battle group’s portion of the exercise. Within China, command was exercised through a ground command post and an airport control tower (presumably both in Urumqi). Within Kazakhstan, there was also a command post, possibly the joint campaign headquarters at the Matibulak training base. For the entire route, the KJ-2000 early warning and control aircraft acted as a command and communications relay station, providing “early warning, command guidance, and communications relay support in real time” for the air force battle group. Although this is not fully clear, it would appear then that the KJ-2000 simply passed commands from the various ground command posts to the aircraft, rather than providing instructions directly to the aircraft.

After the air raid, the joint forces conducted artillery strikes against the “terrorist forces.” A joint group of ground artillery was composed of a Kazakhstani and a Russian battalion of rocket artillery and a Kazakhstani and a Russian battalion of 122mm tracked self-propelled howitzers. For this component
of the exercise, the Chinese forces consisted of a battalion of 122 mm truck-mounted howitzers.\footnote{44}

Once the artillery assault concluded, the forces began an armor assault along three approaches. The Russian-speaking forces attacked along the right and center approaches; a combined force of Russian and Kyrgyzstani troops attacked along the right flank, while a combined force of Kazakhstani and Tajikistani tanks moved up the center. The Chinese forces, divided into two assault teams—each composed of Type 99 tanks, Type 92B wheeled infantry fighting vehicles, Type 87 assault guns, and Type 92A wheeled armored personnel carriers—were responsible for the left flank.\footnote{45} Throughout the ground portion of this exercise, there was no mention of opposition forces.

**Phase 2: Surround and Suppress the Enemy in a Residential Area (围剿居民地之敌).**

Around noon, the second phase of the live-fire exercise began. Here, the SCO forces moved to liberate an urban environment occupied by the terrorists. Each nation sent in a small group of special operations forces to free the hostages and eliminate the terrorists. The troops were supported by “feigned helicopter attacks and sniper cover.”\footnote{46} This is the only event of the day that appears to actually have used opposition forces, with a platoon of Kazakhstan internal security forces playing the role of the terrorists.\footnote{47}

**Phase 3: Enter Reserve Forces into the Fight (预备队投入交战).**

In the scenario’s third phase, the terrorists, having been soundly beaten in the first two phases, “fell back” to their base area to regroup. In response, a
combined ground force of Chinese and Russian armor and mechanized infantry forces sought to drive the terrorists into a circle. After the initial assault by the Chinese and Russian forces, two Kazakhstani tank battalions entered the fray and surrounded the enemy forces. Kazakhstani, Russian, and Chinese attack helicopters then conducted air strikes to assist the ground forces. At the same time, a joint artillery force cut off the terrorists’ escape routes to the rear, thus isolating the remaining enemies. The goal was to set up for the final phase of the operation.\textsuperscript{48}

Phase 4: Nighttime Suppression of the Enemy’s Base
(夜间清剿基地之敌).

The final phase of the September 24 live-fire exercise was a combined helicopter and armor attack at night to destroy the remnants of the terrorist forces trapped in their home base.\textsuperscript{49} For the helicopter portion of the exercise, Kazakhstani, Russian, and Chinese attack helicopters formed three separate groups, each with two helicopters, to conduct a wave of attacks on the targets. The PLA formation, the last of the three waves, was comprised of two Army Aviation Z-9 attack helicopters.\textsuperscript{50} Soon after the helicopters completed their mission, a joint armored assault force attacked the base area. This force was comprised of three groups, again divided along national and linguistic lines. On the left flank was a combined force of Kazakhstani and Tajikistani troops, while a combined Russian and Kyrgyzstani force attacked on the right flank. This time, however, the Chinese troops, consisting of a tank company, two mechanized infantry platoons, and a psychological operations vehicle, operated in the center between the Russian-speaking groups.\textsuperscript{51}
Finally, at 8:30 p.m., the exercise ended. Over the next week, the Chinese forces boarded six waves of trains to return home, again having to change trains at the Sino-Kazakhstani border due to the differences in rail gauges between the two countries.

Exercise Assessment—A Mixed Bag for Lessons Learned.

In many ways, if the media reports about this Peace Mission 2010 are even half accurate, the exercise was less than an ideal training event. In particular, this chapter identifies three characteristics of the exercise that detract from the overall benefits it could have provided to the PLA: its heavily scripted nature, its noticeable lack of realism, and the lack of in-depth coordination among the multinational forces. That being said, however, the exercise likely does provide experiences from which the PLA could learn, should it seek to do so. In particular, the PLA gained valuable observations and lessons for its ability to project power into its near periphery, be it land forces via rail or offensive air operations. Each aspect will be discussed in turn.

Overall, this exercise suffered from several limitations. The first, and in this author’s opinion, most serious, limitation of this exercise for the PLA was its heavily scripted nature. As noted above, upon arriving at the base, the troops drilled for nearly 2 weeks on the exact set of plans they were to conduct for the September 24 capstone event. According to one source, on the first day of the drills (September 14), the troops actually “walked on foot” (徒歩) the area in formation so they could familiarize themselves with the terrain, sequence of the exercise, and positions of both them-
selves and the other forces during the actual exercise.\textsuperscript{54}

As Major General Li described:

Each side’s participating force, according to the joint live-troop activities plan, undertook the method of ‘first bare-handed, then real equipment, finally live-ammo’ (‘先徒手, 后实装, 再带实弹’); proceeding step by step and gradually going deeper, and comprehensively breaking in the command procedures, operational methods, and communications means for the joint activities.\textsuperscript{55}

Compounding this problem is the apparent long lead time the Chinese troops had to practice specifically for the exercise. For example, the air force battle group had several months of training to prepare, whereby they first practiced as individual components, and then slowly integrated the various platforms into one organic group.\textsuperscript{56} The participating air defense detachment immediately began training for the exercise upon being alerted in March 2010.\textsuperscript{57} Similarly, the Army Aviation regiment that was tasked to send the four helicopters to the exercise also worked hard to improve its ability to fulfill the requirements of the exercise, namely, nighttime raids. In order to successfully complete this task, which according to one account, is not covered in PLA training regulations, over several months the crew studied these types of operations, interviewed factory experts about the nighttime capabilities of the helicopters and the rockets, and participated in several nighttime live-fire exercises at the Zhurihe combined arms training base in Inner Mongolia.\textsuperscript{58} Taken together, it is probably more accurate to refer to the six practice drills and capstone exercise as dress rehearsals leading up to the main event, in which the troops learned their
actions by rote memorization, not unlike the way an actor learns his lines in a play.

The second and related limitation was the overall lack of realism in *Peace Mission 2010*. For example, the only evidence of opposition forces in this exercise was a platoon of Kazakhstani internal security forces acting as terrorists in the second phase of the September 24 capstone exercise.\(^59\) In addition, there were no reports about the use of intelligence and reconnaissance assets in *Peace Mission 2010*, which is surprising, given the PLA’s near-fanatical emphasis on the value of information operations. Furthermore, the short nature of each phase of the capstone exercise also detracted from its realism. China’s participation in the bombing portion of the exercise, for example, lasted about 10 minutes for both waves (excluding the flight time there and back). Even more shocking, when the first three phases of the capstone exercise are combined, it only extends the length to just over an hour.\(^60\)

Another sign that this exercise lacked realism was its phased nature. In *Peace Mission 2010*, each event was clearly delineated from the others, and began only after the preceding event ended. While such an approach to training may be good for exercising the individual component phases, it bears little resemblance to modern combat operations, where events often blur together. Finally, throughout the various reporting, there was no mention of casualties or wounded for either side. While it is not necessarily a leap of faith to maintain that no prisoners were taken by the SCO forces, it is a bit too much to imagine that the terrorist forces were unable to wound or kill any of the SCO forces. It leaves one to wonder, in the event of a real mass terrorist attack, could the SCO forces, including the PLA, respond to their own casualties? If so, how would they react?
A third issue that limits any benefits the PLA could acquire from this exercise was the level of coordination among the SCO forces. As far as can be ascertained, all coordination among the five militaries was limited to that which occurred through the joint campaign headquarters. Decisions made in a consultative fashion were then relayed down to the forces, with little or no direct coordination between the actual troops. When problems arose during the drills, rather than solve them on the spot, they appear to have been passed up to the joint campaign headquarters for discussion, evaluation, and decisionmaking—after the drill concluded. Once a collection decision was agreed upon, the joint campaign headquarters then passed the decision back down to the units for inclusion in the next round of practice, which was sometimes the next day. There also appeared to be a language barrier between the Russian- and Chinese-speaking forces. For example, according to one news report, Kazakhstani Mig-29 pilots were unable to communicate with the pilots of the Chinese H-6H bombers that they escorted due to the language barrier. Instead, the fighters had to use their wings to communicate, tilting them left or right in order to signal to the bombers. Coordination difficulties in earlier practice drills also existed between the Chinese pilots and Kazakhstani and Russian pilots. While language barriers can be a problem in almost any multinational exercise, it seems overly dangerous for air units to be unable to communicate with each other, especially when operating together. It is also interesting that the PLAAF did not ensure that Chinese Russian-speaking pilots, or at least one translator, participated in this exercise. While not directly stated, this language barrier may have been the reason Chinese ground forces operated somewhat distinctly.
from the rest of the (Russian-speaking) forces in the capstone exercise.

However, to dismiss this exercise totally is to throw the baby out with the bathwater. There are definitely lessons in *Peace Mission 2010* that the PLA could draw upon to improve its overall ability to conduct combat operations. First, the clearest benefit is the likely experience the PLA gained from deploying a thousand troops complete with equipment to a neighboring country. Although the deployment relied primarily on rail, with no apparent use of air transport, the observations and lessons that the PLA made have the potential to provide it with a foundation for improving its ability to mobilize troops over long distances and abroad. As PLA Senior Colonel Li Zhujun (李祝俊), deputy director of the external affairs coordination team for *Peace Mission 2010*, noted:

The Chinese side’s rail transport of its participating units in the ‘*Peace Mission 2010*’ multilateral military exercise was another rather large, cross-border, long-distance projection of organic units organized by our military during peacetime, and one which accumulated useful experiences for the long-distance projection of our military.63

The beneficial experiences included transporting a large force across China’s borders; moving the units complete with their equipment, including heavy equipment such as the T-99 tanks; dealing with the issue of different rail gauges; and providing logistical support for the troops en route—all of which could provide lessons for future PLA deployments. Indeed, it would appear that any deployment lessons from *Peace Mission 2010* would be a natural extension of lessons observed from the PLA’s growing fascination
with long-range transregional exercises over the past few years, as Dennis Blasko discusses more fully in his chapter in this volume. \\(^{64}\)

A second takeaway for the PLA is the experience the air force gained from conducting a long-range air strike against a target outside of China’s borders. Although tactically this action was of relatively small value given its simplistic and scripted nature—essentially a there-and-back bombing mission without opposition—there are still potential lessons for the PLAAF to learn, should it make the effort to do so. The coordinated use of escort fighters, aerial refueling tankers, and an early warning and control aircraft likely provided the PLAAF with some valuable lessons on how to improve such operations in the future. The experience and observations gained from passing command between several command stations also could benefit the PLAAF’s ability to conduct long-range operations. Finally, the successful completion of this mission conferred on the PLAAF a sense of confidence that it could conduct similar operations in a future combat scenario. In part, the PLAAF’s participation in this exercise represents fulfillment of a new set of strategic guidance issued to the air force in 2004. This new guidance, referred to as “simultaneous offensive and defensive operations,” calls upon the PLAAF to be able to conduct offensive air operations outside of Chinese territory—the first such official requirement since the founding of the PRC in 1949. \\(^{65}\) The air force battle groups’ successful bombing raid against mock targets in Kazakhstan clearly demonstrates the ability to conduct “simultaneous offensive and defensive operations.”
WHY NOT A MORE EFFECTIVE MILITARY EXERCISE?

So why wasn’t *Peace Mission 2010* a more effective military exercise? Why was the exercise not carried out in a more rigorous manner, which in turn could have translated into increased qualitative and quantitative lessons for the PLA to absorb? A likely answer to these questions lies with the nature of the SCO as a multilateral organization. First, the organization is more political than military, and 10 years after its creation remains more of a forum for consultation and cooperation than a military alliance. Second, and related to the first, the stated goal of the SCO is to focus on combating regional transnational threats such as terrorism, extremism, and separatism; rather than on military threats that would require a more concerted and focused military response. Third, discordant interests within the organization likely hinder any moves toward a stronger military focus, even if such desires among the six member states existed. Each will be discussed in turn.

At its very core, the SCO is a forum for consultation and cooperation on regional security concerns. Several Western scholars refer to the organization with more ambiguous terms, such as an “intergovernmental network,” “multilateral security dialogue,” “discussion forum,” and “regional political-security arrangement.” One thing most observers agree on, however, is that the SCO is not a military alliance. This point has been consistently and repeatedly reaffirmed by the SCO member states since the SCO’s establishment in 2001, and was most recently made during the April 2012 SCO meeting of defense ministers, the news release of which reiterated “that the SCO is not a
military or political alliance. . .”67 Instead, according to the Secretariat of the SCO:

The main goals of the SCO are strengthening mutual confidence and good-neighborly relations among the member countries; promoting effective cooperation in politics, trade and economy, science and technology, culture as well as education, energy, transportation, tourism, environmental protection and other fields; making joint efforts to maintain and ensure peace, security and stability in the region, moving towards the establishment of a new, democratic, just and rational political and economic international order.68

While this may be construed by many as simply empty words, the key point here is that the SCO is not the equivalent of a military alliance. In many ways, the consultative and egalitarian method with which command was carried out throughout Peace Mission 2010 demonstrates the organization’s stronger focus on political coordination than on military coordination. Had the SCO been a true military alliance, it is likely that command would be carried out in a more hierarchical manner.

On a related note, the SCO’s core focus is on countering transnational security concerns, rather than more traditional, hard military threats such as invasion. In part, this stems from its legacy of being built upon an earlier confidence-building organization, the Shanghai Five. In 1996, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan established the Shanghai Five as a regional confidence-building mechanism to resolve then-existing border disputes among the five states. By the late-1990s, having solved these issues, the Shanghai Five began to shift its focus to addressing mutually held concerns about religious extrem-
ism, ethnic separatism, and terrorism. This focus carried through to the 2001 creation of the SCO, which is essentially the Shanghai Five expanded to include a sixth member, Uzbekistan. As the SCO’s founding convention, the Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism, states, the SCO primarily seeks to have member states “cooperate in the area of prevention, identification and suppression of” terrorism, separatism, and extremism—what the Chinese press commonly refer to as the “Three Evils” or “Three Forces” (“三股势力”). In order to promote joint efforts to combat these “Three Evils,” Article 6 of the SCO’s convention calls upon its member states to cooperate along several paths:

- Exchange information concerning the “Three Evils” with other member states;
- Prevent, identify, and suppress terrorist, separatist, and extremist acts; to include such activities that might be launched from one’s own territory against another SCO member state;
- Prevent financial, training, and other types of support for such activities;
- Exchange legal and regulatory information;
- Exchange experiences combating these acts;
- Train experts to counter these threats; and,
- Implement other forms of cooperation and support, such as providing practical assistance to combat terrorism, separatism, and extremism.

As such, while the SCO convention does promote countering the “Three Evils,” it does not specifically mention the need to develop each other’s military capabilities. In fact, official SCO documents mention neither military capacity building nor military modernization. Were it more focused on military threats,
the SCO likely would conduct more frequent and more complex military exercises, as well as promote other types of military cooperation efforts. Since the SCO’s founding in 2001, however, it has conducted at most one military exercise per year, for a total of seven military exercises, with an eighth scheduled for later in 2012. By way of comparison, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), which is indeed a military alliance, conducted at least four named exercises in 2010 alone. Furthermore, a key function of a military alliance’s exercises is for members to learn from each other’s defense reforms. However, the official documents of the SCO fail to mention the notion of sharing military “best practices,” other than exchanging information and knowhow on countering terrorism.73

The consultative and coordinative nature of the SCO, as well as the SCO’s primary fixation on transnational security threats, can be clearly seen in China’s stated goals of Peace Mission 2010. As Major General Ma described:

China’s objectives in taking part in this exercise are . . . to implement the consensus reached by the heads of states of the various SCO member states; further strengthen practical cooperation in all areas, including cooperation in defense affairs, among the various SCO member states; safeguard the security, peace and stability of the region; as well as further demonstrate in full their determination, willpower and ability to jointly oppose terrorism, separatism, and extremism. At the same time, taking part in the joint military exercise can also further enhance mutual political trust among the member states as well as strengthen understanding and friendship among the troops of the different countries.74
A final structural factor that prevented Peace Mission 2010, and likely other SCO multinational military exercises, from emerging as a more rigorous military exercise, arises from a divergence of interests and a lack of trust within the organization. Key among these disparate views are those of the two largest players in the organization, China and Russia. While the two countries are not antagonistic, several scholars note that an important interest for both Beijing and Moscow is to balance the other in Central Asia.75 Furthermore, China and Russia have divergent end goals for the SCO. China seeks to expand the SCO’s focus to also include economic and energy-related issues, while Russia resists this direction. As the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute notes:

Given the inevitability of Chinese economic penetration into Central Asia, the growing Chinese need for energy, and the region’s objective need for Chinese investment if it is to grow without over-dependence on the West, it makes eminent sense for Russia to capture the process in an explicit institutional framework in which it can hope to retard any premature breakthrough, such as a free-trade area.76

Russia instead takes a more ambivalent view of the SCO, and puts more focus and effort on another regional security organization, the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).77 The CSTO, which includes Russia, Belarus, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, is a regional mutual defense alliance established in 1992, shortly after the breakup of the Soviet Union.78 Unlike the SCO, the CSTO has a much stronger military focus, and specifically seeks “to ensure the collective defense of the
independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty of
the member states. . . .” Furthermore, the CSTO calls
for the establishment of coalition groupings of forces
and military infrastructure, joint training of military
staff, and support for military procurement—all
things not covered under the SCO. The Russian aviation
forces that participated in Peace Mission 2010, for
example, came from an air base in Kant, Kyrgyzstan,
which is a CSTO air base. Finally, from a geopolitical
aspect, Russia prefers the CSTO over the SCO primar-
ily because Russia dominates the alliance, and China
is not a member.

Other structural aspects of the SCO also inhibit the
level of military coordination and support among the
SCO states. Among the smaller Central Asian member
states, for example, there are disagreements over the
SCO and its value. All tend to use the SCO to play the
two much larger and much-more-powerful China and
Russia against each other. At the same time, however,
the Central Asian states have their individual inter-
est and do not want to be fully tied to either China
or Russia. Furthermore, all the former Soviet states
have a historical distrust of China, which, accord-
ing to Martha Olcott, a senior associate at the Carn-
egie Endowment for International Peace, implies that
“for the foreseeable future it is impossible to imagine
China becoming an equal security partner of any of
the Central Asian states or of Russia.” Therefore,
while Russia and the Central Asian states are likely
to conduct military exercises with China, the former
Soviet states are likely to keep the exercises at a lower
level of complexity than they are capable of doing. It
is worth noting that the 2011 CSTO military exercise,
Center-2011 (Центр-2011), was a significantly larger
and more complex exercise than the typical SCO mul-
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tional military exercise. In this CSTO multilateral military exercise, more than 12,000 troops from Armenia, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and Russia conducted military operations simultaneously in four different nations (Russia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan).85

CONCLUSIONS

On paper and at first glance, China’s participation in Peace Mission 2010 appears to have provided the PLA with a wealth of experience. Coordinated air strikes, joint operations, rapid assaults, and nonlinear operations held during the exercise bear the hallmark of advanced, modern combat operations. If the PLA were to turn these lessons into learned—in effect, enforcing a change in the way it conducts military operations—the PLA’s efforts to improve its military capacities would likely receive a significant boost. However, aside from the difficulty that any military, let alone a highly bureaucratic military such as the PLA, would have in turning lessons into lessons learned, there are other flaws in this picture. Several characteristics of the exercise hindered the PLA from benefiting from this multinational exercise. These characteristics included the exercise’s highly scripted nature, its distinct lack of realism, and its highly centralized means of coordination among the participating forces. Taken together, these characteristics likely made this exercise little more than a chance to practice the PLA’s driving, flying, and shooting skills.

These limitations and weaknesses in Peace Mission 2010 are primarily driven by the structural nature of the SCO. First, the SCO does not prioritize promoting stronger military coordination among its members.
Instead, at its heart, the SCO remains an international consultation and coordinating mechanism at best. It is primarily a political organization that seeks to promote a certain level of cooperation on threats to regional stability, such as terrorism, extremism, and separatism. While military means are indeed one tool for dealing with these threats, the SCO appears to realize that it is neither the only nor the main tool in the tool box. Finally, internal disagreements and an overall lack of trust among its members limits the chance that SCO multilateral military exercises will be anything more than basic confidence-building and demonstration exercises. In other words, the level of complexity achieved in *Peace Mission 2010* may be exactly what the participating nations were looking for all along. It is quite likely that tactical military efficiency was a secondary goal behind the primary goal of demonstrating a basic level of political coordination among the SCO states.

However, one should not totally dismiss *Peace Mission 2010* as a complete waste of the PLA’s efforts. There are definitely lessons in the exercise that the PLA could draw upon to improve its overall ability to conduct military operations. First, the PLA likely acquired significant experience from deploying 1,000 troops complete with equipment to a neighboring country. Although singularly relying on rail for this deployment, the observations and lessons that the PLA made have the potential to further its ability to mobilize troops over long distances and potentially send them into China’s near abroad. Loading and unloading large numbers of men and heavy equipment, dealing with the issue of different rail gauges, providing logistical support for the troops en route all could provide lessons for future PLA long-range,
transnational deployments. Indeed, it would appear that any deployment lessons from *Peace Mission 2010* would be a natural extension of lessons observed from the PLA’s growing fascination with long-range transregional exercises over the past few years. Although *Peace Mission 2010* took place in Central Asia, it is not difficult to imagine a different scenario whereby PLA forces—possibly also from the Beijing MR—are dispatched via rail to another part of China’s periphery in response to a regional crisis. A collapse of the North Korean regime, for example, comes quickly to mind.

A second positive takeaway for the PLA is the experience the air force gained from successfully conducting a long-range bombing outside of China’s borders. Tactically, this action was relatively minor, given its simplistic and scripted nature. However, the bombing is much more significant at the strategic level, and signifies the fact that the PLAAF is moving, albeit slowly, toward being able to fulfill the strategic requirement for an offensive air capability outside of China’s territory. The PLAAF’s portion of *Peace Mission 2010* may also solidify the notion within the Chinese Communist Party elite that the PLA Air Force is gradually morphing into an *incipient expeditionary air force*. The significance of changing the mindset of Chinese and PLA leadership should not be understated, since this is a crucial step into transforming a lesson into a lesson learned. Of course, whether the PLA grasps this fact and brings about an actual change in its operating procedures remains to be seen. However, if recent events are any clue, in some ways it is already accomplishing this task. In late-February 2011, as the fighting between pro-Gaddafi and anti-Gaddafi forces in Libya escalated, some 35,000 Chinese citizens working in Libya increasingly came under threat. In order
to rescue its citizens and arguably stave off any domestic criticism of perceived Party or PLA impotence to act, the Chinese government conducted its “largest and most complicated overseas evacuation ever,” and the first to involve the PLA. Of importance for this chapter, the PLAAF dispatched four IL-76 transport aircraft to assist in the evacuation process. These aircraft, dispatched on February 28 from China, began evacuating people from Sabha, Libya, to Khartoum, Sudan, the next day. Although the PLAAF evacuated only a small percentage of the total number of Chinese in Libya, its successful participation in this event was a crucial demonstration of an expeditionary air mindset within China, and a possible harbinger of similar events in the future.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES

So what does this all mean for the United States? There are three key takeaways for U.S. policymakers. First, the United States should not view the SCO multilateral exercises as automatically providing the PLA with significant operational experiences to improve its combat capabilities. While there are definitely lessons the PLA could learn from its fellow participant militaries, these lessons are likely to be limited at best, and to appear better in media reports than in reality. Structural aspects of the SCO will inhibit the PLA from acquiring major benefits from these exercises, at least for the near to medium term. In addition, the core focus of the SCO on improving capacities to combat terrorism in the region does not fully translate into abilities to counter a highly advanced military force, such as the U.S. military.
Second, U.S. policymakers and strategic thinkers should consider the growing possibility that PLA ground forces may someday deploy outside of China’s territory in the event of a crisis. *Peace Mission 2010* shows that the PLA is slowly expanding its capacity to project power into China’s periphery. When planning for regional crisis events, such as a collapse of the North Korean regime, U.S. strategic planners should not dismiss outright the notion that Beijing may call upon the PLA to dispatch forces to the region. A more detailed study looking at exactly what China and the PLA are doing to improve their long-range deployment capabilities may shed further light on this possibility.

Third, the United States and other regional actors should recognize that the PLAAF is transforming into an incipient expeditionary air force. Gone are the days when the PLAAF was a territorial defense air force. While still in its nascent phase, the PLAAF demonstrated during *Peace Mission 2010* and other recent events that it is slowly acquiring the ability and mindset to conduct air operations, offensive and other, beyond China’s borders. Therefore, for better or worse, regional planners should incorporate in future crisis scenarios outside of China’s territory the possibility of PLAAF participation.
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PLA ENGAGEMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS: PLA INVOLVEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPING AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE AND DISASTER RELIEF
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter looks at the Chinese security forces’ increasing participation in two major engagements with international counterparts—peacekeeping operations and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief—over the past 10 years. The chapter also explains some of the main motivating factors undergirding China’s security approach, and identifies some of the major and recent developments in terms of military capabilities and security challenges.

MAIN ARGUMENT

In recent years, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has taken on a broader perspective on security challenges to include both traditional warfare as well as nontraditional security threats. This chapter focuses on the evolving Chinese perspectives and re-
sponses to some of these nontraditional security challenges, particularly in the areas of humanitarian crises and natural disasters. As a result of this evolution, the Chinese armed forces have expanded their involvement in international peacekeeping operations and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) exercises, all the while increasing their ability to carry out military operations other than war (MOOTW) abroad. Continued deployments in such exercises are transforming the PLA’s skills and capabilities and merit closer observation and analysis of their significance and implications for regional and global security, as well as for U.S. national security interests in the Asia-Pacific and beyond.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The analysis calls for greater U.S.-China cooperation on international peacekeeping and HADR. While some may question whether improving the Chinese armed forces’ MOOTW capabilities could in turn become a challenge to the U.S. military and the security interests of its allies in the region, peacekeeping and HADR training and other capacity-building exercises serve as useful platforms to build confidence, mutual trust, and understanding between the two militaries—aspects of bilateral military relations that, when lacking, contribute to misunderstanding and miscalculation. Moreover, engaging with China in peacekeeping and HADR exercises provides an invaluable opportunity to gain greater insights into and assessments of the PLA’s structural strengths and weaknesses, especially regarding the state of its joint command system, training, and integrated support capabilities.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the PLA has taken on a broader perspective on security challenges to include both traditional warfare as well as nontraditional security threats. This chapter focuses on the evolving Chinese perspectives and responses to some of these nontraditional security challenges, particularly in the areas of humanitarian crises and natural disasters. As a result of this evolution, the Chinese armed forces have expanded their involvement in international peacekeeping operations and HADR exercises, all the while increasing their ability to carry out MOOTW abroad. Continued deployments in such exercises are transforming the PLA’s skills and capabilities and merit closer observation and analysis of their significance and implications for regional and global security, as well as for U.S. national security interests in the Asia-Pacific and beyond. This chapter takes a broad-brush approach in discussing some of the key motivating strategic and political factors behind China’s increasing involvement abroad in peacekeeping and HADR exercises. It will also take stock of some of the recent developments—both within China and external events—in which these motivating factors have materialized. The chapter will conclude with an analysis that includes policy implications and recommendations.

KEY STRATEGIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS

China’s expanding participation and evolving role in international peacekeeping operations and HADR exercises helps project a more positive and reassuring side to its rising prominence and power on the global stage. The Chinese leadership is acutely aware that
there are still regional uncertainties about the PLA’s capabilities and intentions, particularly with regard to whether a rising China will pursue a more assertive, aggressive, and potentially disruptive foreign and security policy. Concerned with its status, image, and global reputation, Beijing understands that China needs to be more responsive to international expectations, minimize tensions and conflict, and make tangible contributions to international peace and security. Peacekeeping and HADR have thus become important priorities, helping to put into action the call by senior Chinese officials for the country to demonstrate its “peaceful development” and commitment to a “harmonious world.”¹ China’s increased activities in these two areas provide an opportunity to display a more constructive side of the PLA’s capabilities, reassuring neighbors about its peaceful intentions and at the same time signaling that China is further integrating into the international community and acting as a responsible power.²

As China becomes increasingly engaged in global security affairs, a widening array of voices within the Chinese academy and policymaking realms also call for Chinese foreign and security policy to be defined beyond material power interests. An editorial in the widely Chinese Communist Party domestic and foreign affairs journal, Liaowang, pointed out:

Compared with past practices, China’s diplomacy has indeed displayed a new face. If China’s diplomacy before the 1980s stressed safeguarding of national security and its emphasis from the 1980s to early this century is on the creation of excellent environment for economic development, then the focus at present is to take a more active part in international affairs and play a role that a responsible power should on the basis of satisfying the security and development interests.³
There is also an understanding that China’s growing integration with the rest of the world means increasing linkages between international conflicts and national security. Zhang Yesui, formerly China’s vice-foreign minister, remarked at the 2007 Munich Conference on Security Policy that China’s increasing involvement in United Nations (UN) peacekeeping missions, for example, “reflected China’s commitment to global security given the country’s important role within the international system and the fact that its security and development are closely linked to that of the rest of the world.”

There is also growing recognition that as China’s international role evolves and expands, its interests will likewise become more global in nature. China’s security is thus becoming intrinsically linked to a stable and peaceful international environment, and this in turn is an important factor in China’s taking a more cooperative stance and supportive role in international peacekeeping and HADR exercises.

More importantly, peacekeeping, anti-piracy missions, rescue-and-relief operations, counterterrorism exercises, post-conflict reconstruction, energy security, and climate-change dialogues have all become major components of China’s increasingly complex and dynamic international strategy. These activities are broadly defined as nontraditional security issues, and their growing importance parallels the PLA’s interest in mobilizing its resources and preparing for MOOTW both at home and abroad. This reflects President Hu Jintao’s call for the security forces to perform and engage more adequately in MOOTW as part of the PLA’s New Historic Mission. Doing so would help safeguard national interests, as well as contribute to
regional and global peace, security, and development. Overseas, nontraditional security threats, given their unpredictability and potential negative impact on China’s national security and economic development, are increasingly perceived as equally, if not more, challenging and dangerous in comparison with traditional security threats.\footnote{7}

To be sure, there are also rational and utility-maximizing considerations behind China’s participation in peacekeeping and other humanitarian exercises and operations abroad. As such, China’s Armed Forces have professionalized, testing their power projection capabilities through MOOTW as the nation seeks to become a major regional and global power. The PLA and the PLAN, in particular, have become more innovative and are learning through three notable areas.\footnote{8} They are briefly summarized below and will be subsequently drawn out and integrated into a more detailed discussion of China’s engagements in peacekeeping and various HADR exercises abroad. China’s evolving approach toward peacekeeping and humanitarian operations is thus supported by a combination of strategic and national security considerations.

- Improving the PLA’s training methodology. As outlined in the 2010 Defense White Paper, the PLA is intensifying the joint training of its armed forces, placing increasing emphasis on training in complex and unfamiliar terrains and varied weather conditions. By taking part in humanitarian operations and exercises, the PLA is becoming more adept at getting better acquainted with the formations and procedures of preparing for both combat and noncombat exercises. In June 2009, for example, the Central Military Commission (CMC), the PLA, and
five of the seven military region commands met in Beijing to strengthen and improve the PLA’s peacekeeping role and HADR participation, discussing ways to streamline the selection, organization, training and rotation of Chinese forces abroad.⁹

• Improving operational command systems. The PLA General Staff Department recently announced that it would strengthen the PLA’s emergency response system and rapid deployment capacity to respond to the various MOOTW.¹⁰ As part of its modernization program, the PLA has been seeking to become more agile and efficient in its operational capability. Taking part in peacekeeping operations and HADR activities has provided a valuable opportunity for China’s security and naval forces to interact closely and more systematically with international counterparts. The lessons learned from these external missions have allowed the PLA to speed up the building of a more integrated joint operational command system to address emergency contingencies. The recent naval deployments by the PLA Navy (PLAN) in carrying out humanitarian missions abroad demonstrate some of the important lessons learned in this area (discussed in greater detail below).

• Expanding integrated support capabilities. Recent defense White Papers have described how the Chinese military has been seeking to enhance the support capabilities that will allow the armed forces to carry out their missions more effectively during wartime as well as non-combat operations at home and abroad.
The 2010 *Defense White Paper*, in particular, highlights this important emphasis.

Following the principle of providing systematic, precise and intensive support, the PLA strengthens the construction of composite combat and support bases, optimizes battlefield-support layout, and improves position facilities for the following services: command and control, reconnaissance and intelligence, communication, surveying and mapping, navigation, meteorological and hydrological support as well as rear storage facilities, military communication and equipment maintenance facilities—thus forming an initial battlefield-support capability that matches the development of weaponry and equipment and satisfies the needs of combat units in offensive and defensive operations.¹¹

**PEACEKEEPING**

The deployment of Chinese troops abroad to take part in international peacekeeping missions carries inherent practical benefits for the Chinese security forces. Training and operating alongside other troop-contributing countries’ forces provides invaluable experience that will allow Chinese troops to improve their responsiveness, riot control capabilities, coordination of emergency command systems, and ability to carry out MOOTW more effectively. Over time, participation in peacekeeping missions abroad will also help to modernize and professionalize the security forces. For example, a sustained effort to deploy troops in Africa has meant that PLA forces are gaining greater operational knowledge of different operating environments, an advantage that few counterparts in
other countries have. To date, nearly three-quarters of China’s peacekeeping contributions are currently based in the African continent, providing critical support for peace enforcement and post-conflict reconstruction in Liberia, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Southern Sudan, and Côte d’Ivoire. The sustained rotations and deployments also provide the PLA with “more knowledge about logistics, ports of debarkation, lines of communication, lines of operation, operational intelligence, local ‘atmospherics’ and modus operandi and means of sustaining forces in Africa over prolonged periods.”\(^{12}\) All these measures allow the Chinese security forces to display their professionalism and operational competence on the one hand, while also demonstrating their growing deterrent capability on the other.\(^{13}\)

China currently deploys troops that carry out important backbone engineering, medical, and logistical support in UN peacekeeping operations, giving the troops special access and increased know-how on expanding integrated support capabilities for the PLA. More than half of China’s current peacekeeping contributions are dedicated to providing engineering, logistical, and transportation support. Several peacekeeping operations (e.g., the UN Mission in Liberia), depend solely on the Chinese troops for transport, fuel, equipment, and infrastructure support. Over the years, the Chinese troops have, in essence, carved out a niche area of expertise in their peacekeeping contributions. PLA engineering units, as such, have developed into a critical multifunctional support force that is becoming more rapid in response, has been tried and tested, and can be used both in peacetime and in war. Along these lines, these peacekeeping operations have also strengthened the PLA’s special
capabilities in emergency rescue and disaster relief. As such, PLA capabilities in integral combat support and MOOTW exercises have been deeply enhanced. China’s interest in contributing to the management of international peacekeeping was marked in 2002 by an important agreement to join the UN Standby Arrangement System—whereby the Ministry of Defense has a 525-strong engineering battalion, a 25-strong medical unit, and two 160-strong transport companies on standby and ready for deployment with other UN forces within 90 days.

Equally important, in recent years, China has also shown an interest in providing military experts to peacekeeping operations. These military experts, normally at the rank of lieutenant colonel or colonel, are tasked with the duty of collecting local intelligence for the UN operational headquarters. Repeated and long-term deployments in this regard help sharpen the PLA’s intelligence-gathering capabilities at the operational and tactical levels.

With nearly 2 decades of continuous and active participation in international peacekeeping operations, the PLA has been steadily trying to professionalize and improve the overall image, reputation, and caliber of its peacekeeping troops—thus getting them better prepared in line with the international standard operating procedures maintained by the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). Though Chinese troops’ English- and French-language proficiency generally remains weak, limiting their levels of interaction with other contingents and local populations, Chinese officials appear to have recognized these shortcomings and are placing increased emphasis on preparation for peacekeeping. As part of the PLA budget, Chinese policymakers have sought to
improve and expand Chinese peacekeeping training facilities. In June 2009, China unveiled a new peacekeeping training center in Huairou in suburban Beijing. The new facility is used for pre-deployment training and also serves as the main venue for international exchanges on peacekeeping. The facilities include simulation rooms, shooting and driving ranges, and simulated UN peacekeeping camps and demining training grounds. In Langfang, a city in suburban Beijing, the Ministry of Public Security has also established the Civilian Peacekeeping Police Training Centre to train police officers and formed police units (FPU).

In recent years, China has also become more open to increasing interfaces with foreign counterparts to help expand its peacekeeping capacity. Chinese security personnel have participated in joint peacekeeping training and exchanges with other countries, including Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Mongolia, New Zealand, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, and the United Kingdom (UK). Through these joint training exercises, the PLA has requested foreign military counterparts to provide more in-depth pre-deployment training assistance programs and joint training and simulation drills.

Beijing has also hosted a number of international seminars on peacekeeping, bringing in foreign experts, scholars, and practitioners to exchange views and share lessons learned from previous peacekeeping experiences. The international seminars with the UK, as well as with Norway and Sweden, for example, have opened avenues for joint collaboration in peacekeeping. The International Committee of the Red Cross has also been tasked by the security forces to
provide pre-deployment briefings for peacekeepers to help train and better prepare personnel on issues related to international humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{18}

Within the region, China is stepping up coordination for multilateral peacekeeping activities, sponsoring and taking part in such events as the China–Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) peacekeeping seminar in 2007.\textsuperscript{19} China has also engaged in a series of drills and simulation exercises with Russia and Central Asian countries. \textit{Peace Mission 2005} was one of the largest joint military exercises China has ever carried out on a bilateral basis.\textsuperscript{20} The exercise involved nearly 10,000 Army, Air Force, and naval personnel and included headquarters and command-post exercises in Vladivostok, coordination of warship movements around the Shandong Peninsula, and amphibious landings. While bilateral training with Russia may not be directly related to UN peacekeeping per se, it helps the PLA to improve its mobilization capabilities and to conduct a range of operation types that could be applicable to multilateral peacekeeping missions—encouraging China to provide more contributions to peace operations, particularly troops, as the PLA’s capabilities and the caliber of its troops improve. Some observers also indicate that such military exercises are contingency plans for managing a possible humanitarian crisis (e.g., preventing a flood of would-be refugees into China’s borders) in neighboring North Korea.\textsuperscript{21}

China’s evolving approach toward UN peacekeeping is thus supported by a combination of factors. Through increasing interaction with the international community, China has become more willing to accept global norms and to contribute to peace and stability. At the same time, participation in peacekeeping al-
allows China to professionalize its armed forces, to test its power projection capabilities through MOOTW, and to help attain its aspirations to become a major global power. In light of these important principles, where is this evolving Chinese approach toward peacekeeping activities seen in action, and where is more needed? Equally important, it should be noted that the degree to which China has internalized these peacekeeping norms remains an unresolved debate. There are serious limitations to Chinese contributions to peacekeeping and, at times, instances of resistance and obstructive behavior. In particular, the episodic reversals in Chinese normative behavior tend to occur when China displays a more confident and assertive self-image, complemented with strained relations abroad, that tracks closely with realpolitik ideology.

On the whole, China needs to engage more substantively in UN peacekeeping operations. In terms of its financial contribution, China provides about 3 percent of the peacekeeping budget, significantly less than most other Security Council members. According to the UN Multi-Donor Trust Fund Office, China has also contributed a total of $4 million to the UN Peacebuilding Fund from 2006 to 2012, but has yet to provide financial support for other aid programs or trust funds that are critically needed. Consequently, China will need to increase its financial contributions if it wishes to play a role commensurate with its Security Council and global status.

Moreover, China’s increasing involvement in the UN peacekeeping regime means that there will be expectations of China to expand its troop commitments in areas where there are critical needs. China initially offered to deploy troops to the Lebanon in 2006, and officials are on record as saying that China remains
open to the idea of deploying troops if the DPKO requested them, though it remains to be seen whether China would respond favorably. Likewise, some UN officials have called for China to contribute such force enablers as light tactical and transport helicopters and more ground transport units to help sustain and facilitate operations. In short, as China seeks to play a more active role in shaping and influencing UN peacekeeping affairs, it could consider increasing personnel, financial, and logistical contributions.

When confronted with important questions related to foreign policy and international security, Chinese policymakers tend to take a case-by-case approach. As such, although rhetoric and government policies seem to have supported UN peacekeeping, traditional ideas about state sovereignty persist. There are instances in which China has supported intervention on humanitarian grounds, including in East Timor in 1999, through a non-UN force led by Australia. China also contributed a civilian police contingent to support the subsequent UN mission. In 2003, in response to growing instability in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Liberia, the Ambassador to the UN, Zhang Yishan, argued that the UN should intervene in such conflict areas earlier, faster, and more forcefully. China’s more active participation in peacekeeping thus came at a time of growing debates on how the international community should reconcile the imperatives of global stability and justice and strike the right balance between state sovereignty and human rights. From these debates, a loose consensus emerged by the 2000s, especially in the West, that there is political and moral currency for the “international community” to take exceptional measures at times of need in addressing human rights concerns, especially when the state does not fulfill its responsibility to protect its citizens.\(^{23}\)
Although China was a relative newcomer to these debates, the issue gained a degree of traction within China as well, with a number of international-law scholars and foreign-policy experts pointing to the changing nature of peacekeeping and the circumstances that warrant a more flexible interpretation and understanding of the principles related to sovereignty. For example, a widening circle of policy elites began to debate issues such as state sovereignty and conditions for interventionism. Of particular interest are the increasing number of influential Chinese academic, scholarly, and policy-oriented journals that printed and circulated these discussions. Such journals include: 中国法学 (Chinese Legal Studies); 西部法学评论 (Western Law Review); and 法制与社会 (Legal System and Society). These journals printed an increasing number of articles discussing a state’s obligations to its citizens and arguing that a failure to uphold these responsibilities warrants the international community to intervene to protect individuals, while other articles have also argued that human rights are moral issues increasingly shaped by the international community and that all states have a right to monitor these concerns. Allen Carlson’s research has led him to conclude that an increasing number of Chinese researchers, scholars, experts, and policymakers have adopted more flexible views of sovereignty and the conditions under which UN peacekeeping operations should be sanctioned to help enforce the peace in conflict regions and protect civilians. Moreover, Carlson finds that some of these policy elites have also gained important access to key policymakers and top leaders within the Chinese foreign and security policy apparatus and that they are shaping the foreign policy discourse on peacekeeping.
It is too early to gauge whether China has internalized and accepted these global norms, but Chinese official policy and rhetoric with regard to sovereignty, intervention, and peacekeeping have become more flexible. Traditionally, China has objected to authorizing or extending the mandates of UN peacekeeping missions in countries that recognized Taiwan. In January 1997, China vetoed a proposed mission to Guatemala until the Guatemalan government gave assurances that it would no longer support a General Assembly vote on admitting Taiwan to the UN. The Verification Mission in Guatemala (MINUGUA) could then proceed. In 1999, China vetoed the continuation of the UN Preventive Deployment in Macedonia (UNPREDEP) 2 weeks after suspending diplomatic ties with the country over its recognition of Taiwan, bringing an end to that experiment in conflict prevention. Some Chinese peacekeeping specialists later acknowledged that “this was a difficult lesson for China” and that the government should have “considered Macedonia’s interests more than its own national interests.”

In 1999, at the height of the crisis in the Balkans, China was adamantly opposed to authorizing a peacekeeping force for Kosovo. Chinese opposition was in a large part accentuated when the U.S.-led North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) air raids mistakenly hit the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade. Chinese objections turned to indignant outrage as the Chinese general public as well as the regime insisted that the NATO bombing was deliberate and intended to contain China.

In the case of Haiti, notwithstanding the lack of full diplomatic relations with Beijing, China supported the UN from 2004 to 2010 with deployments of FPU. However, China apparently used the threat of curtail-
ing the mission to warn Haiti against any high-profile diplomatic exchanges in support of Taiwan. Some observers contend that Haiti’s continued recognition of Taiwan was a reason for the withdrawal in 2010, while others have indicated that China was uncomfortable with the overwhelming U.S. civilian and military presence following the earthquake. The Haiti case indicates that there are still gaps in and limitations to China’s overall commitment to peacekeeping. As in Kosovo, the resurgence of realpolitik ideology seemed to have trumped the broader underlying trend of more active engagement and participation in peacekeeping operations.

Beijing’s position on the Darfur question, however, provides a prominent example of constructive engagement, in which China has yielded to widespread regional and international pressure. Responding in large part to mounting criticism of its relations with the Sudanese government, in 2006 China began exerting pressure on Sudan to allow UN and African Union (AU) peacekeepers into Darfur. In November 2006, with the humanitarian situation worsening, former Chinese Ambassador to the UN Wang Guangya was widely credited in gaining Sudanese acceptance of the UN/AU hybrid peacekeeping force of 20,000 troops in Darfur. Subsequently, China also became the first permanent member of the UN Security Council to commit and deploy more than 300 troops there and was widely applauded by African leaders. In February 2007, President Hu Jintao visited Sudan and met President Omar al-Bashir. The visit drew widespread criticism internationally, particularly from the United States, since China was seen as abetting alleged genocidal acts committed in Darfur. However, Hu reportedly intervened to press al-Bashir to abide by international
commitments. While this could be interpreted as mere rhetoric, it is about as close as a Chinese leader has come to publicly warning and chiding a foreign leader. What the senior-level leadership says about these sensitive issues is important, because it reflects in a large part China’s changing behavior and understanding of peacekeeping and noninterventionism. Its quest to play a leadership position in the developing world, particularly in Africa, means that China needs to be more attuned and attentive to African public opinion and concerns. As seen here with its peacekeeping contributions to Darfur, ideational factors thus altered China’s foreign policy calculus and its own identity and interests so that they are more consistent, or at least not at odds with, regional and global norms.

More recently, in the wake of the political demonstrations and uprisings in North Africa and the Middle East, China’s approach has been cautious, and its policy demonstrated a degree of flexibility as well as limitations on compromising the principle of sovereignty and interventionism. To be sure, there were economic interests at stake, with more than 30,000 Chinese citizens and 75 Chinese firms in Libya. China also relies on Libyan oil for roughly 3 percent of its domestic energy consumption. But more importantly, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was carefully assessing and monitoring the Libyan situation at every turn. As expected, it initially voiced support for the Gaddafi regime, as China’s overall concern was the political stability and unity of Libya as a whole. As developments unfolded and it became apparent that the rebel forces were gaining increasing legitimacy and support throughout Libya and the international community, China and the National Transitional Council began to open up communication channels. With divergent views between the AU and the Arab League on how
best to manage the conflict in Libya, China preferred a multilateral, diplomatic approach that would bring the major stakeholders to the negotiation table. According to interviews with senior Chinese officials monitoring the Libyan situation, Beijing’s primary concern throughout the Libyan case was what it saw as the excessive involvement and the especially prominent role NATO was playing from the inception of the Libyan crisis. Given the historic sensitivity in NATO-China relations during the Kosovo crisis of 1998-1999 and the subsequent U.S. bombing under NATO’s purview of the Chinese Embassy, in Belgrade, China had misgivings and serious concerns about NATO’s expanding role in interventions into Northern Africa. The historical analogy dictated Chinese officials to take a critical stance on the Libyan situation, because they associated NATO’s involvement with malign intent and belligerent hegemony.

The Libyan case provides a mixed picture at best of where China stands on humanitarian intervention and sovereignty. It supported the UN Security Council Resolution 1970, placing an arms embargo on Libya, a freezing of Libyan funds and assets, and referral to the International Criminal Court (ICC) to investigate crimes against humanity. At the same time, China was also wary of what it perceived as excessive NATO involvement in Libya. These developments point to the fact that China is in a steep learning curve in managing and responding to calls for humanitarian interventions. China’s traditional defense of the notion of sovereignty will not always necessarily stand in the way of achieving its overall national security interests. In particular, at times of need to support intervention, especially where there is consensus among the relevant parties at stake to do so, China tends to be supportive.
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE AND DISASTER RELIEF

Gulf of Aden Escort Operations.

The Gulf of Aden escort operations to counter piracy activities have become an important part of the PLAN’s MOOTW mission. China first dispatched naval ships to conduct escort operations in the Gulf of Aden in December 2008. In each rotational deployment, the Chinese escort fleet includes up to three ships and is equipped with two ship-based helicopters, dozens of Special Operation Force soldiers, and more than 800 crew members who were tasked with overseeing and maintaining the security of Chinese merchant and commercial ships and personnel passing through the Gulf of Aden and Somali waters, as well as the safety of international ships delivering food, water and other humanitarian supplies through the World Food Program (WFP) and other international humanitarian organizations. To date, the PLAN has provided escort for more than 3,600 merchant vessels from 48 countries through joint-area patrol and onboard escort. More interestingly, the escort of foreign ships now constitutes more than two-thirds of the merchant convoys the PLAN escorts in the Gulf of Aden, compared to less than one-third when it first started its convoy-escort mission.

The PLAN’s participation in the counter-piracy activities indicates that it is actively seeking an offshore defense strategy as a strategic imperative. Over time, through these activities the PLAN will gain enhanced capabilities to carry out strategic deterrence and counterattacks, operate in distant waters, and
manage nontraditional security threats. The Gulf of Aden operation marks an important milestone in its power projection capabilities. It is an important test and training ground for deploying the PLAN’s forces and material assets for an extended period of time at such a great distance from its onshore naval bases.

The PLAN is improving its operational capabilities, and its expanding role and interactions with foreign counterparts in the Gulf of Aden point to increasing confidence. Chinese escort fleets have established mechanisms for regular intelligence exchange and sharing with such counterparts as Japan, NATO, the Netherlands, Russia, and South Korea. Since 2008, the PLAN has also conducted joint escort operations with Russian fleets and joint maritime exercises with South Korean escort ships. More recently, there have been more regularized exchanges and coordination with the European Union Naval Force Somalia (EU NAVFOR) in deterring, disrupting, and suppressing piracy in the Horn of Africa. There is also a perceived interest from the Chinese side in increasing its cooperation with the other task forces in the Gulf of Aden, including a rotational role in the coordination of counter-piracy operations and a possibility of increasing the number of its vessel deployments. China has also expressed a willingness to co-chair a Shared Awareness and De-confliction (SHADE) meeting, an important forum in which international navies and organizations share information on disrupting and preventing counter-piracy activities off the coast of Somalia. The meeting is traditionally co-chaired by the U.S.-led Combined Maritime Forces (CMF), the EU, and/or EU NAVFOR. While the PLAN has yet to step up in taking on a greater role in SHADE meetings, during Major General Chen Bingde’s visit to the
United States in May 2011, he left the door open for the prospects of closer engagement and participation of Chinese naval forces with the United States and other international naval forces involved in counter-piracy operations in the Horn of Africa.\textsuperscript{27} On other fronts, there are also increasing interfaces between the U.S. and Chinese naval forces in the region. As part of the Commander Engagement Program of Combined Task Force 151 (CTF 151), the U.S. Commander of CTF 151, Rear Admiral Harris Chan, visited the Chinese escort ships in May 2011 to help broaden and extend the network for information sharing and operational cooperation between independent deployments and coalition forces.\textsuperscript{28}

In short, the PLAN naval forces remain interested and involved in the multilateral efforts in the counter-piracy operations but have yet to formally enlist in permanent coalition forces with Western or other Asian navies operating in the Horn of Africa. Through continued coordination with international partners, the PLAN is gradually improving its capability to enhance multinational interoperability and in turn to help strengthen its operational capacity to deploy naval assets abroad over a lengthened period of time. It currently relies on foreign sources and bases in the region for refueling and logistics support, primarily at three locations: the Port of Salalah in Oman, Port of Djibouti in Djibouti, and Port of Aden in Yemen. PLAN ships have also conducted at least 19 friendly port calls during their naval deployments, and during five of these port visits, the PLAN conducted joint maritime drills with the Italian, Pakistani (twice), Singaporean, and Tanzanian navies. Chinese officials have raised the idea of establishing a permanent port in the Seychelles for refueling and providing logistical
support for its naval deployments. In private, however, Chinese officials recognize the technical and operational difficulties, as well as the potentially negative reactions, the Seychelles naval base plan might raise. They have also opined that such a plan would only move forward if endorsed and supported by the Seychellois government and the AU.29

Even without the establishment of a naval base, it remains to be seen how quickly the experiences gained from such deployments abroad will translate into the PLAN’s development into a “blue-water navy.” The PLAN has been going through internal reviews of the lessons learned from the naval deployments and the immediate priorities that need to be taken to strengthen its future deployments, including cultivating the ability to implement increasingly diversified naval tasks, instructional courses on complex HADR naval exercises on the high seas in its naval academies and other military-related institutions, strengthening the PLAN’s joint command capabilities, and investing in new equipment and technology as well as in the human capital of its naval officers (e.g., foreign languages and international humanitarian law).30

**Medical Ships, Disaster Relief, and Search and Rescue Exercises.**

Chinese security forces have been seeking to improve their military capabilities through regularized and systematic training in complex environments and terrains. In addition to the counter-piracy operations, the PLAN has been organizing naval vessels for humanitarian drills in distant waters, further developing training missions for MOOTW operations. New types of naval assets have been deployed to test the
PLAN’s capabilities. For example, in 2008 the PLAN successfully launched its first 10,000 deadweight tonnage hospital ship, also known as the “Peace Ark,” and medical transport helicopters, and is working to further improve its logistical support capabilities for carrying out and sustaining such maritime missions as disaster relief and other emergency search and rescue exercises beyond the vicinity of China’s territorial waters. The Chinese medical ship’s operations seek to parallel what the USNS Mercy and Comfort have been engaged with for several years, providing flexible and rapid emergency and other humanitarian services.

In 2009, China sent its medical ship to Africa to hold a joint humanitarian mission with Gabon in the Gulf of Guinea. This was the first joint medical operation conducted by the Chinese military and the first bilateral joint operation carried out by the Chinese in Africa. The Chinese medical detachment engaged in medical training and search and rescue exercises with its Gabonese counterpart. In 2010, the “Peace Ark” carried out an 87-day medical mission to the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean, making port calls and providing free clinical and medical services to the local communities in Bangladesh, Djibouti, Kenya, the Seychelles, and Tanzania. The medical ship then embarked on “Harmonious Mission 2011,” making its first visit to Latin America with port calls in Cuba, Costa Rica, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago.

China’s international disaster relief efforts have also broadened to include other elements of its China’s security forces, including the People’s Armed Police Force (PAPF), regional military commands, the Chinese International Search and Rescue (CISAR) team, and the China Earthquake Administration. According to the 2010 Defense White Paper, China has carried out
more than 28 humanitarian aid missions abroad and provided assistance to 22 disaster-stricken countries with emergency relief materials since 2002. Most recently, in the wake of the earthquake in Haiti, a CISAR and PLA medical and epidemic prevention team was jointly dispatched to Haiti to carry out search and rescue tasks, medical work, and epidemic-prevention operations. In September 2010, in addition to a CISAR and PLA medical team, a helicopter rescue formation was dispatched to Pakistan to conduct humanitarian rescue operations.

The Chinese armed forces have also been playing an active role in international exchanges and disaster relief training exercises. They hold regular seminars and joint operations on humanitarian rescue with regional armed forces, many of which fall under the ASEAN Regional Forum and the ASEAN Plus Three workshops on personnel training and on establishing the legal rules for regional armed forces’ participation in international disaster relief operations. The PLAN has also taken part in regional maritime exercises held within the framework of the Western Pacific Naval Symposium.

Engaging in such humanitarian missions abroad has become an important priority for the PLA, particularly as it seeks to be more flexible and have a greater rapid deployment and emergency response capability. Regular participation in these missions abroad provide important lessons to help improve the PLA’s training and effectiveness, especially in establishing a cohesive joint command system and greater interoperability across the Chinese armed forces. Perhaps even more important, the training and joint exercises abroad provide the PLA and the armed forces with the necessary skill sets and firsthand experiences to
strengthen their capabilities to manage humanitarian disasters on the home front, including earthquakes, floods, droughts, and hurricanes. A series of domestic laws and regulations have been enacted to reflect this increasing emphasis and priority for the PLA to respond better to nontraditional security threats. In January 2009, China formed eight state-level emergency response professional units, including a total of 50,000 personnel specializing in flood control and emergency rescue; earthquake rescue; nuclear, biological and chemical emergency rescue; urgent air transportation, rapid road and infrastructural repair; maritime emergency search and rescue; emergency mobile communication support; and medical aid and epidemic prevention. Likewise, in March 2009, a document entitled “Opinions on Strengthening Political Work in MOOTW” was promulgated, stipulating that the PLA should have a stronger understanding of the characteristics and laws related to MOOTW and explore new areas and functions of the supporting role of such work. Subsequently, in November 2010, the CMC passed the “Regulations on Emergency Command in Handling Emergencies by the Armed Forces.” The new regulation calls for the armed forces to streamline their organization’s, command, force deployment, integrated support, and civil-military coordination while responding to and managing humanitarian disasters and other emergencies. In effect, these recent legislations reflect the calls by President Hu for the PLA to demonstrate its performance legitimacy, to carry out its New Historic Missions effectively, and to be able to address both traditional and nontraditional security challenges at home and abroad.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This brief analysis on China’s increasing involvement in international peacekeeping operations and HADR points to a number of important policy implications for the United States. To ensure that the Chinese armed forces continue down this path of constructive development, the United States should consider policy options aimed at deepening these encouraging trends, shaping and influencing Chinese policies and military modernization in a positive direction. In so doing, it is also worth raising an equally important and relevant point: Why should the United States work with China on peacekeeping and HADR issues? Some may question whether improving the Chinese armed forces’ MOOTW capabilities could in turn become a challenge to the U.S. military and the security interests of its allies in the region, all the while extending unnecessary leverage to the PLA.\textsuperscript{34} At the same time, however, peacekeeping and HADR training and other capacity-building exercises serve as useful platforms to instill confidence, mutual trust, and understanding between the two sides—aspects of bilateral military relations that, when lacking, contribute to misunderstanding and miscalculation.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, engaging with China on peacekeeping and HADR exercises provides an invaluable opportunity to gain greater insights into and assessments of the PLA’s structural strengths and weaknesses, especially regarding the state of its joint command system, training, and integrated support capabilities. Given these developments, the United States should implement policies aimed at deepening the encouraging trends related to Beijing’s involvement with peacekeeping.
operations and HADR—areas that are considered soft security issues but nonetheless important for testing the Chinese security forces’ capabilities and intentions—as well as to help build greater communication and practical engagement for both sides. There has been some thinking in this direction for some time now. On peacekeeping operations, former U.S. Secretary of Defense William Cohen indicated in a speech in Beijing in 2000: “U.S. and Chinese service members may one day find themselves working side by side in peacekeeping missions.” Likewise, at a recent track-1.5 dialogue on U.S.-China security issues, former U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry also suggested that the two armed forces should cooperate more closely on humanitarian operations and peacekeeping missions.

More important, the high-profile military visits between the United States and China in 2011 resulted in several key bilateral agreements that would pave the way for closer engagement and cooperation between the two militaries in such practical areas as peacekeeping and HADR. During Major General Chen Bingde’s visit to the United States in May 2011, for example, both sides agreed to conduct joint naval exercises in the Gulf of Aden as part of the international anti-piracy effort. Two other important agreements reached included the decision to conduct a humanitarian disaster rescue and relief joint training exercise in 2012, and an agreement to conduct joint medical rescue training exercises.

The Barack Obama administration’s emphasis on multilateral diplomacy, as well as on encouraging China to step up and contribute to global commons and security issues, opens the door for greater cooperation between the United States and China in regions where both countries have increasing security
interests. Underpinning this thinking and rationale is the recognition that both the United States and China gain more security when both countries cooperate to address international security challenges—traditional and nontraditional security threats—that are of mutual and global concern. In recent years, China’s support in the areas of international peacekeeping and HADR has played a constructive role in areas of conflict and other regional hot spots, such as Haiti, sub-Saharan Africa as well as the Horn of Africa, and the Gulf of Aden. There will be continued expectations for China to deploy its military assets in these parts of the world to help provide regional and global security and stability. The Chinese leadership’s continued concerns with its status, image, and global reputation (especially in light of China’s perceived maritime assertiveness and aggressiveness in the South China Sea of late) serve as important reminders that China needs to be more sensitive, responsive, and attuned to international expectations; minimize tensions and conflict; and make tangible contributions to international peace and security. As such, peacekeeping and HADR have been and will continue to be important priorities as part of the PLA modernization program, as the military seeks to put into action the call by senior Chinese officials for the country to demonstrate its “peaceful development.” In short, U.S. policy should thus recognize that China’s leadership appears to understand the value of multilateral security and confidence-building measures, conforming to regional and global norms, and measured steps to demonstrate constructive intentions.

At the same time, there is a need to understand that Chinese decisionmakers’ choices to take more positive measures on peacekeeping and HADR will derive
from their own realization that it is in China’s interests to do so. The occasional reversals in Chinese normative behavior tend to occur when China displays a more confident and assertive self-image, complemented with strained relations abroad. Hence, an effective strategy of embedding China more closely into a role in which it takes a more constructive approach toward such global commons issues as conflict resolution, peacekeeping, counter-piracy, and humanitarian relief must make a convincing case that China’s commitment to becoming a more responsible stakeholder and a legitimate great power is not only in the interests of the international community, but equally, or even more so, in China’s own interest.

Looking ahead, external observers and U.S. policymakers alike should be cognizant of the fact that engaging with the Chinese on managing U.S.-China military and security relations will be met with frequent frustrations, even regarding MOOTW and non-combat exercises. However, the stakes are too high for such frustrations and temporary setbacks to become excuses for inaction. The following policy considerations seek to engage China more strategically so as to deepen Beijing’s commitment to global security and stability and help shape its policies in a more constructive direction:

• Institutionalize regularized and substantive contacts between the two militaries. The resumption and continued institutionalization of contacts between the U.S. and Chinese armed forces, such as the Defense Consultative Talks and the Defense Policy Coordination Talks, serve as important channels of communication between the two sides to have more focused discussions on the practicalities of cooperation
and to build military-to-military communication and trust. Senior military officials from both sides agreed in January 2011 to cooperate on HADR. The operationalization of these agreements could follow up with a clearer and more-in-depth focus on sharing information about each side’s emergency response capabilities and decisionmaking structure and processes and providing access and visits to training sites for humanitarian operations.

• Engage in military-to-military training and other capacity-building exercises. The Defense Authorization Act of 2000 and the Foreign Assistance Act do not explicitly restrict military-to-military interaction for peacekeeping and HADR training exercises, but they do restrict the scope and scale of bilateral military engagement. This adds a degree of caution within Washington to avoid any risks to national security. However, there have been past precedents when Chinese civilian and military delegations have been invited to partake either as observers or full participants in U.S. capacity-building exercises related to peacekeeping and HADR issues. These developments should be further encouraged, with the justification that continued Chinese participation in these training and capacity-building exercises provides greater access to current Chinese capabilities, including the PLA’s strengths and weaknesses in its emergency response and humanitarian operations and disaster assistance.

• Coordinate with international partners to work with China on peacekeeping and HADR activities. With regard to the counter-piracy efforts
in the Gulf of Aden, the United States should work with the EU, the AU, and other key states in the region to encourage greater Chinese involvement in the maritime operations. A collective approach with broad consensus among the key stakeholders can help persuade the PLAN to consider sending more naval vessels and to take up a rotating co-coordinating role in the counter-piracy operation. The same consensus-based approach can be replicated in soliciting greater Chinese support for UN-sanctioned peacekeeping operations, including logistical and financial contributions—providing such force enablers as light-transport helicopters and trucks, and combat troops on the ground. Likewise, Washington, together with ASEAN member countries can jointly encourage China to forge closer humanitarian relief-coordination efforts and plan for joint contingency response mechanisms to regional natural disasters and other related humanitarian crises.
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PLA LOGISTICS 2004-11: LESSONS LEARNED IN THE FIELD
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter describes advances in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) logistics capabilities from 2004 to 2011 as demonstrated by exercises and responses to domestic and foreign security challenges.

MAIN ARGUMENT

As the PLA has been required to respond to a diverse set of military tasks across an increasingly broad geography, PLA logistics has been rapidly adjusting. From responding to domestic natural disasters to rescuing civilians in Libya, PLA logisticians have been gradually improving their ability to support operations in the field. Concurrently, PLA strategists are attempting to modernize their logistical systems by introducing complex information systems; incorporating market forces; improving civil-military and interservice logistical integration; enhancing readiness for diverse military roles; and ensuring logistical support for operations on land, sea, air, space, and in the electronic domain. Still, PLA logistics continue to confront significant challenges across the board, and
its ability to support operations far from the Chinese mainland remains significantly reliant on a peaceful and accommodating international environment.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• China has significantly improved its domestic and external logistical capabilities.
  — Logistical systems have been somewhat modernized, logistical processes have been somewhat rationalized, and decisionmaking has been streamlined.
  — PLA logisticians have demonstrated an improved ability to improvise.
  — Chinese logistics benefits tremendously from the utilization of civilian resources.
• Although the PLA’s logistics system has come a long way, it still has a long way to go.
  — Insufficiently resilient infrastructure and a lack of prepositioned resources have in the past hampered logistics supporting responses to domestic security challenges.
  — Inefficiencies and a lack of power projection capabilities hamper external logistics.
• Until China establishes a network of foreign bases, China’s ability to project and sustain power beyond its immediate periphery will remain significantly dependent on a peaceful and accommodating external environment.
  — During a time of conflict or crisis—when the external environment may be hostile to Chinese power projection efforts—the PLA’s effective power projection capability will likely shrink to Chinese territory and its immediate periphery.
Modern wars are all about support. Without a strong comprehensive support capability, it is very hard to win combat victory. When logistics support is in place, victory is a sure thing.

President Hu Jintao,
People’s Republic of China,
Addressing a PLA logistics work meeting.¹

INTRODUCTION

As it is for any military, logistics has been an important aspect of the operational thinking of China’s PLA. The authoritative 1995 study, Science of Military Strategy (战略学), identifies “Strategic Logistical Support” as a key element of military power, and emphasizes that the intense materiel demands of modern warfare, likely due to the adversary’s targeting of PLA logistics nodes and supply routes, would test China’s economic productivity capacity as well as the PLA’s organizational capabilities.² The Science of Military Strategy sets basic requirements for logistics, which include the integration of central and local government organs responsible for economic activity, prioritizing logistical efforts to those most in line with China’s strategic objectives, and the importance of planning and coordination.

Recent years have been extremely busy for the PLA. Once a force preoccupied with Taiwan, territorial integrity, sovereignty, and the maintenance of internal stability, the PLA has been repeatedly called upon to address a wider range of challenges, across a broader geography, than it ever has before. From conducting disaster response operations in Southern China to evacuating Chinese civilians from a fast-
crumbling Libya, the PLA has attempted to transform itself in a few short years to a military with a greater role both inside China and in the outside world.

These new demands have necessarily tested the PLA’s logistical support system. New tasks, new missions, and new geographies present radically different challenges. For the first time, PLA logisticians have been forced to consider how to deliver fuel, food, and transport rapidly to forces and civilians thousands of miles away. They are also being expected to provide for soldiers and civilians alike when the PLA responds to an increasingly diverse set of tasks, often referred to as “military operations other than war” (MOOTW; “非战争军事行动”), which can include preserving internal stability, search and rescue, disaster relief, international peacekeeping, emergency response, and epidemic prevention and response.

The need to adapt to these expanding demands is certainly not unique to the PLA’s logisticians, yet they do have the unique opportunity to learn and experiment in the real world, and not through exercises alone. The PLA’s experiences in recent years have taught Chinese military analysts a great deal about the logistical challenges involved in power projection and MOOTW; these analysts have attempted to promulgate these lessons learned and translate them into new doctrine and operational concepts.

This chapter will discuss how the PLA has used its experiences since 2004 to improve its logistical capabilities. It will detail the major logistical challenges the PLA has faced since 2004 and the lessons PLA analysts learned from these experiences. The chapter will then discuss doctrinal changes implemented by the PLA over this period, and will conclude by analyzing trends, improvements, and continuing logistical challenges facing the PLA.
LOGISTICS AND MILITARY OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR, 2004-11

Writing on this subject in 2000 for a previous iteration of this conference, Mr. Lonnie Henley detailed contemporary PLA reforms intended to improve its logistics support structure and its operational doctrine in order to cope better with a fast-moving, modern opponent. Henley first described a group of decisions aimed at standardizing military operations and training. Chief among these was the issuance in January 1999 of new “combat regulations” or “operational ordinance” designed to standardize PLA doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures for combat operations. Henley also detailed a 10-year PLA effort to restructure the logistical system of the entire PLA announced by General Logistics Department (GLD) director General Wang Ke in November 1998.

In January 2000, the PLA officially created an Integrated Logistics System “with the military region as the foundation, with zone support and force structure support combined, and general support and special support combined.” Writing later that year, Henley concluded that “even if successful, these reforms may not significantly increase China’s power projection capability, but they will improve its ability to move and sustain forces within China and around its periphery.”

Over the next decade, these conclusions were tested by a series of operations that forced PLA strategists and logisticians to learn in the field. An examination of the PLA’s major activities in the intervening decade demonstrates that, while China’s power projection capabilities were significantly limited as the decade began, the PLA was able to learn from experience and
gradually improve logistical capabilities to support a series of missions of increasing complexity and ambition.

**Indian Ocean Tsunami (2004).**

In December 2004, a 9.3 earthquake struck the Indian Ocean, killing more than 230,000 people in 14 countries. As several nations rushed to aid the millions of survivors, the power projection capabilities of the responding nation’s militaries were inadvertently put on full display. While the U.S. military demonstrated its robust ability to deploy rapidly over vast distances and sustain those forces over time, the PLA’s performance demonstrated that significant gaps in its power projection capabilities remained—just as Henley had predicted.

The PLA’s response to the tsunami indicated a capability that was not nearly up to the task of projecting power beyond China’s immediate periphery. The PLA procured items domestically and provided logistical support inside China, but military supplies were flown from civilian airports in China by civilian aircraft to the affected areas. The PLA’s foreign commitments to the affected areas were limited to a People’s Armed Police (PAP) medical unit and an engineering unit from a Beijing Military Area Command, both of which deployed to Indonesia. A Western analysis attributed the PLA’s lack of experience beyond its own waters to continued logistical deficiencies in power projection.

The next major test for the PLA’s logistics system came in the form of an 8.0 earthquake that struck Mianyang, north of Chengdu in Sichuan Province, in May 2008. The earthquake reportedly killed roughly 88,000, injured over 368,000, and forced the evacuation of more than 15 million people, mostly in Sichuan Province. The earthquake also severely damaged transportation and communication networks, significantly complicating response operations. The PLA was tasked with conducting rescue and recovery operations, providing emergency relief to affected populations, repairing damage, and clearing away debris.

Despite these efforts, the PLA’s response was widely regarded as significantly deficient. Damage to roads and airports hampered the PLA’s ability to quickly send massive numbers of troops and equipment. It reportedly took 44 hours for troops to arrive in large numbers, and even then they did not possess the heavy machinery necessary to rescue people in the first critical hours after the disaster. In the immediate hours after the earthquake, only 15 out of 6,500 paratroopers that were deployed to Sichuan were reportedly able to actually drop into the disaster zone, due to poor weather conditions. Additionally, the lack of heavy-lift helicopters prevented the PLA from removing large pieces of debris from collapsed buildings.

In July 2008, the Chengdu Military Region (MR)—which was on the frontline of coordinating the PLA’s response to the earthquake—published a summary of the logistical work it had accomplished and the lessons it had learned as a result of the earthquake in Zhanqi Bao (战旗报), the official newspaper of the Communist Party Committee [CPC] of the Chengdu Military Re-
In an article likely designed to answer criticism about the MR’s disappointing disaster response, the article highlighted claims that the Chengdu MR had:

rapidly reacted, scientifically commanded, participated in the entire process, and efficiently guaranteed troop mobile transport, the transfer of materials and equipment, and the diverting of the masses from the quake-hit areas. [The Military Transportation Department of the Chengdu Military Region Joint Logistics Department] fought a campaign of joint support in military transportation, and completely fulfilled all the tasks assigned by the joint command made up of the Central Party Committee, the General Headquarters, and the Chengdu Military Region.12

During the earthquake disaster response, the Chengdu MR Logistics Department dispatched more than 300 transportation vehicles, carrying 50 sets of Beidou satellite command stations, 40 sets of unilater- al radio transmitters, and 130 sets of walkie-talkies, to transport the first batch of nearly 8,000 disaster relief troops from railroad stations to affected areas.13 It also requisitioned more than 4,000 civilian cars, more than 8,000 trucks, and tens of large-sized platform trailers. More than 20,000 civilian vehicles were used for emergency road transport support, transporting more than one million people.14

According to the Chengdu MR, the quake relief effort was managed by a three-tiered command structure involving joint command, zone-of-responsibility command posts. However, the Logistics Department in the Chengdu MR lamented that the various zones of responsibility did not have corresponding logistical command mechanisms or elements, and they had
no way of leading the logistical support missions in their zones of responsibility.\textsuperscript{15} Despite these problems in command and control, the Logistics Department focused on determining damage to ground transportation infrastructure—contacting military and civilian air transport organizations, establishing supply depots, and concentrating needed vehicles away from unimportant areas (i.e., Tibet) and focusing them on disaster-affected regions.\textsuperscript{16}

The article also identified continuing deficiencies in disaster response logistics:

in formulating pertinent disaster prevention and relief action plans, in rationalizing and unblocking command relations, and in building the emergency reaction capacity of the large-sized military transportation equipment . . . in strengthening targeted training, rationalizing work relations between organs and relevant local departments, and in quickening the pace of transforming traditional military transportation to modern military transportation.\textsuperscript{17}

The Chengdu MR identified key capabilities necessary for effective internal disaster responses: civil-military integration, sub-commander initiative (referred to as “unconventional measures” [“超常措施”]), streamlined procurement, and centralized command and control enabled by a distributed communications network. Elsewhere, the Chengdu MR stated that satellite communications—necessary for coordination when traditional land-based communications are damaged—were apparently unavailable in the required quantities, implying the need for more satellite communications equipment.\textsuperscript{18}

In an after-action review published in the same publication 1 month later, the Chengdu MR empha-
sized the lesson that MOOTW “have already become an important and frequent mode of employing military forces. Strengthening logistical preparations for military operations other than war is a extremely important and pressing matter of practical significance.”

The review emphasized logistical challenges as especially pressing in addressing MOOTW. Reexamining the earthquake-related disaster response operations of the previous months, the Chengdu MR bemoaned the “lack of focused logistical preparations with regard to things such as the formulation of emergency support plans, constructing a command system, and building up equipment and supplies.” It argued that constant MOOTW responsibilities had prevented its units from bringing to bear its combat capabilities, largely due to a lack of logistical preparations during peacetime. Highlighting a report from the 17th National Party Congress that called for military units to “deal with diverse security threats and accomplish diversified military tasks” ("应对多种安全威胁, 完成多样化军事任务"), Chengdu highlighted the need for increased logistical support for MOOTW. Specifically, it called to focus improvement in four areas:

1. Fast response and rapid support capabilities. Chengdu emphasized the need for speed in providing disaster relief in an urgent situation and called for improved logistical information, decisionmaking, planning, organization, resource prepositioning, coordination, and control. Chengdu proposed the creation of “field depot logistical equipment” ("野战兵站后勤装备") that is suited to the demands of military operations other than war, which are of a highly unexpected nature and have high timeliness [requirements].
2. Military-civilian integration and joint support capabilities. When the Chengdu MR discussed “jointness” (“联合”), it was not referring to improved integration between the PLA’s ground, air, and naval assets. Instead, Chengdu emphasized the importance of “joint” coordination of military and civilian logistical assets to conduct MOOTW effectively. Civilian resources and logistics are necessarily more distributed and robust than the PLA’s, making them useful for disaster relief operations. “This quake relief effort was a disaster relief and rescue operation under the unified leadership and deployment of the local party committees and governments, and was carried out jointly with military, police, and civilian integration as well as integration among the military services.” Chengdu called for improved civil-military integration and joint support capabilities and identified civil-military interoperability and a joint logistics and logistical mobilization system such as economic mobilization and traffic control, an improved joint command mechanism for civil-military emergency response logistics, and “improving the political, military, social, and economic benefits of logistical support.”

3. Accompanying, follow-along, and mobile support capabilities. Given the requirements to concentrate and distribute forces and materiel across large disaster-affected areas, Chengdu identified the need for “full-spectrum mobile support” ("全方位机动保障"), involving “the adjustment of support forces as disaster relief units maneuvered and the adjustment of support focal points as disaster relief missions changed.” Chengdu called for the PLA to strengthen development in areas such as “command information systems and logistical equipment and materials, satisfying the requirements for on-the-move command,
coordination, and support, and achieving transitions from fixed-point support to accompanying, follow-up support, and from regional support to comprehensive mobility.”

4. Focus on requirements and special procurement support capabilities. Finally, Chengdu emphasized the wide variety of resource and geographical challenges associated with conducting MOOTW and the correspondingly robust and diversified logistical system required. “In this quake relief effort, various missions were interwoven, including fighting the earthquake, preventing epidemics, preventing flooding, and rescue operations; there were varying environments including plains, plateaus, and mountains; and there were alternating weather conditions including extreme heat, extreme cold, and humidity.” Chengdu therefore called for a special procurement system to allow for ample stockpiles and fast resource distribution.

Ultimately, Chengdu called for focusing on efforts regarding “emergency response command mechanisms, logistical supplies stockpiles, building up logistical equipment and materials, and logistical training and exercises, striving to improve logistical support capabilities for military operations other than war.”

Also in 2008, the Chengdu MR co-hosted, with the Military-Wide Logistics Academic Research Center, a symposium “commemorating 30 years of reform and opening up,” in which “they looked back over the glorious history of military logistics reform, and centered around the key points of promoting reform and transformation in the comprehensive building of modern logistics.” The symposium reached the following conclusions:
• The logistics system must be reformed and upgraded to adequately support a small, fast-paced military force.
• Interservice, civil-military, and “peace-and-war” ("平战结合") logistical integration must be improved.
• Market-style logistics practices should be adopted to improve efficiency.
• Preparations should be made for logistically supporting a greater diversity of military tasks (i.e., MOOTW).


In December 2008, Beijing announced its decision to send ships to the Gulf of Aden to conduct counter-piracy operations—the first modern deployment of Chinese naval assets outside the Pacific.27 Chinese officials cited the problem piracy posed to Chinese shipping in these vital waterways as the primary motivation for this move, and emphasized the importance of a UN-sponsored multilateral mandate in providing political justification for such action.

For the PLA, counter-piracy operations presented a unique opportunity to learn lessons in power projection through experimentation, and to build experience in out-of-area operations for the PLA Navy (PLAN). The PLAN sent the most capable platforms in its surface fleet, rotating several warships from a variety of classes to ensure that experience was maximized throughout the force.

Logistically, the PLA learned a great deal from over 3 years of continuous operations in the Gulf of Aden. According to a major naval publication, questions of providing food and fresh water, fuel, and spare parts
were “the focus of attention of people around the world.” The article emphasized several logistical innovations developed in these operations:

- For the first time, a foreign port was used to carry out commercialized replenishment. Several thousand tons of goods in all varieties purchased by the PLAN’s advance team were successively replenished to ships in 2 days at Port Salalah, Oman. This was the first time the ship Weishanhu berthed at Oman’s commercial port to carry out comprehensive replenishment, and it was the third time the escort task force relied on a foreign port for replenishment.

- For the first time, large-scale material replenishment at sea was carried out with the help of a cargo ship, and it proved to be a flexible replenishment method. Soon after the deployment began, Zhongyuan Group’s Wanhe line brought the Chinese task force more than 2,000 kilograms of vegetables.

An American study of several PLA reactions and lessons learned from the Gulf of Aden mission identified five categories of challenges confronting the PLAN: distance, duration, capacity, complexity of coordination, and hostility of environment. After analyzing the PLAN’s deployment to the Gulf of Aden, the study concluded:

Among expected factors making out of area deployments especially challenging, we note that the Gulf of Aden deployment illustrated how duration, capacity, and distance continue to bedevil PLAN long-distance operations. Duration is important because the Chinese have yet to resolve the problem of preserving foodstuffs and other consumables over long periods.
Distance figures prominently because China lacks nearby facilities and bases to which it can send vessels for maintenance and repair. And operations tempo/capacity is relevant because China currently lacks enough ships to simultaneously deploy out of area and in waters proximate to the Chinese mainland in the event of a domestic contingency.\(^32\)

According to the same American study, PLA analysts proposed various solutions to these challenges, including:

- Gaining access to port facilities;
- Significantly increasing the number of surface combatants and providing a stable capacity of ships to normalize the deployments to out-of-area regions;
- Providing SATCOM for all out-of-area deployments; and,
- Producing additional and new underway replenishment ships.\(^33\)

**Libya Evacuation (2011).**

The outbreak of unrest in Libya in February 2011 created another opportunity for the PLA to test and demonstrate its logistical capabilities, this time to evacuate more than 35,000 Chinese diplomats, tourists, entrepreneurs, and students. On February 22, the day a speech by Muammar Gaddafi signified (to Beijing) the inevitability of civil war in Libya, Chinese President Hu Jintao directed relevant departments to “go all out to ensure the safety of Chinese nationals in Libya.”\(^34\) Hu and Premier Wen Jiabao requested the creation of an emergency command headquarters in Beijing, directed by Vice Premier Zhang Dejiang, to manage a “three-dimensional coordinated evacuation plan combining sea, land, and air operations.”\(^35\)
The evacuation thus utilized several methods of transportation. The first chartered flight sent by China took off on February 23 and arrived the next morning, demonstrating China’s ability to deploy resources quickly. Thereafter, Chinese airlines (Air China, China Eastern Airlines, China Southern Airlines, and Hainan Airlines) sent aircraft from several airports throughout China to airports in Libya and Egypt. Concurrently, the Chinese Embassy in Libya directed Chinese citizens to travel to Tripoli and Benghazi, where ocean liners rented by the Chinese government on February 24 began transporting them, 2,000 at a time, to Greece and Malta. Protecting these ships was the missile frigate Xuzhou, which was dispatched from patrol duty in the Gulf of Aden on February 25. Approximately 20,000 Chinese nationals in Libya had been evacuated by February 27, and all 35,000 Chinese nationals in Libya had been safely evacuated from Libya by March 10. The PLA was also directly involved in the evacuation, deploying four Il-76 heavy transport aircraft.

Chinese writers were exuberant in highlighting the evacuation’s large scale. For example, a publication affiliated with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs noted:

China dispatched a total of 91 Chinese civilian chartered flights, 35 foreign chartered flights and 12 flights using military airplanes, and chartered 11 foreign ships, five cargo ships of the China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company [COSCO] and the China Shipping Container Lines Company [CSCL], one military vessel, and over 100 bus trips; evacuated the Chinese nationals indirectly through third countries; and made use of A4-sized papers to serve as the emergency travel documents of the Chinese nationals.
This civilian evacuation was notable for several reasons. As noted by several Chinese scholars, it was the largest and fastest evacuation of Chinese citizens in the history of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and was conducted at the greatest ever distances with the greatest ever diversity of resources.\textsuperscript{39} It was also a highly complex operation for China, involving assets in Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, Sudan, the United Arab Emirates, Greece, and Malta, as well as eight or nine airports.

The PLA’s role was emphasized as historic as well; this was (according to Chinese media) the first time that the PLAN sent a warship to participate in an operation to evacuate Chinese nationals, the first time that the Chinese Navy dispatched a warship to the Mediterranean Sea, and the first time that the Chinese Air Force sent large transport aircraft abroad to participate in the collection and transportation of Chinese nationals.\textsuperscript{40}

Finally, Chinese scholars celebrated the speed and effectiveness of China’s decisionmaking. According to the scholars, on February 23—when China’s evacuation was already underway—the governments of the United States, France, Britain, and Turkey were still considering their options.\textsuperscript{41} They argued that the success of China’s evacuation operations demonstrated the steady improvement of China’s overall national strength (including surpassing Japan’s gross domestic product [GDP] in 2010), an elevation of China’s international prestige, an expanded ability to mobilize China’s diplomatic resources, an expansion in the quantity of China’s large heavy equipment, and the improvement of the quality of life of Chinese nationals abroad.\textsuperscript{42}
Identifying exactly how many Chinese were evacuated on which conveyances is complicated by the fact that Chinese sources provide widely inconsistent information. Yet, while authoritative, exact numbers may be unavailable, certain broad trends are easily identifiable. First, the significant role of civilian assets, operating at government direction, cannot be overemphasized. The vast majority of Chinese citizens were evacuated by civilian aircraft and ocean liners, operating at Beijing’s request. Even the PLA was reliant upon civilian airports for refueling on the long flight to Libya. Indeed, it is clear that the role of the PLA was far smaller than the coverage it attracted in Chinese (and especially PLA-affiliated) media reports. Deploying the frigate Xuzhou and four Il-76 transport aircraft was a rather slow and small-scale reaction, especially compared with the massive civilian response that was quickly mobilized.

Yet, the Libya evacuations demonstrated that both the PLAN and PLA Air Force (PLAAF) have expanded capabilities and ambitions. The Xuzhou reached the Mediterranean Sea after sailing over 2,600 nautical miles, a relatively significant accomplishment for a Navy without a tradition of extended-range power projection. An article in Modern Navy emphasized that the voyage of the Xuzhou signaled the PLAN’s transformation into a blue-water navy capable of performing diversified tasks at war and at peace. As for the PLAAF, its four IL-76 transporters flew nearly continuous civilian evacuation flights from Urumqi, Xinjiang—flying over Pakistan, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Libya, the Arabian Sea and the Red Sea; crossing six time zones in one-way flights of over 12 hours; and making stopovers for refueling at Khartoum, Sudan, and Karachi, Pakistan. This was the
first time the PLAAF participated in the evacuation of civilians at this range.

Exercises.

In addition to real-life experiences in the field, PLA logistics were tested by regular exercises. While examining specific exercises is necessarily iterative, a broad examination of exercises involving logistics reveals certain broad trends of emphasis.

For example, joint operations, force projection, and diversified military tasks were all major themes for exercises in 2010. That year, the director for training in the PLA’s General Staff Department (GSD) recognized two joint training activities as the focus of joint training in 2010: Joint-2010 and Mission Action-2010 (“使命行动-2010”), both of which emphasized large joint combat formations. Similarly, several military regions also held combined arms battalion exercises; for example, a November article in PLA Daily described a Lanzhou Military Region firepower strike exercise that involved a “joint tactical formation” comprising PLA ground forces, PLAAF elements, and even forces from the Second Artillery Corps.

In April 2011, the Lanzhou MR hosted a live military exercise, code-named Joint Logistics Mission 2011. The purpose of the exercise was to “comprehensively examine the emergency support capabilities of the logistics units in the context of informatization,” specifically focusing on command and planning, maneuver and deployment, and support. The exercise involved the establishment of a joint logistics sub-department under the MR, which centralized command and control for logistical elements. According to a published review of the exercise, the Lanzhou MR had benefited...
from previous exercises by building an “integrated command information system for logistics, a safety protection system, and a comprehensive logistics database and achieved interconnectivity among different information resources.” This year, units have been tasked with applying “informatized means of support,” including a “dynamic troop monitoring and command system, [a] field goods yard [sic] information management system, [and a] remote medical consultation system.”

Also in 2011, the Chinese CPC and the staff of North Sea Fleet Aviation sought to modernize naval logistics “against the general background of the overall transformation in the construction of the Navy” by enhancing “information system-based ‘system of systems’” capabilities and identifying three goals: standardization, informatization, and detail quality.

Implications for Warfighting.

The development and improvement of PLA logistical capabilities has several important implications for its ability to fight a war. First and most importantly, these improvements—though significant in themselves—demonstrate the PLA’s continued challenges in projecting power and rationalizing logistical processes. The challenges faced by PLA logisticians in Sichuan Province in 2008 highlight these continued deficiencies, especially when real world obstacles force improvisation and deny the PLA easy access.

Difficulties would likely be intensified beyond China’s borders, especially if China’s external environment were hostile to the use of Chinese military power. Chinese MOOTW logistical support to the Libya evacuation—for example—absolutely depend-
ed upon the utilization of civilian airports, ships, and neighbor airspace. At this time, the PLA does not have the ability to force open denied air and sea space far from Chinese territory—thus shrinking the effective operational range of PLA logistics in a hostile external environment to China’s territory and its immediate periphery.

That being said, PLA logistics have seen a marked improvement in capabilities since 2004. Their processes have been somewhat rationalized, their systems have been somewhat modernized, and logisticians have demonstrated a limited ability to adjust their processes to accord with the realities and demands of the operation—as they did in Sichuan Province in 2008. These improvements will somewhat enhance the ability of the PLA to support military operations during a time of conflict.

LESSONS LEARNED: DOCTRINAL AND OPERATIONAL ADAPTATION

As the PLA was busily responding to crises inside and outside China, Chinese strategists were attempting to translate lessons learned in the field to PLA doctrine and operational practices. Interestingly, though the PLA’s GLD and other PLA organizations regularly issued guidance on the future of logistics, this guidance did not significantly evolve over time. Instead, the GLD seemed to be repeating its own guidance to the PLA’s logisticians in various formulations. What follows are the major strategic and doctrinal adjustments related to logistics that issued by the PLA in recent years.

Six years after inaugurating the Integrated Logistics System and 2 years after the PLA’s limited response to the Indian Ocean tsunami, the PLA’s GLD issued what it referred to as “the Four Great Transformations” (“四大变革”), which were described as ushering in a “new era of logistics transformation strategic conceptualization.” According to this concept, PLA logistics must possess “the ability to ensure operational capabilities in multidimensional space including on land, at sea, in the air, in space and electronically, and other military operational capabilities including reacting to crises, maintaining peace, containing wars and winning wars.” Specifically, the Four Great Transformations are described as:

1. From autonomous to three armed services joint logistics (从自成体系到三军联勤);
2. From self-guarantee to socialized (i.e., integrated with the civil economy) guarantee (从自我保障到社会化保障);
3. Informatization constructs new logistics platforms (信息化构筑后勤新平台); and,
4. Scientification transforms traditional logistics management (科学化改造传统后勤管理).

MOOTW Logistics.

As China’s national interests have expanded in recent years, so too have the mandates for the PLA. The State Council emphasized the importance of MOOTW for the PLA, issuing documents entitled “Opinions Regarding Comprehensively Strengthening Emergency Response Management Work” and “Methods for Responding to Incidents That Suddenly Occur.”
Similarly, in 2008, since the PLA was in a historically active state as it responded to internal and external challenges, the importance of nontraditional security threats and “non-war military actions” ("非战争军事行动") were emphasized by Chinese President Hu Jintao, who was quoted by a PLA journal as declaring:

[We] must put MOOTW capability building into the overall situation of military modernization and military struggle preparation with scientific planning and implementation, and strive to markedly improve the PLA’s MOOTW capabilities. Military logistics not only plays a vital role in support units’ successful implementation of MOOTW, it also directly plays a leading role, and can even independently carry out tasks, in public health relief, international peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance, rescue and relief, and restoration and rebuilding. In essence, non-war military logistics operations are a kind of MOOTW style in a specific context, and the logistics support force is the main force of the operation.55

As MOOTW capabilities have become increasingly important to the PLA, so too have logistical capabilities designed to support and enable MOOTW. A PLA journal identified several logistical challenges posed by MOOTW:56

- A broad set of mandates (e.g., counterterrorism, maintaining internal stability, peacekeeping, and disaster relief) will create complex logistical demands.
- The ability to respond quickly in several areas at once requires preparation, prepositioning, and distribution.
- Internally, logistical supplies and capabilities should be distributed to account for the natural disasters they will be likely to face. For ex-
ample, Hainan and Guangdong areas should prepare for typhoons and emergency relief by prepositioning food, medical supplies, generators, etc. The Yangtze River Basin and other areas near major lakes and rivers should prepare to resettle large populations and provide food, medicine, and shelter. Hunan, Hubei, and northern Guangxi Districts should prepare to fight large blizzards by stockpiling electricity, space heaters, food, and clothing. Fuel depots should be established along the primary transit routes of a given area.

- Improve training, incorporate logistics equipment into a given organizational structure, and standardize logistics equipment management procedures.
- Improve civil-military and interservice integration by establishing a mechanism to share resources as well as command and control.
- Establish an early warning system that can communicate between regions and between organizations, be they civil or military.

Improving Procurement.

According to Zhou Linhe, Director of the Quartermaster, Materials, and POL Department of the GLD, the PLA in 2009 attempted to accelerate the pace of reform in military procurement, and set up a three-tier logistics procurement management system organized by major units, logistics departments, and troop units. The PLA also attempted to establish a standardized set of rules and regulations for procurement in order to improve procurement centralization, apparently in order to improve efficiency. A PLA
journal highlighted the fact that from mid-2008 to mid-2009, the GDL organized a reform experiment in regional joint procurement for military goods and materiel in 13 cities, reportedly procuring goods valued at 1.4 billion yuan and saving 18 percent. Procurement has been computerized in order to “evaluate bids,” to improve transparency and improve efficiency. The same PLA article claimed computerizing procurement also contains and prevents “black-box operations,” a likely reference to corruption. Separately, but in the same spirit, in 2010, the PLA experimented with allowing international bidding to provide medical and health equipment for 100-plus military hospitals, an endeavor the PLA claimed attracted 13 bids from Chinese and foreign business, saving roughly 10 million yuan.60

Building Modern Logistics in an All-Around Way.

In November 2010, at the conclusion of a logistics conference, CMC member and GLD Director Liao Xilong exhorted the PLA to “basically accomplish the task of building modern logistics in an all-round way.”61 Specifically, Liao pointed out that the PLA logistics system will:

quicken the steps of reform on military support outsourcing, establish and improve the normal-state mechanism and effective channel to include military support outsourcing into the national and local economic and social development programs, establish a military-civilian joint storage model for disaster relief and stability maintenance general materials, a trinity of the military, state and local government.62
Liao also called on the PLA to improve “strategic projection capabilities” ("战略投送能力") by improving coordination of national traffic and transportation systems, establishing a military logistics information system based on the national logistics system, and improving civil support resources.\textsuperscript{63}

**Hu’s Expositions.**

In 2010, Hu Jintao issued “Important Expositions on Development of PLA Logistics,” which the journal *China Military Science* exhorted its readers to study as “fundamental guidance for the development of PLA logistics.”\textsuperscript{64} Hu highlights instability and uncertainty in China’s security environment, driven by “hostile Western forces [that] do not want to see China develop and grow stronger”; increasing complexity and volatility on China’s periphery; and increasing domestic challenges driven by a higher number of mass incidents, environmental degradation, natural disasters, terrorism, energy security and information security.\textsuperscript{65} He pairs these increasing challenges with expanded national interests that “are gradually going beyond the traditional sphere of territorial land, sea, and airspace, and keep expanding and extending to the ocean, the space, and the electromagnetic domain,” and calls on the PLA to “develop a modern logistics with strong comprehensive support capabilities” that “not only can provide support for winning the local wars under informatized conditions, but also can provide support for various nonwar military actions; not only can support homeland defense operations, but also can support the units in safeguarding the security of maritime, space, and strategic routes, and in safeguarding national interests in other areas.”\textsuperscript{66}
According to the same PLA article, Hu’s expositions highlighted areas in which the PLA must improve its logistical capabilities:

- Expanding capabilities beyond the traditional, army-oriented support structure, and adapting to demands for the PLA to operate in the sea, air, space, and electromagnetic domains;
- Enhancing logistical capabilities from mechanized and semi-mechanized support to informatized means, allowing for rapid, precision support;
- Developing capabilities to respond to multiple security threats and accomplish diversified military tasks requires the PLA to intensify reform of socializing logistics support and pushing forward military-civilian integrated development with Chinese characteristics—advancing reform of joint logistics and adhering to orientation of tri-service integrated support, strengthening the armed forces by applying science and technology, insisting on putting the people first and generating grassroots support, emphasizing scientific management and a cost-effective path of development for national defense and PLA modernization building, and regarding energy conservation as a basic national policy and military rule and building the armed forces through struggles, diligence, and thrift.  

Framework for Overall Advancement.

At the beginning of 2011, the GLD issued the “Framework for the Overall Advancement of Comprehensively Building Modern Logistics Experimental Goals and Tasks,” which was in-
tended as a baseline for future improvement in the PLA’s logistical system. Yet, the framework, which emphasizes the importance of integration, socialization, informatization, and scientization, is nearly identical to the Four Great Transformations from 5 years previously. The Framework did, however, add five aspects to logistics: supply, manage, build, train, and reform (供, 管, 建, 训, 改).

CONCLUDING ANALYSIS

Examining PLA logistics in 2000, Lonnie Henley concluded that reforms enacted to that point “may not significantly increase China’s power projection capability, but they will improve its ability to move and sustain forces within China and around its periphery.” More than a decade later, it is clear that Mr. Henley was prescient: Though still profoundly limited in several important ways, the PLA has significantly improved its logistical capabilities, enhancing its ability to move and sustain forces internally and throughout its periphery in a nascent power projection capability.

China’s ability to deploy a small force over great distances quickly and sustain that force for a long period of time, was demonstrated by its operations in the Gulf of Aden and the Libya evacuation. Indeed, the activities and doctrinal changes discussed above are very informative about China’s logistical capabilities and where PLA logistics are going.

China derives a significant logistical benefit from its ability to utilize civilian assets for national purposes. While the PLA’s response to Beijing’s order to evacuate more than 35,000 Chinese citizens in Libya was slow and small, civilian airlines responded quickly and massively. Interestingly, Chinese citizens in Libya
who could not contact the PRC embassy were still able to be rescued by utilizing the Chinese micro-blogging service, QQ. Using civilian resources has the added benefit of not generating the concern abroad that military units often engender in populations concerned about neo-imperialism or aggression.

China also demonstrated an improved ability to improvise and adapt to the particulars of a given situation. In contrast to its efforts in Sichuan in 2008—in which thousands of troops were relegated to marching into the area on foot and digging with their hands—China demonstrated in Libya and in the Gulf of Aden the ability to use new sources of information and respond to events on the ground in real time, without necessarily relying on Beijing for tactical guidance.

It is difficult to predict improvements accurately in China’s internal logistics system without real world demonstrations of capabilities. Still, if the PLA is able to preposition supplies successfully and distribute forces throughout the country in a way that accounts for damaged transportation and communications infrastructure, a more rapid and robust response to future disasters is likely. Improvements to domestic transportation and communications infrastructure will certainly help in this regard, as well.

Despite these accomplishments, the PLA’s logistical capabilities remain remarkably limited. Foremost among them is the PLA’s total reliance on a stable and accessible external environment. Civilian airliners, ships in the Gulf of Aden, and PLAAF transport ships all rely upon access to friendly ports and airports that would likely not be available in a less peaceful environment. Civilian aircraft have no ability to operate in a denied environment, and the PLA at this time has not demonstrated the capability to defend
itself against anything more formidable than Somali pirates. A hostile environment would immediately limit China’s reach to its immediate periphery, where it enjoys secure internal lines of communication and shore-based defenses.

Moreover, the PLA’s logistical capabilities are simply limited in size and sophistication. The PLAN lacks significant numbers of oilers and resupply ships capable of operating at great distances, and the PLAAF lacks mid-air refueling capabilities necessary for extended-range air power projection. This deficiency can be solved with regular investment and continued modernization, but it will likely take a long time.

At the heart of these deficiencies is a continued lack of international basing. Friendly ports, even those built by China, cannot be relied upon as friendly during times of conflict or crisis. The PLA would simply be unable to operate at distance in a hostile environment without reliable access to safe areas. Even if the PLA significantly expands its fleet of supply ships and aerial refuelers, its reach will still be significantly limited—especially in the strategically vital areas of the Indian Ocean and Middle East.

Indeed, the logic of distributing supplies and forces throughout China in order to adequately respond to domestic crises also applies to China’s international posture. If China seeks to sustain an international presence that is capable of exerting influence according to Beijing’s interests, it requires supplies and forces to be readily and safely accessible. Relying on a peaceful and accommodating international environment, while likely a safe bet for the near future, is a significant gamble, given China’s reliance on access to foreign markets and resources.

The PLA seems to know where it wants to go with its logistics system. Generally, strategic and doctrinal
revisions in recent years all point to a rather straightforward path ahead for PLA logistics. There is a clear interest in improving civil-military and interservice logistical integration, including logistical command and control as well as shared resources. The PLA is also committed to expanding the use of information “system-of-systems” in order to improve logistical efficiency and speed. There is also a great deal of emphasis on improving “multidimensional” capabilities in the land, sea, air, space, and electronic domains. Most importantly, though, is the general realization that a military being tasked with an increasingly diverse set of tasks and missions requires a logistical system that is flexible, distributed, and nimble—both domestically and internationally.

Ultimately, logistics is at the heart of any military’s power. A modern military requires a modern logistical system—even one of the world’s largest and most innovative economies cannot adequately support a military in a hostile international environment. A military looking at power projection and an expanded set of missions other than combat requires a logistics system geared toward power projection and diverse military tasks.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES

The deliberate and continuous improvement of the PLA’s logistical capabilities has significant implications for American military planning and for U.S. efforts to integrate China into the international system as a power that substantially contributes to the health and success of the existing international order. Although China was once a country focused entirely internally, an improved ability of the PLA to operate
far beyond China’s borders means that the world will soon be forced to reckon directly with an increasing-ly capable Chinese military. Yet, capability does not necessarily equal intention, and the future mode of the outside world’s interaction with the PLA remains very much unclear.

It is likely that PLA logistical improvements will primarily be focused on domestic MOOTW and security challenges along China’s periphery—Taiwan, North Korea, and, most likely, the South China Sea. A further expansion of PLA logistical capabilities to project power further afield from its shores would require a significant investment in both resources to procure and develop modern logistical systems and an investment in time to build, utilize, and adjust these capabilities in the real world.

While some may view this development as inherently threatening, the ultimate implications of these emerging capabilities will largely be determined by the missions that the PLA will be sent on. If the PLÀ is ordered to secure sea lanes, counter piracy and proliferation, and otherwise uphold international stability and freedom of navigation on the high seas, an expansion of PLA logistics capabilities may be a boon for international stability and prosperity. On the other hand, missions to deny freedom of navigation or prevent international efforts to counter proliferation or other threats to international security will demonstrate to the world that PLA logistics do not benefit the international system.

Given the PLA’s current reliance on a peaceful and accommodating external environment to project and sustain power, the last thing it needs is hostility or suspicion. It is therefore incumbent on the PLA to demonstrate that its expanding power is not a threat to the
outside world and, indeed, is intended to contribute to international public good. Similarly, it is incumbent on the United States to hold the PLA accountable for its actions, and to ensure that PLA logistics are put to good and constructive use.
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CHAPTER 9

THE AGONY OF LEARNING: THE PLA’S TRANSFORMATION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS

David Lai

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines Chinese learning from other peoples’ wars and military transformation and the impact of this learning on China’s military thoughts, traditions, and the overall PLA institution.

MAIN ARGUMENT

For well over a century, the Chinese have been learning from the outside world to modernize China’s military machine. However, due to their ideological and cultural barriers, the ability of the Chinese to learn from other peoples’ wars and military transformation has been selective and tortuous. Chinese military modernization consequently is still on a winding and uncertain journey. In their latest efforts on this mission, the Chinese have adopted the U.S. military’s integrated joint operations as a model for China’s military transformation. This chapter finds that while the learning of this U.S. model and its implementation would help the Chinese military to improve its fighting capabilities, the impact of this learning on China’s military thoughts and traditions is limited.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

It is important for the United States to see the Chinese learning from other peoples’ wars and military transformation and predicaments the Chinese have in their learning process. The United States should also prepare to meet the challenges from China and its military, who have gone through this agonizing learning process.

Due to its selective learning of the military “hardware” (the capabilities) but rejection of the “software” (the political, economic, and cultural underpinnings) from the U.S.-led West, China will improve its military’s fighting capability but continue to set itself apart from the United States and other Western powers. A China with a more capable military that still does not share the fundamental values with the U.S.-led West is a great challenge in the future.

The ideological and cultural divide will continue to prevent China and the U.S.-led West from dealing with each other in good faith. Engagement with the Chinese military will continue to be difficult.

While the impact of Chinese learning from other peoples’ wars and military transformation on China’s military capability is significant, it is less so on China’s military institution and the Chinese military traditions — namely, the Chinese way of war, about which U.S. leaders still have only limited understanding. It is imperative that the United States take measures to meet this challenge in the future.

INTRODUCTION

China test-sailed its first aircraft carrier on August 10, 2011. The maiden voyage was remarkably low key,¹ yet its significance is far reaching.
China’s journey to this début started in the mid-1990s when it approached Ukraine for the possibility of acquiring the half-built but practically abandoned Soviet aircraft carrier *Varyag*. This warship had its keel laid in 1985 and was intended to be an addition to the Soviet Pacific Fleet. The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 brought the construction to an abrupt halt. Ukraine, home to the Soviet Union’s warship industry, kept the unfinished carrier as a “divorce asset,” though it had no intention or money to complete the project.

China eventually got the *Varyag* through a Hong Kong-based business tycoon, who purchased the hulk with a $20 million auction bid in 1998. At the time, this sea monster was literally a rusty shell with all of the equipment forcefully removed, including the rudder. China, however, was determined to bring it back to life.

In the 3 years following the acquisition of the *Varyag*, China went out of its way to negotiate with Turkey for the passage of this hulk from the Black Sea through the Bosporus, with China providing a bizarre insurance for the undertaking and additional lucrative economic incentives to Turkey. In November 2001, the colossus was safely towed through the Istanbul Strait. It continued its nerve-racking journey through the Mediterranean Sea, the rough waters around Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the Southern Pacific, and finally settled in China’s northern port city Dalian, next to the Chinese Naval Academy, the cradle of China’s naval officers, in March 2002.

It took the Chinese another 10 years to refurbish this warship, with undisclosed additional expenses and tremendous efforts (acquiring the carrier’s original blueprint and the main engine from Ukraine, for instance).
The test sail went without incident. Upon the aircraft carrier’s return from a 5-day cruise in the Yellow Sea, Chinese Defense Ministry officials stated that “the initial testing objectives had been accomplished” (no details given) and that the Varyag would make similar test sails in the future. People’s Liberation Army (PLA) commentators speculated that when the carrier becomes fully operational, it will be mostly commissioned to the PLA Navy (PLAN) as a training platform; this diesel- and steam-powered aircraft carrier, after all, has limited capacity for distant combat missions.

Why did China acquire a weapon system that is expensive to build and operate, a war machine of the fading industrial age, and one that is increasingly vulnerable to increasingly advanced anti-ship weapons? What is China’s real intent for becoming an aircraft carrier-faring great power? How does the development of aircraft carriers fit into China’s national security strategy? Where does the acquisition of aircraft carriers stand in China’s ongoing transformation in military affairs? Moreover, as the Chinese military learns extensively from the United States and other Western nations how to build and operate new capabilities and to transform the Chinese war machine in fundamental ways, what impact will this learning have on the Chinese military traditions? How do the Chinese manage these fundamental changes?

It appears that Chinese leaders have thought through these issues. Their decision to pursue carrier-led capabilities is testimony to one of their efforts to meet the challenges and reconcile the contradictions they have encountered in their journey to China’s military modernization. This chapter, however, is not about China’s acquisition of an aircraft carrier per se, but the use of this anecdote is to highlight the ago-
nies and ecstasies in the Chinese learning from other peoples’ wars and military transformation and their efforts to overcome the problems in transforming China’s military machine.

A MISSING INSTRUMENT IN CHINA’S NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY?

It is understandably gratifying for China to become an aircraft carrier-faring nation. Although it is arguably the last contemporary great power to do so, China surely is delighted to become a member of the “aircraft carrier owner club” rather late than never. Yet, China’s real intent is completely practical. It is about augmenting the PLAN’s fighting capacity in the Western Pacific and beyond.

Thirty years ago, China made two significant adjustments in its national defense strategy. One was to abandon the concept of “luring the enemy deep into China” (“诱敌深入”) within its active defense strategy (积极防御战略). The other was to extend China’s coastal defense from a 12-nm (nautical mile) territorial water defense (近岸防御) to a “near sea defense” (近海防御”) strategy. These adjustments ostensibly suggested that China would no longer allow invasion of its homeland, a goal sought by generations of Chinese since China fell victim to foreign invasion in the mid-19th century, and that the Chinese military should be able to “keep any enemy off China’s doorstep” (“拒敌于国门外”).

Although China has never officially specified the scope of this strategy, it is increasingly clear that “near sea defense” includes China’s territorial waters as well as its claimed 200-nm Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) around the nation’s extended seashores. At issue is that China
has many disputes in this vast maritime frontier, the most challenging of which is China’s avowed mission to reunite with Taiwan—an undertaking that could erupt into large-scale armed conflict should its peaceful efforts fail, and would involve armed conflict with the United States because of the latter’s commitment to oppose any forceful attempt to change the status of Taiwan.

In recent decades, China has also had intense conflict with the United States over U.S. military activities in the Chinese-claimed exclusive economic zones (EEZs) and other conflicts of interest in the Western Pacific. China’s territorial disputes with Japan in the East China Sea and with several Southeast Asian nations in the South China Sea have drawn much international attention as well.\(^\text{12}\)

The Chinese have long held that they could not keep enemies off China’s maritime frontier and settle disputes in their favor largely because they did not have an aircraft carrier-led blue-water navy. Therefore, acquiring this capability, to borrow a popular Chinese expression, is to fill in this blank (填补这项空白).\(^\text{13}\)

Moreover, in the last 30 years, as a result of its phenomenal economic growth, China’s interests have greatly expanded. Its reach is now global. At the same time, China has also become increasingly reliant on global sea lanes for its supply of resources and commercial trading. The need for protecting these growing interests has expanded accordingly. A few years ago, Chinese President Hu Jintao put forward a new mission for China’s military in the new century: the PLA is to protect China’s interests wherever they go.\(^\text{14}\) With the change of time and circumstances, China’s demand for an aircraft carrier battle group-capability has become stronger and more urgent.
A NECESSARY STEP IN CHINA’S MILITARY MODERNIZATION?

China set its military modernization in motion in the mid-1990s, ahead of its prescribed schedule and out of great urgency. The most-telling reason for the change was the Taiwan Strait Crisis of 1995-96, because of which China felt a desperate need to acquire credible capabilities for the PLA to prevent Taiwan from seeking formal independence and to deal with an almost-assured U.S. military intervention. The two U.S. aircraft carrier battle groups dispatched by the Bill Clinton administration to the troubled waters during the crisis were perceived by the Chinese as quite insulting.

The other impetus for change stemmed from the challenges presented by the U.S.-led Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) in the evolving information age. The display of U.S. military power in the Gulf War of 1991, the Kosovo air campaign of 1999, and the anti-terrorist operations in Afghanistan and Iraq in the early-2000s shocked the Chinese leaders. They saw that China must take urgent measures or be marginalized in military affairs for good.

China’s answer to these challenges took a two-pronged approach. On the one hand, China accelerated the improvement of its military’s so-called industrial-age fighting capabilities—namely, war planes, battleships, missiles, and mechanized land power capabilities, which, among other things, allowed China to establish a creditable deterrence against pro-Taiwan independence drives. On the other hand, the Chinese military simultaneously learned to develop capabilities of the unfolding information age. China
took these two approaches as complementary efforts: advances in the latter would accelerate the development of the former; and, at the end of the day, military hard power would still be the decisive factor in war. Therefore, modernizing its industrial-age military capability was a necessary step in China’s military modernization.

Nevertheless, the acquisition of aircraft carrier battle groups is still a controversial issue. It is clear now that the proponents of aircraft carriers prevailed in China’s debate. Chinese leaders are apparently convinced that although aircraft carriers are products of the fading industrial age, they have not lost their usefulness and are still a powerful battle platform, most likely to remain so throughout the 21st century and beyond. Indeed, Chinese analysts have noted that the United States is still building nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and expecting them to serve beyond the end of the century. Moreover, the United Kingdom, France, Russia, India, Japan, and other great powers are also building aircraft carriers. Against this backdrop, there is no reason that China should forego this option. The purchase and refurbishing of the Varyag, therefore, are China’s timely investments. They give China an opportunity to learn about the construction as well as the operation of aircraft carriers. Many also see that aircraft carrier building reflects a nation’s core industrial capability. It is a drive engine that can lead the development of many other related industries. Its spillover effect can be extensive. This undertaking thus fits nicely in China’s modernization mission.

In the next 15 years, unless China finds its efforts totally fruitless, which is highly unlikely, we can expect China to build several aircraft carriers of its own. There is no reason to dismiss the possibility that China
could build nuclear-powered warships as well. This missing instrument of China’s national security strategy will come in time to help China pursue its expanding interests in the Western Pacific and beyond.\textsuperscript{21}

**ANOTHER FAILURE IN CHINA’S QUEST FOR MILITARY MODERNIZATION?**

China has failed several times in its quest for military modernization in the past 150 years.

**China’s First Attempt at Military Modernization.**

China’s first attempt at modernizing its military took place in the aftermath of China’s humiliating defeat by the European colonial powers in the mid-19th century. Faced with challenges and strong enemies “not seen in thousands of years of Chinese history” (in the words of Li Hongzhang (李鸿章), a prominent statesman of the late Qing Dynasty),\textsuperscript{22} China launched a reform mission known as the “\textit{Yang-wu Movement}” (“洋务运动”). The thrust of this movement was to open up China to the outside world and learn from the European powers in order to modernize the nation. At the top of the reform agenda was the call to restore China’s greatness and develop a formidable defense force to safeguard the Middle Kingdom. To Chinese disappointment, however, several fatal problems condemned this reform to failure from its beginning in the mid-1870s to its end 30 years later.

The first of these problems was the absence of central government initiative and support. When the European powers forced their way into China, the Qing Dynasty was corrupt and in the midst of China’s cyclical dynastic decline. In the face of external
invasion and internal turmoil, the Qing rulers did not take measures to save the nation, but rather continued to indulge in their corruption. Even worse, they did many things to undermine the reform efforts (diverting defense spending funds to build their lavish vacation retreats is a case in point).

The second problem was the incorrect decision the Yang-wu reformers (those reform-minded high officials of the Qing government and government-sponsored scholars) made regarding reform in general and the development of China’s military power in particular. This decision was based on an erroneous judgment regarding the European powers and a misguided assessment of Chinese capacity. The Yang-wu reformers believed that the European intruders were merely superior in their fighting capabilities, in terms of their warships, firearms, and better-trained soldiers, but still inferior culturally and politically to Chinese civilization.\(^{23}\) China, according to them, should preserve its traditions as fundamentals and use Western imports for practical use; hence went the infamous call for “中学为体，西学为用” (“Chinese learning for substance; Western learning for utility”).\(^{24}\)

Moreover, they argued that China should learn and acquire advanced capabilities and skills from the West and use them to check the West—it was “师夷长技以制夷.”\(^{25}\) These misguided views ensured that China’s learning from the Europeans was haphazard at best and distorted at worst.\(^{26}\)

The third problem follows from the first two. As a result of central government corruption and misguided learning from the West, there was no genuine economic, political, and cultural development in China. The outmoded government and defunct military organizations did not go through transformations.
Although China purchased many advanced weapons from the West, Chinese officials did not make an effort to train the soldiers. Of note is the fact that the Yang-wu officials furnished four sizable modern fleets by the late-1880s, totaling 80 advanced warships, ranking sixth in the world and first in Asia in terms of size. To China’s misfortune, these poorly managed imports were soon to have their flaws exposed in a war, though ironically not against the Western powers, but rather a fellow developing Asian nation, Japan. China suffered a catastrophic defeat. Among the heavy losses on land and at sea, its entire elite North Sea Fleet (北洋舰队) had vanished. It is worth mentioning that Japan embarked on its modernization mission under very similar external and internal circumstances to those of China, and generally within the same time span. But Japan’s Meiji Emperor was instrumental in the reform. Japan whole-heartedly embraced Western technology as well as the economic, political, and cultural fundamentals. Japanese reformers transformed Japan’s government and its military. Moreover, they trained their soldiers and mobilized the nation to strive for the rise of Japan as a great power.

China’s Second Attempt at Military Modernization.

Following the fall of the Qing Dynasty in 1911 and in the early decades of the new Republic of China (ROC), the Chinese government resumed the quest for China’s military modernization. It first turned to Germany, but then quickly switched to Japan for answers to China’s ambitions. Unfortunately, the wars between the government of the Republic of China and the Chinese Communist forces and later against the Japanese rendered learning and development impos-
sible. At the end of World War II, the ROC government turned to the United States for assistance. However, it was soon engulfed again in the fight against the Communists for the fate of China. The attempt at China’s military modernization did not even get off the ground.

**China’s Third Attempt at Military Modernization.**

Following its victory over the ROC government in 1949 and a war against the United States in Korea from 1950 to 1953, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) under the leadership of Mao Zedong attempted for the third time to modernize China’s military. This time, the Chinese turned completely to the Soviet model. In 10 years, China literally “carbon-copied” the Soviet political, economic, and military systems (全盘苏化) and had large numbers of Soviet advisors in China to help with the transformation. The Soviet transplant to China, however, was not an innovative or viable system. Worse off, China had to cut short the transformation when the two “communist comrades” became enemies in the late 1950s. The Soviets withdrew all their support and advisors from China following the split. The Chinese had no alternative but to rely on themselves to continue the ill-advised military transformation. To China’s credit, it still managed to develop a nuclear arsenal, a missile and space program, and a colossal Soviet-style military industry. But to China’s misfortune, Chairman Mao soon put all of these developments in jeopardy through his ruinous “Great Cultural Revolution” from 1966 to 1976. By the time he passed away (in 1976), Mao left behind a nation with a dysfunctional economy, an oversized population exhausted by repeated political movements, and
a military with no credible fighting power. China’s military modernization was as remote as ever.

**China’s Fourth Attempt at Military Modernization.**

In 1978, 100 years after the disastrous *Yang-wu* movement, China tried again to reform and modernize the nation. Unfortunately, the new Chinese reformers were no better than their *Yang-wu* predecessors. They continued to reject Western political institutions and used the ploy of “Chinese learning as fundamentals and Western import for practical use” (“中学为体, 西学为用”) as a cover to preserve their authoritarian rule in China. Indeed, the modernization mission included only four areas: industrial, agricultural, science and technology, and national defense modernizations. Chinese leaders refused to face squarely the need for the so-called “5th Modernization” — namely, political system transformation in China. Their refusal to embrace Western political institutions has made China’s reform tortuous. In the midst of their winding journey to modernity, Chinese leaders launched China’s fourth attempt on military modernization (in the mid-1990s). The ideological barriers just mentioned are making this mission meandering as well. In the meantime, Chinese leaders have once again found themselves in a situation that their forbearers faced more than a century ago: they have to learn from their enemies to improve China’s military machine. Can China succeed this time? Now that China is following the footsteps of the United States to develop aircraft carrier battle groups, will China’s gamble end in another failure in its quest for military modernization?
A TRANSFORMATION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS?

The Chinese learned about RMA mostly from the United States. (Though the Soviets were the first to advocate the cause and coin the term, the Americans were the ones who put RMA in action and the United States is undisputedly the leader in RMA). The Chinese, however, prefer to call their undertaking “transformation in military affairs” or “military transformation” (“军事变革”). They hold that while the U.S.-led efforts have brought revolutionary changes to the business of war, the Chinese act is only an adaptation to those changes.

Chinese leaders nevertheless are well aware of the roadblocks and pitfalls in their military transformation. To deal with the challenges, Chinese leaders employ the “tricks” they have used in their economic reform—to “cross the river by reaching the rocks” (“摸着石头过河”)—that is, to muddle through one problem at a time, and keep China’s military transformation in line with Chinese characteristics. That is a code word for the gambit of learning selectively from the U.S.-led West and avoiding the changes that can undermine the CCP’s control of the military and China’s military tradition (more on this in the latter part of this chapter).

Sun Kejia (孙科佳), a professor at China’s National Defense University, provides perhaps the best “deciphering” of this peculiar undertaking. Several key factors, as Sun argues, make China’s military transformation special. First, China and the U.S.-led West are essentially different nations with qualitatively different agendas on international relations. Their military transformations therefore have different strategic
objectives. The United States and the West want to continue their domination of the international system. Their military transformation aims to ensure that they have the military power to support their political objective. The U.S.-led military transformation reflects the basic needs of imperialism. China, however, is a socialist country. It has no hegemonic design. Its military transformation reflects only its need to protect China in a hostile environment. These differences are essential.

Second, the U.S.-led military transformation builds on the lessons learned from America’s past war experiences (the Vietnam War, for instance) and is designed to avoid similar mistakes in its future military actions. China has no such burden to bear. Its military transformation is merely an attempt to keep pace with the changes and a response to the threats posed by the Western powers.

Third, the U.S.-led military transformation builds on a well-developed military machine. It follows new breakthroughs in science and technology to produce new weaponry, introduce new war theory, conduct new forms of military training and education, and eventually bring about the revolutionary changes in military affairs. China, however, does not have the material and technological conditions to do those things. Chinese leaders learned about the RMA late. They set China’s military transformation as a national goal to try to catch up in all aspects.

Fourth, the military transformations of the U.S.-led West and China operate in different ways. The former assumes a leading position, operates in a gradual manner, and has an “exploratory” character. The latter, however, starts late, and operates in an exceptional manner with leap-forward moves. The U.S.
military made its transition to an information-centric force on the basis of its highly mechanized capabilities. China, however, started its transformation when its military was only halfway into mechanization. Yet China cannot wait until it completes the development of its industrial-age capabilities to engage in the information-age military transformations. It must do both at the same time and make leap-forward moves when necessary.

Finally, the U.S.-led West and China launched their military transformations under very different economic conditions. The West made its transformation on the basis of a well-developed economy and social environment. China, however, undertook its changes while its economic reform and development were still at their early stages. China had to make economic and military transformations at the same time. The challenges are monumental.30

Professor Sun, however, argues that China has a good chance to achieve its goals for four main reasons. First, the transformation is moving in the right direction. In 1993, Chinese leaders made a strategic switch from “preparing to deal with local wars under normal conditions” ("应付一般条件下的局部战争"), to “preparing to fight and win local wars under high tech conditions” ("打赢高技术条件下的局部战争"). This watershed adjustment allowed the Chinese military to march into the age of information-centric warfare.

Second, China has made a timely decision to promote the “two fundamental changes” ("两个根本性转变") in the military: the PLA is to change from a manpower-centric force to a science and technology-intensive, and quality and effect-based organization (科技密集型和质量效能型的军队).31 These changes prepare the PLA to meet the requirements of infor-
information-centric warfare. They will ultimately lead to the transformation of the PLA’s force structure and overall organization (more on this point later in the chapter). Third, the transformation is in concert with China’s overall modernization timetable. China has made a long-range plan for its military transformation. It is a three-step schedule stretching well into the middle of the 21st century: first, lay a solid foundation for the transformation by 2010; second, complete the mechanization of all the armed services and make substantive progress on the infrastructure for information-centric warfare by 2020 (the two-pronged change discussed earlier); and third, reach the goal of national defense and military modernization by 2050.32

Finally, China has picked the right path for the transformation. It is to pursue the completion of mechanization of the PLA and simultaneously develop information-centric capabilities. Western military powers naturally went through the path from semi-mechanization to mechanization and now informationization. As the CCP put it in its 16th Party Convention Platform, China has to accomplish the two tasks of mechanization and informationization (again, the two-pronged approach discussed earlier; the purchase of *Varyag* is part of this undertaking) at the same time and achieve “leap-forward development” (“跨越式发展”). Nevertheless, Chinese leaders are confident that these goals are within their reach.33 With continued economic reform and development, advances in science and technology, and maturation in industrial production, China will have little problem furnishing better weapons systems for the PLA and will have bountiful funding and resources to support this mission.
While pointing out the key characteristics of the Chinese military transformation, Professor Sun also cautions that Chinese leaders must free themselves from some long-held dogmatic views (僵化教条) so that they can carry out China’s military transformation. Military transformation, as Sun contends, starts first and foremost with the change of views on the fundamentals in military affairs. Material change in armaments and organizations is secondary. History has shown repeatedly that the ones with backward weaponry suffer from defeats, but the ones with advanced weaponry, yet operate on backward concepts, can still get beaten badly. For China, a break from the following outmoded thinking is essential:

- Dogmatic adherence to Marxist military theory (马克思主义军事理论的僵化教条);
- Conception of warfighting under industrial-age conditions (工业时代战争背景下的观念, 如陆战第一 [land power first, for example]);
- Way of thinking under planned-economy conditions (计划经济体制条件下的思维方式);
- Parochial organizational interest and stove piping (狭隘权力和利益观念);
- Lack of initiative for innovation (因循守旧, 不思变革);
- Self-indulgence of China as “the great power of strategy and stratagem” (“谋略大国 的自我欣赏”);
- Historical burden of the PLA as a “triumphal force” (“胜利之师 的历史包袱”);
- The urge to make a leap forward (急于求成) in military transformation.34
INTEGRATED JOINT OPERATIONS: ONE MODEL FITTING ALL?

Professor Sun certainly deserves praise for his call for the “emancipation of the mind” (‘解放思想观念’). Yet, old habits die hard, and the CCP’s ideological requirements are formidable obstacles. China’s long-called-for reform of the military system (军事体制), which is widely considered to be the starting point of China’s military transformation, has been put off repeatedly.

The current Chinese military organization is a legacy of the Chinese learning from the Soviets and Mao’s misuse of the PLA as an instrument for the control of the Chinese government and people (the so-called “military rule” [‘军管’] during the Cultural Revolution). The current seven Military Regions (MRs) are in essence political strongholds. The central military organization and its extended provincial military garrisons (中央军事组织和地方省军区) are political bureaucracies, but not combat organizations for the conduct of military operations against foreign enemies. If the PLA is to become an effective fighting force, it must abolish or transform this system. However, such a change touches upon two sensitive nerves of the Chinese leaders. One is the ideological requirement the CCP imposes on the military. The other is about the vested interests (corruption, in plain language) of the senior political and military officials. This problem is similar to the tortuous experience China has had with its reluctant political change in other branches of the Chinese government over the past 30 years. Indeed, the CCP has continuously waged ideological battles to keep the PLA in check; it can get new and better
weapons, but it cannot turn itself into a “nationalized service” ("国家化军队") like those in the United States and the West. Thus, as long as China’s overall political system reform (政治体制改革) continues on its winding path, the PLA’s call for organizational reform (军事体制改革) is likely to remain in word, only.

However, the modernization drive, once set in motion, cannot be stopped. In its effort to move forward, the PLA has propitiously found a roundabout way to make systematic reform without stepping on the political landmines. The vehicle for change is the U.S. model of integrated joint operations (IJO).

In their study of U.S. military transformation and its conduct of war, the Chinese were quick to grasp the “changing face of war.” As former PLA General and Vice Chief of Staff Xiong Guangkai (熊光楷) put it in a presentation to Chinese military and civilian leaders, there are five key features of war in the information age. They are:

- Artificial intelligence for weapon systems (武器装备智能化), such as precision-guided munitions;
- Streamlining of armed forces and military organization (编制体制精干化);
- Computerization of command and control (指挥控制自动化);
- A multidimensional battle space that expands from the traditional land, sea, and air to include outer space and magnetic space (作战空间多维化); and,
- Integration of combat systems (作战样式体系化).^{37}

While studying the new features of war, Chinese military analysts also pay close attention to the way
the U.S. military prepares and conducts wars in the new age. They see that the first four features in General Xiong’s presentation are about the revolutionary changes in weapons systems and battlegrounds that are a direct result of the ongoing technological innovations since the late-1970s and early-1980s. The last feature is about the nature of war in the information age: it is no longer isolated military confrontation on land, at sea, or in the air, but contests between systems involving all elements of national power and in all dimensions and spectrums simultaneously. The U.S. military has made a timely transformation to fight wars under these new conditions. It has become an “integrated joint force,” and its military actions are called “integrated joint operations.”

It did not take the Chinese long to reach the consensus that IJO is the U.S. answer to wars in the information age and that it should be the model for China to follow as well. PLA Lieutenant General Liu Jixian (刘继贤) goes so far as to assert that the model of combat in the information age can only be integrated joint operations, which are combat operations employing all necessary forces, seamlessly connected by systems of information networks, focusing on an integrated goal, and taking place in a multidimensional battlefield involving land, sea, air, outer space, and the magnetic and electronic spaces. General Liu also points out that the U.S. military has more than 30 years of experience in developing and practicing IJO; thus, China can learn from the United States’ experience and avoid many mistakes.

Another noted analyst of IJO, PLA Major General He Lei (何雷), has stated that combat operations in the information age are a contest between systems of national power (系统对系统). No one military service
can single-handedly control the course of war; there will be no future combat without the use of joint operations (无战不联), and if a military cannot conduct joint operations, it will not be able to win in combat (无联不胜).\(^{40}\)

The highest endorsement of IJO comes from the CCP central leadership. At both the CCP’s 16th and 17th Party Conventions, President Hu Jintao put these calls in his reports. China’s *National Defense White Papers* of 2008 and 2010 have also stated that IJO is the model for the PLA’s transformation.

Moreover, while PLA analysts have gained a good understanding of the new conditions in war and the model of IJO, they also understand that IJO covers more than combat operations in war; it is a “system of systems” (“系统的系统”) that requires:

- An integrated understanding of IJO (思想观念一体化) by the officers so that they can conduct IJO on the same principles and rules;
- Integrated services and fighting power (作战力量一体化) so as to avoid interservice conflict (军种之间内斗和作战力量不集中);
- Integrated command systems (指挥机构一体化);
- Integrated information systems (信息系统一体化);
- Integrated weapon systems (武器装备一体化);
- Integrated logistics systems (后勤保障一体化);
- Integrated quality for officers and soldiers (人员素质一体化); and,
- Integrated education and training (教育训练一体化).\(^{41}\)

In short, everything in the war business goes the integrated way.
LEARNING BY DOING: THE PLA’S IMPLEMENTATION OF IJO

The PLA’s embrace of IJO has become a driving force for changes in all of the related areas. The aircraft carrier is a perfect example. It requires an integrated operation of naval, air, space, intelligence and reconnaissance, logistics, and many other services. It is an excellent platform for the PLA to learn about IJO.

IJO takes place mostly at the operational level. Most of the changes involve only junior officers. The vested political and economic interests are presumably less developed at this level, thus making it easier for the Chinese leaders to embrace this model and make organizational changes. The following are a few of the landmark changes in recent years.

- On January 10, 2006, the first all-service integrated logistics interactive supply and protection system was inaugurated in the Beijing War Zone (北京战区). This indicates that the Beijing War Zone has achieved initial success in information exchange, resource sharing and interservice interaction (首个三军联勤保障互动平台在北京战区正式启动, 这标记着北京战区联勤保障初步实现了信息互通, 资源互用, 优势互补, 三军互动).42

- On February 15, 2007, the Chinese Central Military Commission (CMC) approved the implementation plan for the Jinan War Zone to have integrated logistics system reform (济南战区正式实行三军大联勤体制).43

- During the 11th Five-Year Plan, the PLA tried reforming military logistics. On June 21, 2010, a meeting of several departments took place in
Beijing. The Chinese government also passed multiple military transportation regulations (交通沿线军交运输现代化建设规定) and (交通战备现代化建设工作规定).

- In November 2001, the CMC set the reform of the PLA procurement system in motion by approving a pilot plan (试点计划). In 2005, the CMC finalized the reform by authorizing a regulation on military logistics purchases (军队后勤采购规定).

- The China National Defense White Paper of 2010 states that China has established a “civil-military integrated military equipment (weapon and supply) study and production system” (“完善军民结合寓军于民的装备科研和生产体系”).

- In June 2006, at a PLA conference on military training, President Hu Jintao urged the PLA to practice integrated joint operations. This was a turning point in PLA military exercises. The major exercises are listed in the table in the Appendix. (Note: There are numerous regional and smaller-scale military exercises that are not listed there.)

- While the PLA is learning by “doing” the current changes, Chinese leaders are also making efforts to transform China’s armed forces in the long run. In April 2011, Chinese President Hu Jintao signed the new guidelines for developing PLA command officers. The guidelines emphasize the development of officers capable of commanding integrated joint operations, managers capable of integrated information management, engineers capable of developing new technology, and operators capable of...
conducting new equipment (联合作战指挥人才, 信息化建设管理人才, 信息技术专业人才, 新装备操作和维护人才). As PLA analysts put it, integrated joint operation is a form of war; its historical position in war is unshakable; and to a great extent, integrated joint operations have become the criterion for a strong military power.\(^5\)

In addition to its learning from the U.S. military, the Chinese military also pays close attention to changes taking place in other great powers’ militaries. Chinese military analysts have noted that Russia has eliminated the service head posts. In their place, the Russians have created unified war zones. Chinese military analysts have also noticed that the Germans have also abolished the services. In their place, the Germans use special operation units to carry out policy objectives in integrated joint operations.

China finds the war zones (战区) especially useful for the PLA’s transformation. While a Goldwater-Nichols-like legislation is difficult to come by in China, the creation of those war zones offers the Chinese another roundabout way to promote IJO and transform the PLA’s organization without stepping on political and ideological landmines. By the time these new generations of well-educated and well-trained technocrats come into the services, the old generation will be long gone, and the PLA will be changed for good.

**WHAT ABOUT THE CHINESE WAY OF WAR?**

Since the Chinese military is learning about the U.S.-led integrated joint operations and transforming the “Chinese war machine” the U.S. way, will it then
conduct wars as the U.S. military does? Along the same line, when the Chinese put their aircraft carriers in operation, will they use them as the Americans do? Or to put it a different way, will learning and practicing the U.S.-created IJO render the PLA’s traditions and the Chinese way of war obsolete?

The answer is “no.” The transformation of military affairs in China and the Chinese military’s learning and practicing of IJO only informs us that the PLA will become a joint force and be able to apply its fighting power in integrated ways on the battleground. We also know that the PLA will have many more advanced capabilities from a more robust weapons production and supply system and logistics support, all of which will be nested in an integrated system.

However, this transformation does not change the Chinese views on the nature of war, their justification for the use of force, or the conduct of war. PLA analysts argue that the transformation in military affairs and changing war conditions in the information age are giving the Chinese way of war a new lease on life. They believe that with the modernization of China’s military forces, they can bring the Chinese way of war to a new level.

What is the Chinese way of war, anyway? It is one with the following characteristics. First, the Chinese way of war has three identifiable sources: 1) classical Chinese political and military thought; 2) 2,000 years of Chinese strategic culture (权谋文化); and, 3) Mao Zedong’s military experience and writings. Chinese leaders constantly tap into these three sources for answers to their national security problems.

Second, the Chinese way of war maintains “Mao’s view on the nature of war,” namely a Marxist-Leninist assertion that war is an offspring of private ownership
of property—in other words, capitalism is the evil origin of war. The Chinese used to have a mixed view on the nature of war from observations made in classical times. Sun Zi (孙子), Lao Zi (老子), Wu Zi (吴子) and Xun Zi (荀子), for instance, took war as the natural state of affairs. Confucius (孔子) and Mencius (孟子), however, believed that peace is the rule and wars are aberrations. These observations all became irrelevant when Mao introduced the Marxist view to China.

A key aspect of the Marxist view is that if human societies are to eliminate war, they must put an end to capitalism. During the heyday of the communist movement, the Soviet Union, China, and other communist states advocated in various ways to pursue this course of action. Although China today has no intention to continue the communist mission of ridding mankind of war by “wiping out capitalism” (“消灭资本主义”), the Chinese nevertheless continue to view the main reason for war in the Marxist way. They have always held that U.S. hegemony is the continuation of capitalism at its highest stage and is the main source of contemporary international conflict.

Third, the Chinese way of war follows a Confucius tradition to justify the use of force. It is a ruler’s means to maintain and restore order, both internally and externally. Internally, Chinese governments, central as well as provincial, have used force to preserve or restore order from time to time. Externally, the Chinese also waged wars against their neighbors to restore the “Chinese order.” China’s periodic expeditions against its neighbors in ancient times are cases in point. Teaching Vietnam a lesson in 1979 is a more contemporary example. This China-centric and authoritarian rule-based justification for the use of force is a point of concern for other nations, for China looks at its territorial
disputes—most notably those in the East and South China Seas—as disorders created by China’s neighbors “stealing” China’s territories when the Middle Kingdom was undergoing dynastic decline and internal fragmentation (civil wars, for instance). It is therefore justifiable from the Chinese perspective for China to use force to “recover those stolen properties.”

In addition to the Confucian influence, Chinese leaders also follow Mao’s teaching to “define” wars on ideological grounds. Mao argues that all revolutionary and “People’s Wars” are just wars. But these assertions suffer from definitional problems and ideological bias. What is “revolution”? Who are the “people”? Mao’s “theories” provide no answer. Chinese leaders, nevertheless, follow Mao blindly to justify the use of force in Mao’s way. Moreover, since the United States is a capitalist nation, any war it wages will be unjust. This ideological judgment is routinely taken as a given by the Chinese leaders. The Chinese also hold the fallacious view that since China is not a capitalist state and has people everywhere, China is always on the just side when it comes to waging war. This is a dangerous proposition.

Fourth, the Chinese way of war has a tradition of “post-emption” (“后发制人”); that is, to prevail in war with calculated reactive and deferred moves. This is a tradition that goes all the way back to Sun Zi’s *Art of War*. Of note is that China’s *National Defense White Papers* of 2008 and 2010 have made this an official stand for China in dealing with foreign enemies.

However, one should see that China’s post-emption principle applies only to strategic-level moves; that is, whether to take action in wars. The Chinese are in essence saying that China will not be the one to initiate wars against other nations. Yet, once the war
threshold is crossed, the Chinese will do whatever it takes to win, including preemptive strikes. Mao’s experience and teaching are full of examples of making surprise and preemptive strikes, using overwhelming force against isolated enemy forces, deceptions, and many other tactics at the operational level.  

Finally, the Chinese way of war closely follows Sun Zi’s teaching to pursue the pinnacle of war—subjugating the enemy without the use of force (不战而屈人之兵). To approach this ideal state of war, Sun Zi prescribes that the first step in war is to attack the enemy’s strategy (上兵伐谋) and then to derail the enemy’s alliances (次伐交). If these first two efforts are successful, one can destroy the enemy’s fighting will, and one may not have to fight to win. Under these circumstances, charging the troops into the battlefields (伐兵) is only to consolidate the victory. From Sun Zi’s perspective, the worst thing to do in war is to attack the opponent’s strongholds and slaughter the opponent’s people (攻城).

In addition, Sun Zi advocates the use of deception—war is a matter of deception (兵以诈立) and emphasizes intelligence and calculation—know yourselves and your enemy, and you will prevail in war (知彼知己百战不殆). The hallmarks of the Chinese way of war are the extensive use of strategy, stratagems, and deception.

Chinese military analysts argue that changes in technology, weaponry, and military organizations have not affected the Chinese way of war. On the contrary, they allow for a more meaningful use of Sun Zi’s art of war. Indeed, strategic targeting under the new conditions is no longer the destruction of the enemy’s territory or complete annihilation. The emergence of high-tech weaponry allows a nation to achieve war
goals without the use of mass-killing force. With air-
power and long-range precision strike capability, one
can surgically strike targets deep in the enemy’s terri-
tory and implement “noncontact and indirect attack”
(“脱离接触间接打击”).

WHAT ABOUT THE PEOPLE’S WAR DOCTRINE?

Perhaps, the one Chinese tradition that gets most
hard hit is the People’s War doctrine. A group of re-
searchers at the PLA National Defense University led
by Li Menghe (李梦鹤) have noted that the People’s
War doctrine has met with an unprecedented chal-
lenge in four ways: 1) war under high-tech conditions
makes the employment of untrained people difficult;
2) the short duration of war also makes the mobiliza-
tion of people difficult; 3) due to changes in war, tra-
ditional trench warfare, attrition, and other people’s
wars have become increasingly irrelevant; and, 4)
with advanced information technology, battlegrounds
have become crystal clear, making it more and more
difficult for ordinary people to make an impact. In
addition, past wars were fought in China. It made
good sense to mobilize the people to fight against the
enemy. However, future wars are likely to be away
from China’s homeland, along its maritime frontiers
or on other nations’ soil. It is difficult to conduct Peo-
ple’s War in these faraway areas.

Chinese leaders and analysts are aware of these
problems. They have made calls to find ways to up-
hold the People’s War principle and find ways to con-
tinue this so-called “magic weapon” (“克敌制胜的法
宝”) of the Chinese Communist Party and military.
Deng Xiaoping (邓小平), for instance, stressed that
Chinese leaders must adhere to Mao’s thoughts, study
People’s War under modern conditions, and develop Chinese military science (要继承毛泽东思想，研究现代条件下的人民战争，发展我国的军事科学). Former Chinese President Jiang Zemin (江泽民) also stresses that no matter how much weaponry and forms of war have changed, People’s War is the key to defeating enemies (无论武器装备如何发展，战争形态如何变化，人民战争都是我们克敌制胜的法宝). Current Chinese President Hu Jintao has also emphasized the importance of the People’s War doctrine time and again. With heavy pressure from above, Chinese may eventually find ways to make the People’s War doctrine relevant to the military conflicts under high-tech and information conditions.

MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL . . .

There is an old saying that a nation develops its military and acquires arms to prepare for the war it anticipates. How does this apply to China? It fits perfectly with Chinese military modernization.

China is not modernizing its military to make it look better. It is not developing aircraft carriers to build ocean amusement parks. China pursues military modernization to safeguard its homeland, to support its quest for national unity (read as unification with Taiwan) and territorial integrity (read as “recovering the stolen territories” in the East and South China Seas).

In its pursuit of these interests, China has to prepare to deal with the U.S. military, for the United States is involved in every aspect of China’s so-called “core interests,” some of which have the potential risk of drawing China and the United States into armed conflict. China’s military modernization is designed to meet these challenges.
Complicating the specific conflicts between China and the United States in the Western Pacific is a power-transition process taking place at a more fundamental level between the two great powers. This is a contest for the future of international relations. Both the United States and, increasingly, China take military power as a key component of their national strategy.

Ironically, the Chinese military has no alternative but to learn from the U.S. military how to improve its fighting power. In fairness, the Chinese military has seized the opportunity to learn from the world’s most powerful military and kept up with the changes in military affairs. China’s investments in weaponry improvement and efforts at organizational transformation (i.e., integrated joint operations construction) are on the right track.

However, China’s learning from the United States is about hard power and factors at the operational level. China continues to reject the political aspects of U.S./Western military affairs and to preserve Chinese traditions as fundamentals, only taking Western imports for practical use according to the aforementioned centuries-old fallacious doctrine of “中学为体，西学为用。” Moreover, China also continues to follow Mao’s teaching to view the nature of war, the justification for the use of force, and the conduct of war in ideological terms. These efforts unavoidably put China in a perpetual state of antagonism with the United States and the West. Although China has repeatedly asked the United States to abandon its so-called Cold War thinking on China, Chinese leaders themselves are unable to get out of their self-imposed ideological trenches. The result is that China perceives everything the United States does in international affairs as a U.S. imperialist and hegemonic undertaking, and therefore
as something unjust that must be opposed. Although China can cooperate with the United States when the two countries’ national interests coincide, this ideological divide will ensure that the cooperation will be simply a matter of convenience.

The key elements of the Chinese way of war have largely remained intact in the midst of the transformation in military affairs in China. The Chinese way of war places a strong emphasis on the use of strategy, stratagems, and deception. However, the Chinese understand that their approach will not be effective without the backing of hard military power. China’s grand strategy is to take the next 30 years to complete China’s modernization mission, which is expected to turn China into a true great power by that time. One can expect that with the integration of its strategic tradition and its increasingly sophisticated hard comprehensive national power, China will become a much more formidable global power by the middle of the 21st century.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Name</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>前卫 (Front Guard)-2011</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>大型信息系统首次使用 (First use of large-scale information systems.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>先锋 (Vanguard)-2011</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>工程兵混编跨区联训 (Engineer troops cross-military region joint exercise.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>使命行动 (Mission)-2010</td>
<td>北京兰州成都3集团军 (Beijing, Lanzhou and Chengdu MRs)</td>
<td>信息一体化，跨区机动实兵演习，首次联合战役军团战略 投送演习，首次总部统一筹划 (Integrated information-centric exercise, cross-military region mobile life-fire exercise, first strategic power projection by joint campaign groups, first exercise under unified control of the General Staff.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>砺剑 (Sharp Saw)-2010</td>
<td>北京军区 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>信息一体化 (Integrated information-centric operations.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>先锋 (Vanguard)-2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前卫 (Front Guard)-2010</td>
<td>济南军区防空部队 (Jinan MR Air Defense)</td>
<td>防空演习侦查预警 (Air defense, intelligence, and early warning.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>防护 (Protection)-2010</td>
<td>北京军区核化防护部队 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>核生化防护 (Nuclear and bio-warfare protection.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>交战 (Engagement)-2010</td>
<td>东海舰队 (East Sea Fleet)</td>
<td>海上应急保障 (Maritime emergency operation.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>黄海 (Yellow Sea)-2010</td>
<td>南京军区 (Nanjing MR)</td>
<td>UAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise Name</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>南海 (South China Sea) 2010</td>
<td>北海, 东海, 南海舰队 (North, East, and South Sea Fleets)</td>
<td>对美 “亮剑” (Counter U.S. naval exercises.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>西藏 (Tibet)-2010</td>
<td>兰州军区 (Lanzhou MR)</td>
<td>陆空联合军演 (Air-land joint operation.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>跨越 (Stride)-2009</td>
<td>沈阳兰州济南广州军区 (Shenyang, Lanzhou, Jinan, and Guangzhou MRs)</td>
<td>北斗GPS，首次跨战区 (Employment of Beidou GPS and first cross-war zone exercise.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>联合 (Joint Operations)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>首次战区级联合战役训练包括陆海空二炮等军种 (First war zone-level joint operation exercise involving land, air, naval, and Second Artillery forces.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>砺剑 (Sharp Saw)-2009</td>
<td>广州军区 (Guangzhou MR)</td>
<td>多样化军事任务 (Diversified military operations.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>先锋 (Vanguard)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>五项演习 (Five tasking exercise.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>北剑 (North Saw)-2009</td>
<td>北京军区 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>实兵对抗系统原理性演练 (Live-fire system confrontation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前卫 (Front Guard)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>联合作战全方位体系作战 (Joint operations under all conditions.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>铁拳 (Iron Fist)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>远程机动 (Long-range mobile.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>必胜 (Must Win)-2009</td>
<td>南京军区 (Nanjing MR)</td>
<td>三界训练基地红军兰军对垒 (Red and blue forces engagement.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前锋 (Front Guard)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>联合作战，精确作战 (Joint operations and precision strike, with 150 foreign officers observing.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise Name</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>空降机动 (Airborne)-2009</td>
<td>空降兵部队 (郑州) (Airborne Force [Zhengzhou])</td>
<td>跨区战役机动综合演练 (Cross-war zone mobile campaign.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>火力 (Fire Power)-2009</td>
<td>广州军区 (Guangzhou MR)</td>
<td>炮兵防空演练 (Artillery and air defense.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>西南使命 (Southwest Mission)-2009</td>
<td>成都军区 (Chengdu MR)</td>
<td>信息化作战, GPS (Information-centric operations, with GPS.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>先行 (Advance Dispatch)-2009</td>
<td>总后勤部沈阳军区北京军区 (General Logistics Department, Shenyang and Beijing MRs)</td>
<td>首次联合作战后勤保障综合实兵, 野战医疗救护, 饮食技能, 运输, 供油, 抢修 (First joint operations for logistics including medical operation, food supply, transportation, oil supply, and emergency repair.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>卫勤使命 (Medi-Logis)-2009</td>
<td>兰州军区 (Lanzhou MR)</td>
<td>最大规模非战军事行动, 最大规模联合医疗救援 (Largest-scale non-combat operation and joint medical rescue operations.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>铁骑 (Iron Cavalry)-2009</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>装甲师演习, 20个合成战斗团, 信息化指挥 (Armor Division with 20 combined regiments, information-centric command and operations.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>联合 (Joint Operation)-2008</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>首次跨海峡 (辽东半岛), 联合指挥, 情报, 火力打击, 电子对抗, 综合保障 (First cross-strait [Liaodong Peninsula] joint operations with command, intelligence, live-fire strike, electronic warfare, and integrated supply and protection.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>北剑 (North Saw)-2008</td>
<td>北京军区 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>联合作战, 信息攻击, 火力打击, 作战保障 (Joint operations, information-centric attacks, live-fire engagement, and combat protection.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>砺兵 (Sharp Force)-2008</td>
<td>北京军区济南军区 (Beijing, Jinan MRs)</td>
<td>联合作战, 跨军区作战 (Joint operations, cross-war zone, with 36 foreign national observers.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise Name</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前锋 (Front Guard)-2008</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>装甲旅，阶段性信息火力打击，综合攻击，夺点控域 (Armor brigades, phased information-centric attacks, integrated offense, and position warfare.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>确山 (Queshan)-2007</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>摩托化步兵师 (Mechanized infantry.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>勇士 (Brave Soldiers)-2007</td>
<td>沈阳军区 (Shenyang MR)</td>
<td>摩托化步兵师实弹演习 (Mechanized infantry live-fire exercise with 55 foreign officers, including U.S. officers, observing the exercise.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>铁拳 (Iron Fist)-2007</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>王牌机动师检验部队指挥, 机动, 火力打击, 保障防护 (Elite mechanized infantry with tests on command, maneuver, attacks, and protection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>北剑 (North Saw)-2007</td>
<td>北京军区 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>朱日和合同战术训练基地实兵对抗系统原理性实验演练 (Combined exercises at Zhurihe with system confrontation.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>确山 (Queshan)-2006</td>
<td>四总部济南军区 (4 General Departments and Jinan MR)</td>
<td>Turning Point: 胡锦涛：机械化转信息化, 实弹四总部首次联合组织的整建制步兵师演习 (First joint operation exercise with a full division.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前卫 (Front Guard)-2006</td>
<td>济南军区 (Jinan MR)</td>
<td>联合作战全方位体系对抗 (Joint operation under all conditions.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>北剑 (North Saw)-2006</td>
<td>北京军区 (Beijing MR)</td>
<td>首次由陆军、空军、第二炮兵、武装警察、军区指挥官联合举行的军事操演 (First all-service plus PAP on joint operations.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: From Chinese open sources, compiled by the author.
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